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Introduction: What Is Jihadi Culture and Why Should We Study It?

THOMAS HEGGHAMMER

This book is the first in-depth exploration of the cultural dimension of jihadism. We wrote it because so many others cover the operational stuff. There is no shortage of works on the operations, structures, and resources of radical groups, and many studies of jihadi ideology focus on political objectives, strategic thinking, or views on tactics. But militancy is about more than bombs and doctrines. It is also about rituals, customs, and dress codes. It is about music, films, and storytelling. It is about sports, jokes, and food. Look inside any radical group – or conventional army for that matter – and you will see daily life inside it filled with a range of artistic products and social practices that serve no obvious strategic purpose: Think of the songs of leftist revolutionaries, the tattoos of neo-Nazis, or the cadence calls of the U.S. Marines. This soft dimension of military life tends to get much less attention than the guns and the blaze, no doubt because it is seen as less consequential. After all, who cares what warriors do in their spare time?

This book does, and it will show that jihadis have a rich aesthetic culture that is essential for understanding their mindset and worldview. Readers who have not studied or frequented radical Islamists will find parts of this subculture surprising. We will see, for example, that jihadis love poetry, that they talk regularly about dreams, and that they weep – a lot. We will also see that jihadism has fostered an entire music industry, as well as a massive body of film productions. Jihadis may have a reputation as ruthless macho men – and there is some truth to that – but they also value personal humility, artistic sensitivity, and displays of emotion.

Aside from being inherently interesting, the cultural practices of rebel groups pose a social scientific puzzle in that they defy expectations of utility-maximizing behavior. Jihadis are usually hunted men; they are sought by their enemies and dispose of limited time and resources. We should expect them to spend all their time honing their
bomb-making skills, raising funds, or studying the enemy’s weaknesses. Yet they “waste” time on poetry recitation, hymn singing, and other activities that serve no apparent strategic purpose. And it is not just that they do it – they do it a lot, which suggests it is significant to their whole enterprise. Non-military products and practices fill a surprisingly large proportion of life in the jihadi underground. This is especially true of groups operating in high-repression environments, like Western cities, where outdoor military training is impossible and operations rare. But even in war zones and training camps we see jihadis spend hours each day praying, listening to hymns, telling stories, watching jihadi videos, and interpreting dreams. Moreover, these products and practices feature prominently at the earliest stages of the recruits’ induction into jihadi groups. Many new recruits seem to indulge in jihadi music and videos long before they see any fighting and before they sit down to learn the finer points of doctrine. All of this suggests that non-military products and practices matter for how groups recruit and operate.

This book has two objectives: one limited, the other far-reaching. The first is to introduce readers to the jihadi aesthetic universe. We do so by describing, chapter by chapter, seven prominent genres or elements of jihadi culture: poetry, music, iconography, cinematography, dream interpretation, martyrology, and social practices. Our ambition here is limited insofar as we seek only to explore a selection of genres, not to exhaust the topic. The second and most important objective is to highlight the wealth and significance of jihadi culture and inspire others to do more research on it. We believe there is room and need for an entire research program on the cultural and aesthetic dimensions of jihadism, and later in this introduction I sketch out some possible lines of inquiry.

The big idea in this book is that what scholars have tended to refer to as “ideology” is really two different things: doctrine and aesthetics. Many academics today would say that jihadi poetry and hymns belong to the realm of ideology, for which we already have a lively research program. However, the literature on jihadism has mostly treated ideology as synonymous with doctrine, that is, a set of ideas transmitted through language and internalized through cognition. Students of jihadi ideology – this author included – have tended to examine texts, dissecting their theological or political reasoning in the hope of identifying salient tenets, objectives, and preferences. While things like poetry and
music have not gone entirely unstudied, they have certainly received much less attention than doctrinal treatises. Yet poetry and music must do something more or something different than simply convey doctrinal principles, because otherwise activists would not bother creating them, but write terse prose instead. If hymns are doctrine in musical form, what does the sound do? If poetry is theology in flowery language, are the metaphors and cadence all fluff? This book does not purport to know exactly what that “something more or something different” is – though I present some hypotheses below – but it does argue that the only way to find out is to devote more intellectual attention to the cultural-aesthetic dimension of jihadi ideology.

We do not claim to have discovered jihadi culture and aesthetics, because substantial work has already been done on individual elements of it. Some of the contributors to this volume, such as Jonathan Pieslak, Iain Edgar, and Afshon Ostovar, have already written on their respective topics (music, dreams, and iconography) elsewhere. Other important contributions to the literature include Kendall and Holtmann on jihadi poetry, Said and Lemieux and Nill on jihadi music, Holtmann and Weisburd on jihadi iconography, Farwell and El Difraoui on jihadi films, and Sirriyeh on jihadi dreams, to mention just a few. There is also a related literature on other militant Islamist groups; for example, Alagha’s work on the music and dance of Hizballah, Pelevin and Weinreich’s work on the songs of the Taliban, Alshaer on the poetry of Hamas and Hizballah, and Strick van Lindschoten and Kuehn on the poetry of the Taliban. Looking beyond the Islamist universe, we find many more publications, from Reed’s book The Art of Protest via Anton Shekhovtsov’s work on the music of the extreme right to Cheryl Herr’s study of “terrorist chic” in Northern Ireland. Still, relatively few attempts have been made at linking the study of these various cultural expressions and exploring culture and aesthetics as a category of rebellious activity.

A number of academics have identified the broader phenomenon we are describing in this book – or something close to it. Alagha, for example, has written about Islamist uses of – and debates about – “resistance art” and “purposeful art,” terms connoting ideologically motivated art forms such as dancing, music, and literature. Halldén has described jihadi poetry as part of the “aesthetic dimension of al-Qaida’s culture wars,” and Crone has analyzed the role of “aesthetic
assemblages” and “aesthetic technologies” such as jihadi videos and hymns in the radicalization of Muslims in Denmark. Writing about salafism in Germany, Dantshke pointed out the development of a “genuine Jihad based youth culture” or “Pop-jihad,” with its own music (“Battle-nasheeds”), apparel, and ideological iconography. Several scholars have also talked about the “counterculture” dimension of jihadism in the West and its significant role in drawing young Muslims into extremism. Sageman, for example, notes that “these [jihadi] symbols and rituals amount to a lifestyle, which participants view as ‘cool’. Thus they create a ‘jihadi cool’ counterculture.” Hemmingsen concluded her ethnographic study of jihadis in Denmark by noting that they “perceived themselves as sharing something – something which included worldviews, norms, dress codes, language and insights … this ‘shared we’ can best be understood as a counterculture.” All these scholars seem to have put their finger on roughly the same thing as we are describing in this book, but they did not examine its constituent parts in much detail. The most prominent exception is Herding’s recent book Inventing the Muslim Cool, which does go into depth, but it looks at Western Muslim youth culture more broadly, not militants specifically.

It is worth noting here that the term “jihad culture” or “jihadi culture” has also been used in the past to describe somewhat different things than what we have in mind in this book. For example, Jessica Stern has written about “Pakistan’s jihad culture” in the sense of a culture of armed struggle, and Michael Taarnby and Lars Hallundbæk have described the “culture of jihad” in the Lebanese group Fatah al-Islam, but in the sense of a culture of religious warfare. Similarly, Jeffrey Cozzens employed the term “culture of global jihad” to describe attitudes, values, and beliefs that we in this book would mostly sort under the label doctrine. Gilbert Ramsey’s book Jihadi Culture on the World Wide Web appears to understand culture in a broader sense of “the entirety of jihadi activity” (my formulation) in the online domain. It is an interesting book that sheds important light on life in the digital jihadi underground, but its definition of culture is substantially broader than ours.

Defining Jihadi Culture

So what exactly are we talking about? Readers will already have noticed a glaring terminological inconsistency. I have already used
several different terms to describe our research object, including “the cultural dimension of jihadism,” “the soft dimension of military life,” “what terrorists do in their spare time,” “aesthetic culture,” “subculture,” “non-military products and practices,” and “things like poetry and music.” Clearly, whatever we are dealing with is slippery and is not easily captured by existing terminology.

In this book we use the term “jihadi culture” for lack of a better one. It does, however, require some elaboration, because culture is itself a loose and contested concept. The academic literature on culture is vast, and the available definitions equally numerous. Our usage is closest to definition 7a of “culture” in the *Oxford English Dictionary*: “the distinctive ideas, customs, social behaviour, products, or way of life of a particular nation, society, people, or period.” However, we have in mind something slightly more specific than that. We are indeed interested in the “ideas, customs, social behaviour, products, or way of life” of jihadis, but only those that do not have an obvious military-strategic purpose. Central to our definition of culture, in other words, is the idea of apparent superfluousness.

We define jihadi culture as *products and practices that do something other than fill the basic military needs of jihadi groups*. This understanding of culture is very close to what the anthropologist Edmund Leach called “technically superfluous frills and decorations.” The following passage from his classic study of the Kachins (an ethnic group in northern Burma) is a good illustration of what we seek to capture:

For example, if it is desired to grow rice, it is certainly essential and functionally necessary to clear a piece of ground and sow seed in it. And it will no doubt improve the prospects of a good yield if the plot is fenced and the growing crop weeded from time to time. Kachins do all these things and, in so far as they do this, they are performing simple technical acts of a functional kind. These actions serve to satisfy “basic needs.” But there is much more to it than that . . . the routines of clearing the ground, planting the seeds, fencing the plot and weeding the growing crop are all patterned according to formal conventions and interspersed with all kinds of technically superfluous frills and decorations. It is these frills and decorations which make the performance a Kachin performance and not just a simple functional act. And so it is with every kind of technical action; there is always the element which is functionally essential, and another element which is simply the local custom, and aesthetic frill.
Now think of a rebel group. It has certain “basic needs,” such as the capacity to deploy violence and the ability to muster material resources for its continued survival. These needs can, conceivably, be fulfilled in a minimalist, no-frills fashion: you train, fight, raise funds, purchase weapons, write communiqués, get some sleep, repeat the next day. To put it simply, these are the functionally essential elements of rebellion; everything else is culture. A militant group cannot operate without military expertise or weaponry, but it should be able to do without music or dream interpretation. Soldiers need durable clothes, but they do not need a variety of soft hats. The group may need to communicate its political objectives to enemies and recruits, but it does not need to do so through poetry. Thus, the litmus test for whether something sorts as jihadi culture under our definition is whether it is functionally essential to the military effort.

Militant Islamists do a lot of these unnecessary things, as do probably all other military organizations on the planet. Sometimes they also do things that are not only superfluous, but also outright counterproductive. As we shall see in Chapter 9, jihadi memoirs contain many examples of people insisting on some practice – such as excessive fasting, refusing to lie on the stomach, or shooting in the air to celebrate – even though it made them more vulnerable to enemy attacks. Another indication that something is culture is that it has a starkly different value in another military organization. Functionally essential tasks are largely the same across all militant groups, for there are only so many ways to fire a gun. Culture, on the other hand, varies. Hence poetry can be highly valued in Hamas, while the Israeli military frowns upon poetry as unmanly. (The IDF once refused to let a soldier read poetry on military radio so as not to ruin the organization’s image.)

This is all well and good, but what does it mean specifically? Where exactly does the functionally essential stop and the culture begin? This question is very difficult to answer fully, but we can be a bit more specific. Most elements of jihadi culture will be observable products or practices. Products are artifacts such as poems, songs, images, and films. They are static in form and portable from one context to another. Practices are acts, often (but not always) involving the consumption of a product. It is the singing of a song, the performance of a ritual, the wearing of certain clothes, or the talking about dreams. Some elements of jihadi culture combine multiple products and practices. The ceremony of the martyr’s wedding, for example (see Chapter 9), combines...
singing of anashid, dancing, shouting “allahu akbar,” firing guns in the air (if possible), and the future martyr being well-groomed.

It is important to note that things do not need to be particularly exotic or sophisticated to be cultural. Even though we have so far highlighted poetry and music, we are not seeking to identify a jihadi “high culture.” We are equally interested in the ordinary and mundane, such as the cooking, favorite sports, or jokes of militant Islamists. We are even interested in their toilet habits (see Chapter 9). And if silence were an important part of social interaction among jihadis (it is not), we would study that, too, even though it is literally nothing.

Moreover, a product or practice need not be unique to jihadi groups to be considered an element of jihadi culture. Jihadis do a lot of things that also non-militant Muslims do, like pray, play sports, or eat with the right hand. In fact, as we shall see in this book, most elements of jihadi culture are not specific to jihadis; the appreciation for poetry and a penchant for dream interpretation are entirely of the ordinary in the Muslim world. What is specific to jihadis is the particular combination or cluster of practices that they entertain, as well as the ideological tinge to the products they consume. (Poetry as a genre has nothing jihadi about it, but poems praising suicide bombers do.)

The most challenging part of any definitional exercise is treating borderline phenomena, and in the case of jihadi culture, there are several. One is the fascination many jihadis have with war, weapons, and military effects. Military activities really are a very big part of life in a jihadi group, especially those that have training camps or operate in conflict zones. To say that war and weaponry is not part of jihadi culture defies common sense; after all, the willingness to perpetrate violence is one of their defining traits as a social group. Besides, it is not always clear which military practices are functionally essential. Take the soldier who names his gun and sleeps with it. This is a near-universal practice in military organizations, including in jihadi groups. Is it strictly necessary in order to be an effective soldier? Perhaps. That said, the jihadi fascination with things martial sometimes clearly goes beyond the purely functional. In Western cities, for example, radical Islamists often wear military-style camouflage jackets over their Middle Eastern–style robes, even if they are just going to the grocery store. Most jihadis also seem to like exchanging stories about Muslim battle exploits from early Islamic history, even though nobody
fights with swords or on horseback anymore. These practices are easier to describe as cultural, but many others defy easy classification.

The same applies in the domain we may call the art of war. There may be more than one way to perform a military task, and a given group may have a preference for one or the other method. Is that variation an expression of culture? For example, when the Islamic State group in Syria executes prisoners by beheading instead of shooting – is that functional or cultural? Bear in mind that some Islamic state supporters defend the practice invoking efficiency, arguing that it is humane because the victim supposedly dies immediately (at least when it’s done from the back of the neck in a single stroke). The point to this gruesome example is that there are many military practices where the notion of functionally essential can be debated.

Another important gray area is the intersection between culture and doctrine. We can all agree that poetry or music belongs in the realm of culture, and that, say, al-Qaida’s 1998 “Statement of the World Islamic Front for Jihad against Jews and Crusaders” is a doctrinal document. But many examples of texts or propaganda videos mix terse political and theological arguments with more elaborate language, lines of poetry, historical references, or symbolic imagery. It is often difficult, if not impossible, to say exactly where, within a given document, doctrine stops and culture begins. And even if we were able to isolate the key ideas, beliefs, and arguments from the cultural scaffolding, how would we distinguish between those ideas that are “necessary” for the justification of the armed struggle and those that are not? Most of us would probably agree that the belief in dreams as a window into the future is less “necessary” for justifying al-Qaida’s armed struggle than the conviction that American troops should not be stationed on Muslim lands. But for many other beliefs, it is a much more difficult call. Take the belief in afterlife rewards for fighters who die in battle. The core idea that something good awaits the fallen may be considered doctrine, because it provides an incentive for individual participation. However, as we shall see in Chapter 8, this core idea is never expressed simply in the sentence “do it because you will be rewarded.” It is always accompanied by a plethora of other more specific beliefs about what exactly happens in the afterlife and what specifically happens to the martyr’s corpse when he dies. And these beliefs are often conveyed with supporting iconography or citations of poetry and scripture, complicating our classification task even further.
This is fuzzy conceptual terrain, and we do not claim to know exactly where the borders lie.

In this book we have chosen the safe route of treating mainly phenomena that fall in the relatively undisputed center of the jihadi culture category. If there is such a thing as functionally nonessential products or practices, then poetry, music, iconography, and the like are surely among them. In other words, we start in the middle of the category and hope that we as a scholarly community may work our way out to the borders as our understanding of the topic becomes more sophisticated. We expect and indeed hope that other scholars will criticize our conceptualization so that it can get sharper. It may well be that the term jihadi culture needs to be further disaggregated into more precise and operational terms. It may even need to be scrapped altogether for a better alternative. We are happy so long as the rough phenomenon we have sketched out above, whatever we end up calling it, gets more scholarly attention.

Actors and Contexts

Who are the people whose culture we propose to study? The term “jihadi,” although now relatively established in the academic literature and news media, means slightly different things to different people. Put simply, jihadi today has both a broad and a narrow definition. In the broad definition, jihadi is a synonym for “violent Islamist” and may in principle apply to Islamist groups of all ideological orientations, so long as they wage violence. That means not only groups like al-Qaida, but also Shiite groups like Lebanese Hizballah and Muslim Brotherhood–affiliated Sunni groups such as Hamas. This is arguably the most parsimonious and logical of the two definitions, but it is the least common.

In the narrow and more frequently used definition, jihadi refers to a subset of particularly violent, conservative, and uncompromising Sunni groups, such as Islamic State and al-Qaida, their affiliates like Boko Haram and al-Qaida in the Islamic Maghreb, or their predecessors such as Egyptian Islamic Jihad and the Algerian Groupe Islamique Armée. These groups are sometimes also referred to as “salafi jihadis” due to their identification with salafism, a literalist approach to Sunni jurisprudence. They also tend to be grouped together for other reasons: their transnational outlook, their rejection of electoral politics, their
reluctance to make truces or political compromises, and their near-exclusive focus on armed struggle as opposed to other political activities. The groups in this category also form what we may call an “epistemic community” in the sense that they see each other as parts of the same movement and partake, through online and offline publications, in a global conversation about theological, political, and strategic matters. Groups like Hamas and Hizballah and their supporters are usually not part of this conversation.

In this book, we are concerned with jihadi groups in the narrow sense. We will study the products and practices of al-Qaida, its various affiliates and associates, the foreign fighters who join these groups, and some of the earlier jihadi groups from the 1980s and 1990s. We will not be studying Hamas, Hezbollah, or the Taliban. This is first and foremost a practical decision, because a wider empirical scope would leave us with an unmanageable number of sources, and we would have to sacrifice a lot of depth for breadth. As we shall see, the epistemic community of jihadism is also a cultural one, in the sense that they have many products and practices in common. It takes only a brief look at other types of groups to spot cultural differences: Hezbollah’s music, for example, has instruments and sounds very different from al-Qaida’s a cappella anashid, while the Taliban enjoy traditional Afghan dances, unheard of in the Islamic State group.

Besides, the universe of groups we study in this book is more than diverse enough as it is. We are covering groups of widely different sizes, in different parts of the world, and in different time periods (from the 1980s to the 2010s). Clearly, there will be a broad range of group-specific products and practices, and we should be extremely careful to generalize about “what jihadis do” or “what jihadis enjoy.” At the same time, a certain degree of generalization will be necessary, or else this book would come in thirty volumes. What we can do, however, is reflect for a few paragraphs on the ways in which groups in our empirical universe differ.

One obvious source of variation is time. From the 1980s to the 2000s, the technological environment of militant groups changed dramatically. The Internet, the digital camera, and eventually the smartphone made it much easier to produce audiovisual propaganda and exchange information between activists on different continents. The declining relative cost of air travel and the growth of the so-called foreign fighter phenomenon from the 1980s onward also led to more
direct social interaction between militants in different regions. Technological change also affected the weaponry available to militants as well as the repressive tools used against them. (Nobody in the 1980s needed to worry about drones or Internet surveillance.)

Despite the increasing level of contact between groups in different regions, most groups have a geographical base and are marked by their environment. Recruits bring cultural references from their upbringing into the organization, and most groups adapt, consciously or not, to their surroundings. Given that culture and customs vary considerably across space, we should expect to see differences in the cultural products and practices of, for example, jihadis in Africa versus Asia, in Egypt versus Libya, and even in eastern versus western Libya.

Groups also differ in type. We shall not linger on group typologies, only highlight the particularly important ideal-type distinction between large insurgent groups and small clandestine groups. The former include groups such as the Islamic State, al-Shabab, or Boko Haram. These are typically large (thousands of members), hierarchical organizations that control territory and employ a combination of paramilitary and terrorist tactics. These groups tend to be relatively well embedded in the local population, which means that the supply of recruits is relatively high and the constraints on training and preparation relatively low. The small clandestine groups include organizations such as the Egyptian Islamic Jihad or the Saudi al-Qaida on the Arabian Peninsula. These are small (low hundreds of members), semi-structured organizations that do not hold territory and specialize in urban terrorist tactics. Their members live in safe houses in cities or towns, often surrounded by a population that does not share their agenda and by highly capable security services that seek to capture or kill them.

To understand the products and practices described in this book, it is also useful to mentally visualize the precise material surroundings in which jihadis spend their time. What we sometimes refer to as the “jihadi underground” can be many things, of course, because jihadis live in different places, and because they are invested in the struggle to different degrees. However, in the sources we examined to write this book, two ideal types of contexts recurred: what we may call the rural base and the urban safe house. The rural base is typically a cluster of brick houses or tents in an isolated location remote enough to allow for undisturbed weapons practice. Life here is rough and austere, often with no electricity, no running water, bad food, and hard physical
training. The urban safe house is an apartment or a house in a populated area. Inside it tends to be half empty, bachelor pad-style, with the basic equipment to sleep, cook, study, and prepare operations. Here is a description of a jihadi safe house in Paris in 2001:

the two-room apartment was completely run-down. In one room there was bedding piled up. The other room was tidier: a foam-rubber mattress on the floor, religious books and audio cassettes on the mantelpiece, a stool, a prayer mat, a chair, and a military uniform was all that the room contained.22

Other videos and testimonies also suggest that the physical environment of the “jihadi underground” is often an aesthetically minimalist one, reflecting, perhaps, salafi ideals of austerity or these groups’ frequent lack of money.

Our empirical scope has two important limitations. The first is that we focus primarily on the period from the early 1980s to the early 2010s and therefore do not look in depth at the culture of Islamic State (IS, aka ISIS or ISIL) or other groups that rose to prominence in the Syrian civil war. Most of the chapters were written before the Islamic State’s spectacular expansion in mid-2014, and while we did revise the manuscript to incorporate IS-related material, we chose not to study IS in depth because it would have meant discarding earlier material to make space for the new. This would have been unfortunate, because a good understanding of earlier jihadi culture is a prerequisite for any serious examination of IS culture.

A second limitation is that we do not study the online lives of jihadis, but focus on activism in the physical world. Many jihadis are very active online, and some operate almost exclusively in the digital domain. Jihadi culture online is a topic that clearly requires in-depth investigation, as does the relationship between the digital and the offline lives of militant Islamists. Substantial work has already been done in this field, not least by the above mentioned Gilbert Ramsey, but more can be done, for this is a rich and fast-evolving domain of social interaction for jihadis.23

Toward a Research Program on Jihadi Culture

One book alone can only scratch the surface of jihadi culture. What we hope to demonstrate, though, is that jihadi culture constitutes a rich empirical domain that remains deeply underexplored. This opens up
an entire new research program with numerous intriguing lines of inquiry. We see at least two broad clusters of research questions that we hope will pique the curiosity of future scholars.

First is the task of *description*: What exactly do the jihadis do? The sheer number and complexity of products and practices and the range of groups that perform them mean that there is a substantial descriptive job to be done before any causal analysis can be conducted. We need more granular information about each element of jihadi culture, about what precisely it consists of and how exactly it is consumed or performed in context. This book treats only a small selection of topics, and it does not exhaust any one of them. We also did not conduct ethnographic work inside jihadi groups. This is of course difficult to do, but it should not be impossible for a scholar with the right skills, connections, and a bit of luck. But even without fieldwork, there are enough primary source documents to explore jihadi culture in more depth.

There remains an almost endless list of unanswered descriptive questions, which we can tentatively sort in three categories. First is the exploration of individual groups and individual elements of jihadi culture. What do Boko Haram members do in their spare time? Is there Uighur jihadi poetry? What exactly do jihadis in the West wear, and in which contexts? Do all members of a jihadi group weep, or do leaders do it more?

Better case descriptions should then allow for the examination of variation in time and space. Do different groups listen to different types of *anashid*? Which groups appreciate poetry more? Do Urdu-language cultural products differ from Arabic-language ones? How have the various elements of jihadi culture evolved since the 1980s?

Finally there is the intriguing issue of comparison with other types of groups and communities. How does jihadi culture differ from that of “mainstream” Muslims? How does the culture of al-Qaida differ from that of Hezbollah or Hamas? How is the Sunni-Shia divide reflected in the culture of militants? This is not to mention the comparison with non-Islamist militants, be it neo-Nazis, leftist revolutionaries, Jewish extremists, Basque separatists, or apocalyptic sects. A quick look at the universe of militant groups suggests enormous variation in the cultural domain, but also intriguing similarities. Many, if not all, groups have their own music, for example, and several non-jihadi groups have produced poetry. And it is not just jihadis who weep on a regular basis; some extreme right-wing activists do it too.
The second main cluster of questions revolves around explanation: Why do they do it? This is arguably the most important, but also the most challenging task. Within this cluster we have at least two different sets of inquiries. The first is accounting for variation, which, in social science terms, amounts to treating jihadi culture as a dependent variable. Why do different jihadi groups have somewhat different cultures? Why do some groups have more elaborate rituals, weep more, or listen more to *anashid* than others?

The second approach would treat jihadi culture as an independent variable and ask about the effects of jihadi culture, be it on the individual, the group, or the movement as a whole. This is perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the entire phenomenon, at least for social scientists. What does culture do for the jihadis? Why is it that most-wanted terrorists spend time on poetry and dream interpretation when they could be training or raising funds? How do cultural products and practices affect behavior, and by which mechanisms? What is the role of jihadi culture in individual radicalization, and which elements of jihadi culture are more salient in this regard? If jihadi culture does affect behavior, do leaders manipulate or curate their group’s culture for strategic benefit?

Two Hypotheses

As already mentioned, this book is mainly about the *what*, not the *why* of jihadi culture. We describe a subset of products and practices and make a few observations about cross-group and chronological variation, but we do not venture far into the domain of explanation.

Still, it may be worth sketching out a couple of hypotheses about the relationship between jihadi culture and violent behavior, if only to illustrate how this topic can be approached by social scientists. The question “what does jihadi culture do?” is obviously extremely complex, and the answer, if there is one, probably depends on which particular product or practice we are talking about. Nevertheless, by drawing on other theoretical literatures, we might engage in some informed speculation about what the function or effect of jihadi culture as a whole might be. Recall here that the key conundrum is why hunted men spend time on apparently unnecessary activities. Let me suggest two hypotheses.

The first, inspired by the literature on signalling and mimicry, is that jihadi culture serves as a *resource for costly signs.*\(^{24}\) High-risk
activists often face a severe trust problem when dealing with new recruits or new interlocutors. The person who is presenting himself may be unreliable or, worse, a government agent seeking to infiltrate the group. Given that trustworthiness and authenticity are unobservable properties, “trusters” have to look for observable signs that are correlated with those properties. A sign can be the way a person looks, behaves, speaks, or something else. Because impostors are actively looking to mimic those same signs to pass themselves off as trustworthy, the sign-reading exercise—otherwise known as “vetting”—is far from straightforward. Central to the trust game is the notion of sign cost, because some signs are easier to mimic than others. Talk is famously cheap, while congenital features, like skin color, are very hard to mimic. Signaling theory predicts that trusters will look for signs that are too costly to the mimic but affordable to the genuinely trustworthy. What this means in practice is intimately context-dependent, because a sign may be costly in one setting and not in another.

In the case of jihadi groups, displaying knowledge of jihadi culture—for example, a deep command of jihadi anashid—may be a costly sign because it takes time to acquire it. Familiarity with jihadi culture can thus be an indicator of time previously spent in the underground. Knowledge of certain products might also only be available in certain places—a particular nashid might have been sung only in the trenches of Bosnia—in which case singing that nashid is a proxy for the cost previously incurred by going to fight in Bosnia.

By the same logic, jihad culture can also be used to elicit commitment signs from recruits who enter the organization with little prior knowledge. That person’s willingness to learn poems, anashid, and the finer points of ritual during the vetting period can be used as an indicator of commitment. Of course, displays of cultural knowledge are probably never used as the single indicator of trustworthiness; they likely enter into a broader cluster of signs that includes appearance, locution, personal connections, and much more. From a truster’s point of view, however, the greater the range of possible signs to look for, the better. Because the jihadi cultural corpus is so rich and complex, it may well be a useful resource for vetting signs. There is some empirical evidence that this is the case, in both offline and online recruitment contexts. We also know that certain jihadi groups have proved notoriously difficult to infiltrate for intelligence services, and at least
one former U.S. intelligence officer has suggested that the complexities of culture have something to do with it.26

A second possibility is that cultural products and practices serve as *emotional persuasion tools* that reinforce and complement the cognitive persuasion work done by doctrine. Jihadi culture may help shape the beliefs and preferences of activists, ultimately affecting their decision to join, stay in, or perform certain tasks for the group. A common denominator of several elements of culture — such as music, imagery, storytelling, or weeping — is that they appear to evoke or involve emotion. Primary sources contain numerous examples of activists reporting a particular feeling while listening to *anashid*, watching videos, or reading poetry. We also know that individuals are exposed to cultural products early in their recruitment trajectories, and several explicitly say they were drawn to jihadism more by the videos and the music than by the ideological tracts. Moreover, a number of academic specialists have suggested that emotion may matter more than cognition in the radicalization process of jihadis in the West. Marc Sageman, for example, notes: “I have come to the conclusion that the terrorists in Western Europe and North America were not intellectuals or ideologues, much less religious scholars. It is not about how they think, but how they feel.”27 Claudia Dantshke observes that “The emotional appeal [of *anashid*] reaches mainly adolescents who neither are interested in long sermons online nor [in] visiting the famous ‘Islam seminars’ of the second generation Salafis.”28

There are also indications that group leaders use cultural products deliberately for recruitment purposes (see notably Chapter 3). In 2000, a jihadi strategist nicknamed Abu Hudhayfa wrote a letter to Usama bin Ladin suggesting that al-Qaida should videotape a jihadi wedding and use it for propaganda:

> the political division could undertake the appropriate preparations by way of featuring speeches, anashid, poems etc … Such an [advertising] product would therefore have profound meanings and psychological rewards that [though their impact] may vary from one person to the other, they would nevertheless flow into a principal [strategic] objective, namely causing [Muslims’] feelings to be moved.29

Similarly, the Yemeni-American jihadi preacher Anwar al-Awlaki, in a famous tract titled “44 Ways to Support Jihad,” wrote the following about *anashid*:

...
Muslims need to be inspired to practice Jihad. In the time of Rasulullah (saww) he had poets who would use their poetry to inspire the Muslims and demoralize the disbelievers. Today nasheed can play that role. A good nasheed can spread so widely it can reach to an audience that you could not reach through a lecture or a book. Nasheeds are especially inspiring to the youth, who are the foundation of Jihad in every age and time. Nasheeds are an important element in creating a “Jihad culture.”

And here is a description of a Yemeni jihadi using anashid to recruit:

Abeer Al Hassani’s ex-husband was famed for his beautiful voice. He used it, she says, singing poetic hymns to martyrdom and jihad to try to draw youth from their neighbourhood of the Yemeni capital into joining Al Qaida. He sang at weddings of fellow members of the terror group, and held discussions with young men at local mosques.

Of course, that videos and music can help persuade by evoking emotion is hardly a new idea; it is what propaganda and marketing is largely about. It is also something that regular militaries do to recruit “our” soldiers.

That said, not all elements of jihadi culture evoke or involve emotion to the same extent. It is easy to see why jihadis might want to have anashid with which to seduce recruits, but it is less obvious how this would explain why they are so concerned with dreams or why they dress the way they do. These two hypotheses, even if they both happen to be correct, only take us so far. Much more research will be needed before we understand the why of jihadi culture.

It should now be apparent that jihadi culture is hardly an esoteric subject, but one that has bearing on some fundamental questions about human behavior. How does culture vary across social groups and why? Why do even the busiest men invest time in art? What are the relative roles of cognition and emotion in individual decision making? Why do some people choose to participate in high-risk activism? Research on jihadi culture should therefore interest scholars from a broad range of disciplines, including Islamic studies, anthropology, sociology, psychology, political science, and even economics. In several of these disciplines there already are related research efforts and debates that may inform, and be informed by, the study of jihadi culture.

Research on jihadi culture is also highly policy-relevant, because it can shed new light on why people join extremist groups and why some groups and movements survive longer than others. This, in turn, can
generate ideas on how to dissuade recruits and how to weaken the
groups. If, for example, it turns out that emotional attraction rivals
cognitive persuasion as a mechanism driving the radicalization of
young Muslims, then we should, for instance, worry less about jihadi
doctrinal documents and more about propaganda, videos, and radical
anashid. Governments should perhaps also invest less in trying to
develop a cognitively persuasive “counternarrative” and more in mes-
saging that targets emotions. Local authorities might want to focus less
on improving the economic situation of youth at risk of radicalization
and more on offering “substitution activities” that provide emotional
rewards similar to those obtained in the jihadi underground. These are
but some of the possible policy implications of deeper insights into
jihadi culture.

Outline of the Book

The following eight chapters are each devoted to a discrete element
of jihad culture. Chapters are organized roughly according to the
complexity of the element in question; hence cinematography comes
after music and iconography because it includes elements of both.
Martyrology comes late because it involves several different types of
cultural genres. There are two chapters on anashid, partly because
anashid are one of the most prominent elements of jihadi culture,
and partly because they have both a musical and a lyrical dimension,
each of which merits separate treatment. The final chapter on social
practices differs from the others in that it explores not one element of
jihadi culture in depth, but rather tries to give a broad overview of
jihadi daily life and a sense of how the various elements of jihadi
culture relate to one another.

The team of contributors is multidisciplinary and consists of scholars
who had done extensive research on their respective cultural genre
prior to embarking on this project. In the next chapter, Bernard Haykel
and Robyn Creswell explore jihadi poetry, documenting its centrality
in jihadi cultural corpus, its major themes and techniques, the role and
status of jihadi poets, and its deep significance to its jihadi consumers.
In the second chapter, Nelly Lahoud examines anashid, tracing the
gradual liberalization of jihadi views on their permissibility, their
decentralized production process, and evidence of their strategic use
for morale-building purposes. In the third chapter, musicologist
Jonathan Pieslak describes emergence of jihadi *anashid* as a musical genre in the 1970s, the musical characteristics of modern *anashid*, and their reception among grassroots jihadis. In the fourth chapter, Afshon Ostovar looks at the jihadi visual culture, presenting major themes and recent developments in jihadi iconography. In the fifth chapter, Anne Stenersen traces the history of jihadi filmmaking since the early 1980s, with a focus on the production process, major themes, and techniques. In the sixth chapter, Iain Edgar and Gwynned de Looijer explore the jihadi fascination with dreams, describing when and how dreams are interpreted and by whom, the role of dreams in individual decision making, and the ways in which dream tradition can be used by leaders to claim authority and justify decisions. In the seventh chapter, David Cook examines the literary, audiovisual, and material products devoted to the celebration of martyrs in jihadi groups, tracing their many substantial changes over the past three decades. In the final chapter, I examine the many different social practices of jihadis, describing their form and relative prominence in the daily life of jihadis as documented in memoirs and other primary sources.

The most striking overall finding in the book is that jihadi culture appears to have become somewhat more “liberal” over time. We document a fascinating chronological evolution from the 1980s, when many radical Islamists were skeptical of hymns and imagery, to the 2010s, when audiovisual material is omnipresent in the movement. Moreover, jihadi culture has taken up more and more elements from the Sufi (Islamic mystical) tradition, which is counterintuitive because jihadis are by their own declaration extremely hostile to Sufism. Jihadis have, over time, developed a stronger appreciation for dream interpretation and weeping – both typically Sufi preoccupations – and martyrs are increasingly treated like liminal figures reminiscent of Sufi saints. They would never admit it, of course, but jihadis have in effect compromised on key salafi principles to accommodate new products and practices. Jihadis are not exactly the compromising kind, so these cultural appropriations must have proved useful in some way. To us, this is another strong indication that jihadi culture matters.

A Caveat

When writing about an understudied topic – perhaps when writing about any topic at all – there is a risk of overselling its significance.
We do not wish to fall into that trap. We realize that in the bigger scheme of things, jihadi culture is but one of the factors that affect the behavior of militant Islamists. If more scholarly attention has thus far been paid to the “hard stuff of rebellion,” it is because those factors really do matter for understanding political violence.

Moreover, some primary sources explicitly downplay the significance of jihadi culture. For example, Omar al-Hammami, an American national who became a foreign fighter with al-Shabab in Somalia in the late 2000s, addressed head-on the suggestion that he had been seduced by jihadi culture:

[Question:] some might argue that your journey towards Jihad is more a result of your inclination towards the counter-culture, as opposed to your search for the truth. How do you respond? I’d respond by asking: Who throws away their entire life for counter-culture? Of course when I was first starting to practice the religion, and even when I became acquainted with videos about Khattaab (may Allaah accept him as a martyr), I was highly motivated by a sense of zeal. But you’ll note that that zeal never got me across the line. It was only when I had become completely convinced that Jihaad is truly incumbent upon me as an individual that I took it upon myself to make that huge leap. I knew that I was going to become a fugitive for the rest of my life when I made that decision. I was well in to the post-9/11 era. Someone seeking a thrill or a hippy’s midsummer’s night dream doesn’t normally consciously burn his bridges like that.32

Another autobiography, this one by an Egyptian foreign fighter named Abu Ja’far al-Masri al-Qandahari in 1980s Afghanistan, suggests jihadi life is not at all as emotion-filled as we have suggested so far:

Jihad – unlike what many people think – does not soften one’s heart [but] rather hardens it. Most Mujahidin would complain to me saying how their hearts had become tougher and their tears ran dry. They no longer cried during prayer and even poetry no longer affected them. True, there were still saints among us who would burst into tears during prayer or during any discussion of heaven and hell, but they were very rare cases. Maybe I saw one or two of them throughout my journey.33

These testimonies suggest that we should not take for granted that jihadi culture matters to the same extent in all situations or that it affects all people in the same way.

Moreover, we should not have any illusions about being able to explain every aspect of jihadi culture. The question of why cultural
products and practices take the particular form they do is probably impossible to answer fully, because there is contingency, creativity, and taste behind much cultural production. To some extent, cultures are what they are, and no amount of intellectual effort can explain their form. Take the example of prisons, a popular object of social scientific study. Scholars such as Diego Gambetta have shown that there is much about social life in prison that can be explained – more than lay people probably realize – but there is also much that cannot.\textsuperscript{34} We may know that facial tattoos can serve as a costly sign of commitment to prison gangs, but who can say why inmates choose the particular face tattoo designs that they do? As U.S. convict-turned-writer Daniel Genis notes in a grim passage about prisoners’ labelling of scars:

There’s even names for scars. There’s a ‘telephone cut,’ which goes from your ear to your mouth, which you get for using a claimed telephone. There’s a ‘buck eighty,’ which is a scar [that] requires 180 stitches. There are ‘curtains’, which are two cuts down the face, which make your eyes look like they have curtains. There’s the ‘hook,’ which puts a hole in the cheek. These things sound horrible, but in reality they kind of show a culture of incarceration has arisen and it shows that human beings really are more than animals – we make culture wherever we go.\textsuperscript{35}

In any case, we will not know how significant jihadi culture is – or how much of its specifics we can explain – until we have done the research. It is time to give serious attention to the soft matter of rebellion, and we hope that this book will serve as a modest beginning.
The Islamic State (IS) and other jihadi movements such as al-Qaida produce an enormous amount of verse in Arabic, almost all of it online. Most militant websites have discussion forums dedicated to poetry, where postings range from couplets on current events to downloadable collections with flashy graphics and embedded photos. Jihadi magazines regularly feature original verse alongside essays and interviews with movement luminaries. Similarly, many jihadi videos and audio recordings contain poetry recitations. Poetry is central to the self-fashioning and self-presentation of the jihadis; it lies at the core of their identity as well as their ideology, and it represents their most sophisticated cultural product. Most militant leaders and ideologues, including Usama bin Ladin, have written poems of their own and make a point of reciting these, as well as verse by others, in social settings and in propaganda communiqués. The jihadis’ poetry is not aesthetically innovative, and it does not try to be. Instead, it highlights the poets’ rootedness in tradition, presenting itself as an “authentic” expression of Muslim identity in a world that has perverted true Islamic principles.

Analysts have generally ignored these texts, as if poetry were a colorful but ultimately distracting by-product of jihad. Perhaps this is because they are linguistically difficult or because their purpose appears both alien and obscure. But this dismissal is a mistake. It is impossible to understand jihadism – its aims, its appeal to outsiders, and its durability – without looking into its culture. This culture comes in a number of forms, including anthems, documentary videos, and polemical essays, but poetry is arguably at its center. And unlike the slickly produced videos of beheadings and burnings, which are made primarily for foreign consumption, poetry provides a window onto the movement talking to itself, as well as to potential recruits. It is in their verse that militants most clearly articulate the fantasy life of jihad.

When the militants’ literary interests are noted, the result is often amused incomprehension. The raid in May 2011 on the Abbottabad
compound in Pakistan that killed Usama bin Ladin also uncovered a

trove of correspondence. In one letter, written on August 6, 2010, bin
Ladin asks a key lieutenant to recommend someone to lead “a big
operation inside America.” In the following sentence he requests that
“If there are any brothers with you who know about poetic meters,
please inform me, and if you have any books on classical prosody,
please send them to me.”2 Commentating for Foreign Affairs on this
exchange, an analyst remarked, “Because after a long day of planning
to strike fear into the hearts of the infidels, sometimes a guy just wants
to take a relaxing bubble bath and read some Emily Dickenson [sic].”3

It is indeed curious that so many militants, who are some of the most
wanted men in the world, should take the time to study prosody and
write poems in monorhyme – one rhyme for what is sometimes many
dozens of lines of verse. This is far easier to do in Arabic than in English,
but it still takes practice. And it is not only jihadi leaders who engage in
such activities. On the contrary, poetry is widely practiced in militant
circles, and judging by the posts in discussion forums it is also widely
appreciated. Certain members of the rank-and-file have been recognized
for their literary abilities, earning sobriquets such as “The Poet of
al-Qaida” or “The Poet of Jihad.” One of these is a young woman
whose verse has made her a cultural celebrity among the militants.

“Dreams of Victory”: Poetess of the Islamic State

On 12 October 2014, according to Twitter accounts linked to
members of IS, a woman going by the name Ahlam al-Nasr was
married in the courthouse of Raqqa, Syria, to Abu Usama al-Gharib,
a Vienna-born jihadi.4 IS social media rarely makes marriage
announcements, but al-Nasr and al-Gharib are a kind of jihadi power
couple. Al-Gharib, whose real name is Muhammad Mahmoud, is a
veteran propagandist, originally for al-Qaida and now for IS. He was
imprisoned in Austria for four years before an al-Qaida affiliate
arranged for his release in 2011 via a prisoner swap.5 He is the
biographer of Turki al-Bin’ali, a prominent IS ideologue from Bahrain,
and he is reportedly an associate of the self-proclaimed caliph, Abu
Bakr al-Baghdadi.6 As for Ahlam al-Nasr, an alias meaning “Dreams
of Victory,” she is better known as “The Poetess of the Islamic State.”

Al-Nasr’s first book of verse, The Blaze of Truth [Uwar al-haqq],
was published online by an IS media outlet in the autumn of 2014.7
Al-Nasr was already something of a literary celebrity in jihadi circles, and her poetry collection, equipped with a pair of prefaces by senior ideologues, quickly circulated on social media. Sung recitations of her work, performed a cappella in accordance with IS’s prohibition on instrumental music, are easily found on YouTube. In the following lines, from one of those poems made into an IS anthem (*nashid*, plur. *anashid*), al-Nasr infuses her romantic nationalism with sectarian overtones:

The glory of Islam has returned:
People, welcome the lions.
Come, let us build our state
and bring honor back to our religion.
The unbelief of Shiites has been defeated;
the fortress of crime is falling.
Islam’s banners have been raised
and hope is now rekindled.8

*The Blaze of Truth* consists of 107 poems, including elegies to fighters (mujahidin), laments for prisoners, and victory odes to the armies of IS. There are also short poems, such as one about the flight of rival jihadis from the Syrian town of Deir al-Zor, that were originally tweets. Almost all the poems, including the tweets, are written in monorhyme and classical Arabic meters. This attention to form is typical of militant verse. Like many amateurs, jihadis take delight in virtuosic feats and displays of learning. *The Blaze of Truth* includes footnotes explaining difficult syntax and unusual rhyme schemes, which is a convenient way of drawing attention to their existence.

Little is known for certain about Ahlam al-Nasr. Her mother, Iman Mustafa al-Bagha, is the daughter of a well-known Syrian scholar of Islamic jurisprudence. Al-Bagha was a professor of legal sciences in Saudi Arabia until fall 2014, when she resigned her position and emigrated to IS-held territory. She has since posted a short, biographical text about her daughter, and al-Nasr has published a number of diaristic writings through IS outlets. These sources suggest that al-Nasr is originally from Damascus. Now in her early twenties, she began writing poems in her teens – “she was born with a dictionary in her mouth,” according to her mother – often in support of Palestine.9 When protests broke out in the spring of 2011 against the rule of Syrian president Bashar al-Assad, al-Nasr took the side of the demonstrators. Several poems in *The Blaze
of Truth suggest that she witnessed the regime’s crackdown at first hand and may have been radicalized by what she saw:

Their bullets shattered our brains like an earthquake,
even strong bones cracked then broke.
They drilled our throats and scattered our limbs –
it was like an anatomy lesson!
They hosed the streets while blood still ran
like streams crashing down from the clouds.¹⁰

Al-Nasr fled to a Gulf country, but returned to Syria in 2014, arriving in Raqqa, the de facto capital of IS, in early fall. She quickly became a kind of court poet – she has written poems in praise of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the self-styled caliph – as well as an official apologist for the regime. This is an unusually public role for a woman to play in jihadi movements, though IS has made a point of putting women on the front lines of the propaganda war.¹¹ (And perhaps not only on the propaganda war: IS has created a female morality police, a shadowy group called the al-Khansa’ Brigades, who ensure proper deportment in IS-held towns.) In a written account of her emigration, al-Nasr describes the caliphate as an Islamist paradise, a state whose rulers are uncorrupted and whose subjects treat each other without regard to national or ethnic difference. “In the caliphate,” she wrote, “I saw women wearing the veil, everyone treating each other with virtue, and people closing up their shops at prayer times.”¹²

Raqqa was also seat of what seemed to be an ascendant Muslim power. When al-Nasr arrived in October, the movement’s victories in Mosul and western Iraq were fresh in the militants’ memory. In the city streets, “children played with sticks, pretending these were weapons they would use to fight heretics and unbelievers.”¹³ Al-Nasr celebrated IS’s military triumphs as a new dawn for Iraq:

Ask Mosul, city of Islam, about the lions –
how their fierce struggle brought liberation.
The land of glory has shed its humiliation and defeat
and put on the raiment of splendor.
I hear your weeping, Baghdad, only be patient –
your turn with the roaring lions will come.
The sun is rising over Iraq
and she breathes in the blooms of victory:
Shiite infidels have reaped the rewards of enmity;
the cross is broken and disgraced.¹⁴
Poetry and Performance

Why should it be poetry, of all things, that captures the militant imagination? The authority of verse has no rivals in Arabic culture. *Al-shi’r diwan al-‘arab* runs an ancient maxim: “Poetry is the record of the Arabs” – that is to say, an archive of their historical experience and the epitome of their literature. Desert nomads composed the earliest poems in Arabic in the centuries before Muhammad’s revelations. The poems are in monorhyme and one of sixteen canonical meters (here is the ultimate source for Ahlam al-Nasr’s prosody), making them easy to memorize. The poets were tribal spokesmen, celebrating the virtues of their kin, cursing enemies, and lamenting the dead, especially those killed in battle. They also recalled lost loves and boasted of their drinking prowess. The Qur’an has harsh words for these pagan troubadours, who were natural rivals to the Prophet. The Surah of the Poets reads, “Only those who have strayed follow the poets. Do you not see that they wander lost in every valley, and say what they do not do?”

But the poets could not be written off so easily, and Muhammad often found it more useful to co-opt them to the new dispensation. A number of tribal poets converted and became Companions to the Prophet, praising him in life and elegizing him after his death.

Arabic culture of the classical period – roughly, the eighth to the thirteenth centuries – was centered on the courts of Damascus, Baghdad, and Córdoba. Although most poets lived far from the pasture grounds of the tribal bards, and written texts had replaced oral compositions, the basic elements of the art lived on. The key genres – poems of praise and blame and elegies for the dead – were maintained, and new modes grew out of the old material. The wine song, which had been a minor episode in the old poetry, became, in the urbane atmospheres of the Caliphal courts, a full-fledged genre. Poetic meters were essentially unchanged. These conventions have lost some of their authority in the present. Contemporary poets writing in Arabic read and translate all kinds of verse from abroad, and the older, native models struggle to retain their sway. For many professionals, free verse and prose poetry are the norm. But to the Western observer, it is the deep continuity of this poetic culture that astonishes. For a literate Arab, the language of the classical period, along with the moods and music of its poetry, is relatively easy to enjoy. The humblest bookseller in Cairo or Damascus will stock editions of medieval
verse, and pre-Islamic poems are assigned to high school students across the Arab world.

Equally astonishing to Western observers is the fact that Arabic poetry is also, or can be, a popular art. Among the most-watched television programs in the Middle East is Sha‘ir al-Milyun [Millionaire Poet, but also, Poet of the People], a program produced and shot in Abu Dhabi and modeled on American Idol. Every season, amateurs from across the Arab world recite their own verse in front of a large and enthusiastic studio audience. Winners of the competition receive up to 1.3 million dollars – which, as the show’s boosters are fond of pointing out, is slightly more than the amount given to winners of the Nobel Prize in Literature. A typical episode has a worldwide audience of more than ten million viewers.

In formal terms, the verse one hears on Sha‘ir al-Milyun is highly conventional (in political terms, the show is typical of the Gulf States’ efforts to impose conservative cultural norms across the region). The contestants’ poems evoke the beauties of the homeland, praise the generosity of local leaders, or lament social ills. According to the rules of the show, they must be metered and rhymed, and the judges’ comments often zero in on contestants’ technique. Despite this stress on convention – or, more likely, because of it – the show has produced a number of literary celebrities. In 2010, a Saudi contestant named Hissa Hilal recited a poem criticizing hard-line Saudi sheikhs and became an audience favorite (she was also interviewed by Diane Sawyer of ABC News), though she ultimately finished third. During the Arab Spring, an Egyptian named Hisham Algakh appeared on one of the show’s spinoffs (Amir al-Shu’ara’, [Prince of Poets]), reciting several poems in support of the demonstrators at Tahrir. Algakh became a media star, and soon his poems were being recited in the square itself.

Jihadi poetry is a subset of this popular art. It is also sentimental – it is even, at times, kitschy – and it is a communal rather than a solitary pursuit, the sort of thing enthusiasts might do around a campfire. It is as easy to find a video of jihadis sitting in a group reciting poems, or tossing back and forth the refrain of a song, as it is to find a video of them blowing up an enemy tank. Of course, the views expressed in this poetry are more hard-edged than anything on Sha‘ir al-Milyun. Shiites, Western powers, Jews, and rival factions are relentlessly vilified and threatened with destruction. The culture of jihadi poetry is one in
which speakers can articulate all sorts of things—personal animus,
political rage, communal boasting—that have been banned from more
decorous (and less popular) precincts of literature. In both milieus,
poetry is understood as a social art rather than a specialized profession,
and practitioners take pleasure in showing off their technique. Indeed,
the poems are full of allusions, recherché terms, and baroque devices.
Acrostics, in which the first letters of successive lines spell out names or
phrases, are especially popular. One of al-Nasr’s poems, a declaration
of her commitment to IS, is based on the group’s acronym: “Daesh” is
used by most Arabic speakers in a derogatory sense, so that al-Nasr’s
embrace of the term is a defiant one (formally, it is not unlike the poets
of négritude embracing the pejorative nègre).21

An illustration of this performative verbal culture is a YouTube
video of an Egyptian IS recruit who boasts in classical Arabic about
the tanks and other heavy armor seized from the Assad regime with
little more than automatic rifles.22 For this militant, the conquests in
Syria prove that strong faith is the surest path to victory, and that IS’s
military campaigns are a harbinger of the Muslims’ return to glory.
Midway through his speech he breaks into verse, reciting with brio
portions of an oft-quoted poem by the Egyptian Mahmud Ghunaym
(d. 1972) (appropriations of this kind are common in jihadi circles).
Ghunaym’s poem is in large part a lament for the decline of Islamic
power:

I remember—and the memory has made me sleepless—
an inherited glory we have squandered.
Wherever you turn you find Islam
like a bird with its wings cut off.
Those we had power over now overpower us,
and we are governed by a people we once ruled.23

Jihadi poems are best understood not as works of propaganda or
recreation, but as performances of authenticity. The poets are taking a
turn in the spotlight and telling each other who they are, or at least how
they would like to be seen. This work of self-fashioning is a cultural task
as much as it is a political one. The militants must tell themselves stories
about where they have come from and what their achievements have
been, where the borders of their community are and what threats lie
outside, what their special virtues are and how they can be handed on
from generation to generation. And as with most political communities,
the jihadis are eager to convince themselves that their identity is not really new, but very old.

It is the special place of poetry in Arabic culture that explains such performances, which are effectively claims to cultural authority. The militants’ evident delight in their own literary expertise – their formal pyrotechnics and flourished erudition – accomplishes a similar function. The poets are making sure we know *they are poets*. Yet behind the swagger, powerful anxieties are at work. All militants have chosen to set themselves apart from the wider society, including their family and religious communities. This is often a difficult choice, with lasting consequences. By casting themselves as poets, as cultural actors with deep roots in the Arab-Islamic tradition, the militants attempt to assuage their worries of not really belonging.

**Usama bin Ladin**

Bin Ladin was the most celebrated jihadi poet, and he prided himself on his knowledge of the art. The speeches and interviews of the al-Qaida leader are peppered with cited verses, and the name of his first camp in Afghanistan, al-Ma’sada (“The Lion’s Den”), was inspired by a line of Ka’b bin Malik’s, one of the pagan tribal poets who converted and became a Companion of the Prophet. Jihadis are always careful to cite precedent for their writings, and one prophetic *hadith* they often quote is “In eloquence there is enchantment, and in poetry there is wisdom.” Jihad poetry places a high value on eloquence – in Arabic, *al-bayan* – which is the art of clear speaking and the mastery of rhetorical convention. (Contemporary professional poetry, in Arabic as well as in English, places a higher value on innovation, which is the avoidance of both clear speaking and convention.) A large part of bin Ladin’s charisma as a leader was his mastery of classical eloquence, including his ability to compose poetry.

One of bin Ladin’s most emblematic compositions is a poem he seems to have written in the late nineties, sometime after his arrival in Afghanistan in 1996 and before the attacks on the World Trade Center. It is a two-part poem, forty-four lines long, the first half of which is in the voice of bin Ladin’s young son Hamza. Many jihadi poems use the conceit of a child speaker. It provides them with a figure of innocence and truthfulness, and jihadi poets see themselves as always speaking the truth to power. Hamza begins by asking his father...
why their life is full of hardship and why they can never stay in one place. The rhetoric and mood of this opening section are borrowed from a pre-Islamic genre called the *rabil*, in which the Bedouin poet evokes the difficulty of his journey, complains of solitude and danger, and compares his lot to a series of desert animals:

Father, I have traveled a long time among deserts and cities.
It has been a long journey, father, among valleys and mountains,
So long that I have forgotten my tribe, my cousins, even humankind.27

Hamza goes on to recall the odyssey of bin Ladin and his family: their departure from Saudi Arabia, their stay and subsequent expulsion from the Sudan, and finally their arrival in Afghanistan, “where men are the bravest of the brave.” Even here, though, the militants find no peace, for America “sends a storm of missiles like rain.” Despite the poem’s lingering over the sufferings of exile, it evokes no nostalgia for Saudi Arabia. For bin Ladin and other militants, the true homeland (*watan*) has not yet come into being. Hamza’s portion of the poem ends with a request for fatherly wisdom.

Bin Ladin’s response uses the same meter and rhyme letter as the lines given to his son, lending the poem an air of formality but also intimacy. Bin Ladin tells Hamza not to expect their life to get any easier: “I’m sorry, my son, I see nothing ahead but a hard, steep path, / Years of migrations and travel.” He reminds Hamza that they live in a world where the suffering of innocents, particularly Muslim innocents, is ignored and “children are slaughtered like cattle.” Yet Muslims themselves seem inured to their humiliation – “a people struck by stupor.” This rhetoric of awakening, of arousing the masses to a recognition of their plight and the true teachings of Islam, is common in jihadi culture, a trope it shares with reformist strands of Islamism. Bin Ladin’s harshest lines are directed at the impotence of Arab regimes. “Zionists kill our brothers and the Arabs hold a conference,” he jeers. “Why do they send no troops to protect the little ones from harm?”28

Bin Ladin is acknowledging Hamza’s complaint, but also reassuring him that hardship and exile are necessary. This is not only because injustice is everywhere, but – more significantly – because adversity is the sign of election. A core belief of all jihadi movements is that they form the last nucleus of authentic Muslims, a minority referred to in the tradition as “the strangers” (in Arabic, *al-ghuraba*). This is also the name of an IS media outlet, the title of a popular jihadi anthem, and the
nom de guerre of many IS recruits. Abu Usama al-Gharib, the alias of Ahlam al-Nasr’s husband, translates as “Usama’s Father, the Stranger.” The trope has its source in a hadith especially important for militants: “Islam began as a stranger and it shall return as it began, as a stranger. Blessed are the strangers.”

Islam began as a stranger in the sense that Muhammad’s first followers in Mecca were persecuted by the town’s unbelievers, which led to a period of hardship and eventually the flight to Medina. For jihadis, their own exile in foreign lands – evoked in Hamza’s plaint and confirmed by his father’s response – is evidence that they are the strangers of prophecy. In fact, the jihadis consider themselves to be in exile even when living in nominally Muslim states, and their exclusion from mainstream believers only vindicates their own sense of righteousness (a cycle of self-confirmation familiar to many cults). Jihadis are no doubt hoping that those who feel alienated or marginalized in their own societies find this promise of redemption appealing.

The structure of bin Ladin’s poem, its division between the voices of father and son, makes the poem into a drama of inheritance. Bin Ladin is passing on to Hamza a political duty as well as an ethical disposition, which is that of a pious vanguard. The handing down of culture across the generations is a constant worry of jihadis. The militants are surrounded by enemies – Arab states, rival Islamists, remote Western powers – and always on the run. The first lines of Hamza’s poem are “Where can we escape to, Father, and when will we stay in one place? / Father, did you not sense the circle of danger?” Under these conditions, maintaining the continuity of cultural traditions is extraordinarily difficult.

A further difficulty is that so much of jihadi culture is online, rather than embodied in material things. Virtual culture is volatile and hard to preserve: even the militants’ social media accounts are subject to regular hacking, surveillance, and erasure. All this suggests why jihadis, like many diaspora communities, are obsessively concerned with recording their achievements for posterity. The infrastructure of their online archives, such as Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi’s Minbar al-tawhid wa-l-jihad, a repository of religious opinions, manifestos, and poetry, is remarkably sophisticated. It represents an immense curatorial effort to establish a canon of jihadi source materials that can be drawn on and appropriated, from the classical poets to the writings and poems of modern Islamists such as Sayyid Qutb, Marwan Hadid, and Usama bin Ladin.
The Jihadis’ effort to constitute their own historical archive is also reflected in the forms of their verse. One reason that elegies are the most common genre in the poetry of jihad – the poems are typically composed for fallen fighters, including suicide bombers – is that they memorialize significant events. Bin Ladin himself recited an elegy for the nineteen hijackers of 9/11: “The mounted knights of glory found rest in the embrace of death. / They gripped the towers with hands of rage and ripped through them like a torrent.” After his death in Abbottabad, bin Ladin was elegized in turn by many other militants, including the Kuwaiti Islamist Hamid bin ‘Abd Allah al-‘Ali:

I have elegized many before you, seeking their intercession, and poetry heard my call and came to my aid. But now my own poem chokes me, like a mother weeping over her precious one. I have elegized many great lions, but your fate has struck my heart like an earthquake. But in my grief I am glad, for we have not seen the lion humiliated by chains. I thank God sincerely and out loud that He has not let the lion spend one night in shackles.

Such elegiac traditions give the militants a common calendar, which has little or nothing in common with the one used by everyone else. For the jihadis, as for the early Christians, acts of martyrdom are the building blocks of communal history.

Rejection of the Nation-State

At the center of bin Ladin’s poem, and at the center of jihadi politics in general, is a rejection of the nation-state as a political norm. The map of the modern Middle East, drawn up by Britain and France at the end of World War I, is a constant source of bitterness. One of IS’s most striking videos shows jihadis destroying the border crossing between Iraq and Syria, a line established by the infamous Sykes-Picot agreement of 1916. Since the founding of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi’s caliphate, jihadis have taken to the practice of filming the ceremony of foreign fighters tearing up and burning their passports – an act intended to symbolize the rejection of the old order and the birth of a new one. In bin Ladin’s poem, Sudan offers the militants no refuge,
and the Arab League is powerless before Israel. It is only in failed states such as Afghanistan – or, later, eastern Syria – where the holy warriors find a home. So the poetry of jihad leads to a new political geography, one that ignores or aggressively violates the boundaries set by foreign powers.

This new geography is organized around sites of militancy and Muslim suffering. A poem by Ahlam al-Nasr draws this map with a visionary élan that combines the politics of jihad with the cosmopolitanism of Doctors without Borders:

My homeland is the land of truth,  
the sons of Islam are my brothers.  
I do not love the Arab of the South  
any more than the Arab of the North.  
My brother in India, you are my brother,  
and so are you, my brothers in the Balkans,  
In Ahwaz and Aqsa,  
in Arabia and Chechnya.  
If Palestine cries out,  
or if Afghanistan calls out,  
If Kosovo is wronged,  
or Assam or Pattani is wronged,  
My heart stretches out to them,  
longing to help those in need.  
There is no difference among them,  
this is the teaching of Islam.  
We are all one body,  
this is our happy creed.  
We differ by language and color,  
but we share the very same vein.36

Ahwaz is the Arabic name for a province of southern Iran where Sunni Arabs have long complained of persecution. Pattani is a Muslim-majority province of Thailand, where a Malay insurgency dating back to the 1960s has become increasingly Islamist. Al-Nasr’s empathy for Muslims in far-flung places is a central trait of her literary persona. Among the many elegies in The Blaze of Truth is one for a prominent Chechen jihadi and another for a Jordanian preacher (a third is for bin Ladin, a jihadi genre unto itself). These moments of internationalist ecstasy are common in militant verse. The poets delight in crossing borders in their imaginations that are impassable in reality.
The Caliphate of IS, so far recognized by no other country, is itself a provocation to the Westphalian order – a fantasy world of fluctuating borders where anything can happen, including the recapture of past glories. In March 2014, the kingdom of Bahrain declared that all subjects fighting in Syria had two weeks to return home or be stripped of their nationality. A day after the grace period ended, Turki al-Bin’ali, a former Bahraini subject, published “A Denunciation of Nationality,” a short poem thumbing its nose at the royals and ridiculing the very idea of the nation-state. “Don’t the tyrants know that we are rebels who do not fear the whip?” he writes. “Tell them we put their nationality under our heel, just like their royal decrees.” For the jihadis, new frontiers beckon: “Do you really think we would return,” al-Bin’ali writes incredulously, “when we are here in Syria, land of epic battles and the outposts of war?”37 Al-Bin’ali, who is in his early thirties, has emerged as IS’s most prominent ideologue, and his orations are easily found on YouTube. In these performances, he shows off his rhetorical abilities in flawless Arabic as well as a prodigious ability for accurately citing Wahhabi texts from memory. He is also the author of the catechism-like booklets on Islamic theology and law for the course that all IS recruits must take before they undergo military training.38

Just like the theological and legal principles, the new frontiers of Islam, drawn in defiance of conventional maps, need to be defended. The “outposts” of al-Bin’ali’s verse, ribat, were garrisons on the frontier between medieval Islamic states and their neighbors – Catholic Spain or Orthodox Byzantium. There are no ribat anymore, however. The term is an archaic flourish – like using monorhyme and classical meters – and jihadi culture is premised on such anachronisms. Propaganda videos invariably show the militants on horseback with their swords in the air, flying banners whose calligraphy is modeled on those of the earliest Muslim conquerors. (Such videos have already spawned a cottage industry of YouTube parodies.) And jihadi poetry indulges in similar fantasies. Muhammad al-Zuhayri, a Jordanian engineer whose Internet alias is “The Poet of al-Qaida” – each faction has a court rhymester – captures this martial mood in a poem dedicated to Abu Mus'ab al-Zarqawi (d. 2006), the one-time head of al-Qaida in Iraq. The lines are addressed to an unnamed female:
Wake us to the song of swords,  
and when the cavalcade sets off, say farewell.  
The horses’ neighing fills the desert,  
arousing our souls and spurring them onward.  
The knights’ pride stirs at the sound,  
while humiliation lashes our foes.\(^{39}\)

The culture of jihad is a culture of romance. It promises adventure and pretends that the codes of medieval heroism and chivalry are still relevant. All jihadi poets depict themselves as the protectors of women and children, particularly widows and orphans. Having renounced their nationalities and the community of most co-religionists, the militants must invent an identity of their own. And, indeed, jihadi politics is a type of identity politics – a demand for recognition and a performance of authenticity. The knights of jihad style themselves as the only true Muslims, and while they may be tilting at windmills, the romance seems to be working. IS recruits do not imagine they are emigrating to a dusty borderland between two disintegrating states, but to a caliphate with more than a millennium of history.

**Theology and Jihad**

Anyone who reads much jihadi poetry soon discovers that it includes a great deal of theology. Religious doctrine is the basic glue of militant culture, and many theologians have written poems. The case of Ahlam al-Nasr, a poet who has become a theologian, suggests how blurry the boundaries are. And, in fact, the jihadists’ approach to religious tradition is essentially the same as their approach to literary tradition: just as the poets think of themselves as resurrecting an authentic poetic heritage, so jihadi theologians imagine they are uncovering and bringing back to life the true tenets of their faith. In both instances, this work is conceived of as a raid against intellectual orthodoxy. Although militant groups often have in-house scholars with some formal training, the jihadi are largely self-taught (all canonical texts are now online). And like many autodidacts, militants believe that mainstream thinkers are engaged in a conspiracy to hide the truth – in this case, the truth about Islam, which they accuse clerics of covering up in deference to political despots. The jihadists, on the contrary, are literalists, who promise to sweep away centuries of scholasticism and put
individual believers in touch with the actual teachings of their religion. It is remarkable how closely the elements of this scenario resemble those of the Protestant Reformation: mass literacy, the democratization of clerical authority, and methodological literalism. Under these circumstances, anyone might nail their theses to a mosque door.

Among the principles that militants have rescued from the clerics is the principle of jihad itself, which is at the core of militant theology. While armed struggle has long been recognized by the Islamic tradition, it was rarely put at the heart of what it means to be a Muslim: by the twentieth century, many jurists treated it as little more than a relic. For the jihadis, this is the clearest example of clerical treason. They believe that waging jihad is constitutive of Muslim identity. It is an ethical discipline as well as a political obligation, and its neglect is a major cause of what they perceive to be the Islamic world’s decline. Broadcasting the truth about jihad is therefore a fixation of militant culture, and some of the most compelling defenses of jihad come in the form of poems.

One of these is Isa bin Sa’d Al Awshan’s “Epistle to the Scolders.” The poem was published in Diwan al-‘izza [The Anthology of Glory], a collaborative volume released in the spring of 2004 by Saudi militants. From mid-2003 to the end of 2006, al-Qaida attempted to bring international jihad home to the Kingdom, attacking local Western targets and oil compounds. The poets included in The Anthology were the rank and file of this offensive, which the regime eventually snuffed out (surviving members fled to Yemen, where they teamed up with local militants and relaunched the organization al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula). ‘Awshan himself was a jihadi propagandist and magazine editor of Sawt al-Jihad, the movement’s principal online organ. In late 2003, he was number seventeen on the government’s list of the twenty-six most-wanted men in Saudi Arabia. ‘Awshan was subsequently killed by Saudi internal security forces during a shootout in Riyadh.

The publication of the most-wanted list was the occasion for ‘Awshan’s “Epistle,” which he prefaces with a note claiming that after its release “some of my brothers and friends scolded me, wishing that I had not gone down this road – the road of jihad and struggle against unbelievers – since it is full of difficulties.” He explains that he wrote his epistle “to clarify the path I have chosen and the reason for
pursuing it.” The fifty-two-line poem that follows is an apology for jihad. It begins:

Let me make clear every obscure truth,
    and remove the confusion of he who questions.
Let me say to the world and what is beyond it, “Listen:
    I speak the truth and do not stutter.
The age of submission to the unbeliever is over,
    he who gives us bitter cups to drink.”
In this time of untruthfulness, let me say:
    I do not desire money, nor a life of ease,
But rather the forgiveness of God and His grace.
    For it is God I fear, not a gang of criminals.
You ask me about the course
    I have pursued with zeal and swiftness,
You ask, afraid for my sake, ‘Is this
    the rightly-guided path, the good road?
Is this the way of the prophet?’

The world of jihad is often thought to be a Manichean one, split between the soldiers of faith and the mass of unbelievers. In fact, jihadis recognize a number of intermediate positions. One is the position of those who consider themselves pious Muslims but are not convinced of the legitimacy of jihad and suspect the militants’ impulsiveness puts their communities in danger. This is the attitude of “the scolders” whom ‘Awshan addresses in his poem. The scolder, al-la’im, is another figure from the old poetry. In pre-Islamic lyrics, the speaker typically styles himself as a lover, a fighter, and a host of reckless generosity. The scolder, by contrast, is a voice of the communal superego, reminding the poet of his tribal duties. “His job,” writes Andras Hamori, a scholar of this tradition, “was to try to prevent the protagonist from making the heroic gesture” — in other words, “the willingness to expose the self, to face danger and eventual destruction.”

Jihadi poetry is full of such scolders, who counsel caution and implicitly give their blessing to the status quo. They speak the language of quiescent clerics — “the sheiks of deception” (shuyukh al-tadlil) as one poet in The Anthology calls them — as well as of parental authority. In another poem, a martyr addresses his mother from beyond the grave, telling her not to cry for him (nor to question his judgment). “I’ve left my blood behind me, mother,” he writes, “a trail
that leads to paradise.” The scolders serve several purposes. They let the poet display his knowledge of literary tradition and create the archaic mood so crucial to these performances. They also function as a choric background against which the poet can strike his lonely, heroic poses. By questioning the advisability of jihad, the scolders allow the speaker to make its virtues clear.

Awshan’s poem is a short treatise on eloquence, or the art of making things clear. This is not simply a matter of defending the necessity of jihad against clerics, but of publicly stating one’s creed. This act of forthright declaration is at the heart of jihadi ethics. As he writes in the “Epistle”:

My path is the way of Muhammad the Messenger and his Companions.
I wish to be saved from the dark road.
My creed is to declare the unity of the enthroned God (tawhid rabb al-‘arsh) and I will not compromise myself for the sake of money.
Disbelief in a false god (taghut) is my creed.
Without this, true worship is defiled.
War against disbelievers and apostates –
this is what it means to hate the wicked enemy;
And to struggle to expel the Cross and its people from the Arabian Peninsula by the sword and bloodshed.

When the rest of the world is against you, and your co-religionists are too timid to speak the truth, coming out as a jihadi – by swearing allegiance to the Emir of al-Qaida, or the Caliph of IS, for example – is a central test of courage. The “Epistle” is full of verbs of exposure and annunciation. After condemning the American invasion of Iraq in 2003, ‘Awshan writes:

I announced there would be no more rest
until our arrows smote the enemy.
I strapped on my machine gun with a mujahid’s resolve
and pursued my course with a passionate heart.
I want one of two good things: martyrdom,
or deliverance from despotic power.

For the jihadi, poetry is a mode of manifesto, or bearing witness. There are no prizes for subtlety. The poet’s task is to make an open and lucid defense of his faith against all doubters, at home and abroad. He must dare to name the truths that his parents and elders try to hide. Another poem in The Anthology of Glory begins with a classical-sounding
admonition: “Silence! Words are for heroes / and the words of heroes are deeds.” Surrounded by skeptics, the jihadi poet fashions himself as a knight of the word, which is to say, a martyr in the making.

**Innovation and Traditionalism**

After her arrival in Raqqa in the autumn of 2014, Ahlam al-Nasr was given a celebrity tour by IS public relations. She wrote a long piece in prose about what she saw, addressed to her “sisters” and disseminated through IS media outfits. Walking through the streets of Raqqa, al-Nasr noted that the stalls were full of fresh vegetables and that men encouraged each other to follow the example of the prophet and stop smoking. She was allowed to cook for the militants, which gave her great joy: “Everything had to be clean and wonderful. I kept repeating to myself: ‘This food will be eaten by mujahidin, these plates will be used by mujahidin.’” She was also brought to a gun shop, where she learned how to assemble and disassemble Russian- and American-made rifles. “All this happened in Syria, sisters,” she writes, “and in front of my eyes!” Here is how she describes the new order in verse:

God’s law is light  
through which we rise to the stars.  
Here we live without humiliation,  
a life of security and peace.  
Our state has been established  
absolutely on the basis of Islam.  
Though we battle against enemies,  
our state adjudicates by His guidance.

For al-Nasr, the caliphate is an Islamist utopia, not only because it is a place where Muslims behave as Muslims should, but also because it is a place of new beginnings. Raqqa may strike outsiders as the very type of a rigid, even totalitarian, society, but for her and other recruits it is a frontier where everything is in flux and free to be reformulated – not only political boundaries, but personal identities too.

Al-Nasr’s own trajectory from poet-in-exile to movement ideologue underscores the possibilities for self-fashioning. In addition to a stream of tweeted poems, she has written several prose polemics published by IS. The most extensive is a thirty-page defense of the movement’s decision, in January 2015, to burn Jordanian pilot Mu’az Kasasbeh alive. Al-Nasr’s argument, backed by a formidable legal apparatus, is
Premised on the right of Muslims to retaliate in kind against attackers. Since Kasasbeh’s bombs were “burning” the homes of believers, al-Nasr claims that his immolation was legitimate. Along the way, she rebukes a number of jihadi scholars such as Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi, who scolded IS for its temerity (burning people is generally thought to be something only God can do). Al-Nasr articulates an uncompromising defense of the caliphate, using theological and legal arguments drawn from the canonical texts of the Islamic tradition. Her treatises bear some similarity to articles published in *Dabiq*, IS’s English-language magazine, which boast an elaborate critical apparatus of footnotes, precise translations and transliterations of Arabic words, and selected citations. In jihadi circles, many poets embed theological arguments in their verse, and many theologians write poetry. But the emergence of a woman among the highest ranks of IS’s propaganda machine is a sharp departure from jihadi precedent. None of al-Qaida’s ideologues were women, and no female militant has so audaciously challenged male jurists on their home turf.

Although media accounts of IS’s female recruits typically cast them as naïfs signing up for sexual slavery, no other militant group has been as successful in attracting women. In one of the recent issues of *Dabiq*, a female writer encourages women to emigrate to Syria with or without a male companion, a significant departure from traditional Islamic law. This may be a cynical ploy by the movement’s leadership – a recipe for runaways – but it is in keeping with the jihadis’ suspicion of parental authority as well as its emphasis on individual empowerment, even including the power of female believers to renounce families they do not view as authentically Muslim.

But authenticity is a volatile basis for a political community. And, indeed, the militants’ obsession with purity – evident in their use of classical literary forms, their search for the buried truths of religion, their self-consciously archaic imagery – often results in something unprecedented. The al-Khansa’ Brigades, the women’s morality police that patrol some IS-held cities, is one notable example. Al-Khansa’ was a female poet of the pre-Islamic era whose elegies for male relations are keystones of the genre (she too converted to Islam and became a Companion of the Prophet). That jihadis would name a branch of their police force after an ancient poet is not really surprising – on the contrary, it is a typical flourish of militant medievalism. But while the name suggests an institution with deep roots in the past, in fact
there has never been anything like the Brigades in Islamic history, nor do they have an equivalent anywhere in the Arab world. It may be that IS’s radical traditionalism, in social relations as in poetry, is the formula for something strange and new (whether it will last is another question). The militants see things differently, of course. They view their caliphate as a pure resurrection of the past. In her Raqqa diary, Ahlam al-Nasr describes the IS capital as a place of everyday miracles, a city where believers can go to be born again into the old, authentic faith. In the caliphate, she writes, “There are many things we’ve never experienced except in our history books.”52
In the late 1980s, an internal al-Qaida document recommended the purchase of “tape recorders and empty tapes on which to record Persian language lessons, Qur’an [recitation] and *nashid.*”¹ These and other “essentials” were deemed necessary to “raise the intellectual level of the mujahidin.”² The same document contained an itemized budget with entries for the purchase of *anashid* and poetry books.³ Some fifteen years later, in one of the bags left at the airport by the 9/11 hijackers, investigators discovered a handwritten document with advice on how to prepare mentally for the operation. It suggested, among other things, that if “everything comes off well,” it would be delightful if one “recited *anashid* to his brothers – as the forefathers used to recite *rajaz* poetry in the midst of the battle – to comfort them and to fill their hearts with the presence of God (*sakina*) and joy.”⁴ In 2009, in a widely read essay, the American-Yemeni jihadi leader Anwar al-Awlaki identified *anashid* as “an important element in creating a ‘Jihad culture.’” He argued that *anashid* inspire Muslim youth to wage jihad, and that a good *nashid* “could reach an audience that you could not reach in a lecture or a book.”⁵

These three snapshots from different points in jihadi history illustrate the importance that al-Qaida and its supporters attach to *anashid.* *Nashid* (plur. *anashid*), as defined by Shiloah, is “a piece of oratory, a chant, a hymn and a form of vocal music” following a poetic metrical rhythm.⁶ It is a devotional artistic expression that goes back centuries, but its appeal to contemporary militants shows no sign of waning. On the contrary, as technology allows for more audiovisual jihadi propaganda, jihadi *anashid* are more popular than ever. They are all over the jihadi Internet, and virtually all recruitment videos include *anashid* in their soundtrack.

This chapter examines the role of *anashid* in jihadism from two angles. The first consists of examining what jihadi youth have said about *anashid*, with a focus on the ideological debates regarding their
lawfulness and utility. The second involves studying the anashid themselves; here I analyze the form and content of about seven anashid in some depth. These are selected for their representativeness from a larger dataset comprising 636 Arabic-language anashid downloaded from a jihadi website in 2011. The dataset predates the declaration of the Islamic State (IS) in June 2014, so my analysis speaks primarily to anashid used by al-Qaida and its supporters. However, the latter part of the chapter offers brief observations about IS anashid based on a review of about forty Arabic anashid produced by IS’s media arm, Ajnad.

I argue that jihadi media uses anashid as a tool to forge bonds between jihadis and mine their emotions to produce an activist jihadi culture. As such, anashid do not strictly belong to the doctrinal realm of jihadism, but rather to a set of practices or technologies that curate the listener’s emotions: the melodic rhythms of anashid seem intended to give rise to cathartic releases that complement and even substitute for dry ideological dogma. That is perhaps why the ideological literature pays little attention to anashid, while training manuals cannot stress their importance enough. In doing so, except for IS media, jihadi media does not always produce its own anashid but draws on existing Islamic anashid, mostly those that engender militancy. Accordingly, one should not equate “anashid about jihad” with “pro-jihadi anashid” and infer that those who listen to the former sympathize with jihadis. The same, however, may not be said about IS, for the group uses only the anashid it produces. This suggests that IS’s uses of anashid is not limited to producing an activist jihadi culture but also as a tool of state building.

A Brief History of anashid

Nashada (n.sh.d) is the verbal root of nashid and unshuda (singular forms of nasha’id and anashid, respectively) and of inshad, the act of performing a nashid. The lexicon Lisan al-’Arab by Ibn Manzur (d. 1311) includes two additional meanings: a person performing inshad, that is, munshid or nashid (with a long “a”), could mean either a diviner/fortuneteller (mu’arrif) or even a seeker of knowledge (talib). Fouad Ephreim al-Bustani observes that inshad represented the art of Arabic oral composition during pre-Islamic era (jahiliyya) when there was no tradition of literacy in the Hijaz. In its origin, he explains, inshad was neither poetry (shi’r) nor prose (nathr); instead it
was comparable to Homer’s *Iliad* and some of the compositions of the Jewish prophets, such as Solomon’s *Song of Songs* (*nashid al-anshad*). The origin of the genre is disputed, but one modern poet argues that the practice originated in the enthusiastic cries (*al-sayhat al-hamasiyya*) of warriors preparing to go to war, cries intended to cause fear and terror in the ranks of their enemies. *Inshad*, he argues, is therefore about boosting the morale of fighters on the battlefield.

Irrespective of the precise origin of inshad, the author/composer (*munshid*) had to be in command of rare skills to engender the emotional outcome he sought. Al-Bustani explains that the *munshid* had to bring together emotions (*‘atifa*), imagination (*khayal*), and music (*musiqa*) to command the attention of his audience. To do so effectively, he had to excel at mastering a range of rhetorical flourishes (*uslub zakhrafi*) and linguistic tools to facilitate memorization. For instance, the *munshid* would introduce contrast in meanings (*tadad*), analogy (*tibaq*), repetition (*takrar*) and especially rhymed prose (*saja*). The rhythm, harmony, and melody of this combination is therefore musical in its output, even if it is not accompanied with musical instruments; and it is the musical component that makes the lyrics reach the listener. In the words of al-Bustani, this art of composition “produces an effect in the listeners, causing them to pay attention, listen and be affected.” That is perhaps why a *munshid* at times earned the status of soothsayer (*kahin*).

According to Henry George Farmer, musical culture was embedded in early Arab society. “Music,” he eloquently remarked, “accompanied the Arab from the cradle to the grave, from the lullaby to the elegy. Every moment of his life seems to have had its particular music – joy and sorrow, work and play, battle-throng and religious exercise.” In Arabic literature, the art of *inshad* evolved and eventually served as the wellspring of both prose and poetry. Poetry developed with *inshad*-style sentences assuming the same length and their rhymed prose based on poetical meters.

Given the rich pre-Islamic *inshad* tradition, it is not surprising that, with the advent of Islam, its style should leave its mark on Scripture. Al-Bustani draws attention to sections of the Qur’an that flow in an *inshad*-like rhythm, as when a verse is repeated 31 times (Q. 55) as a pedagogic device, or when a number of comparisons and analogies are drawn to highlight a single theme (Q. 69; 101). It is perhaps because the Arabs of the *jahiliyya* made no distinction between poetry and
rhymed prose that some accused the Prophet of being a poet (sha‘ir) and a soothsayer (kāhin) (Q. 37: 36; 69: 40–2) when his preaching of the Islamic creed displeased them.19

The subsequent development of the Islamic legal tradition saw the musical aspect of inshad described as sama‘, denoting a musical performance.20 Al-Ghazali (d. 1111 C.E.) defines sama‘ as “sessions that may produce the state (halat) in the heart called Ecstasy (wajd). Ecstasy in its turn may produce movements of the limbs which are either rhythmically irregular, and called agitated/trembling, or are rhythmically regular, such as hand-clapping and dancing.”21 Classical jurists and theologians differed on whether sama‘ is lawful;22 as far as al-Ghazali was concerned, “Listening (sama‘) [to music and song] ... has a perceptible effect on the mind (qalb). Anyone not moved by it is deficient in some quality, lacks an evenly balanced disposition, and is far removed from spiritual insight.”23 Nevertheless, al-Ghazali did not believe that it was possible to give an “unqualified ruling as to whether it is Permissible or Unlawful”; it depended, he held, on the circumstances and the modalities of the singing.24 Combat is one of the situations in which al-Ghazali considers sama‘ lawful:

The recitation of poems [is Permissible] in the rajaz metre by the brave once battle is joined. The purpose of such poems is to keep up the courage of one’s self and one’s allies, and to stir eagerness for combat among them. The poems recited in this ritual are a celebration of bravery and courage. When it is done with fine articulation and a beautiful voice it has a powerful impact on the soul/mind. This practice is Permissible in every conflict that is Permissible, and Recommended in every conflict that is Recommended, but is proscribed in conflicts between Muslims and those of dhimmi status, and indeed in every proscribed conflict, because to encourage something proscribed is itself proscribed. [emphasis added]25

Modern Debates

The medieval debates produced several, seemingly irreconcilable, positions as to the lawfulness of anashid and are echoed in modern debates. Their lawfulness is contested because chanting is associated with music, the permissibility of which is highly debated in Islamic law.

In practice, Muslims today have largely embraced music with and without musical instruments. In Islamic law, however, the permissibility of music remains a contested issue. Progressive legal scholars, such as
Muhammad Abu Zahra, have argued that “we do not see a [legal] reason to forbid chanting [ghina’] so long as it does not contain anything that causes sexual instincts to be aroused.” Relying on a hadith, a report attributed to the Prophet in which he approved the tambourine during marriage celebrations, Abu Zahra concludes that “other musical instruments are also lawful (mithlu dhalika al-musiqa).” He nevertheless qualifies this by adding that “it is agreed upon that so long as music does not cause sexual instincts to be aroused and does not distract [the believer] from invoking the Lord’s name (dhikr Allah) and prayer, then it does not violate [the fundamentals of the religion].”

Islamists, starting with the Muslim Brotherhood, have embraced a pragmatic view on music. Much to the dismay of ultra-conservative religious scholars, they have had no qualms about introducing musical instruments into their anashid or even listening to music that is not composed for pious purposes. For example, the Islamist ideologue Sayyid Qutb wrote an article praising the music of the Egyptian composer Sayyid Darwish (d. 1923). Qutb, it should be added, was only interested in promoting what he considered to be tasteful Darwish-like music and would have liked the government to ban tasteless commercial music.

By contrast, Wahhabi scholars forbid musical instruments altogether. When the Saudi kingdom challenged the Ottoman Empire militarily and doctrinally in the nineteenth century, Muhammad Ali, the Governor of Egypt, reportedly took pleasure in “torturing” captured Wahhabis by forcing them to listen to music. H. St. John Philby relates that “Sulaiman bin ‘Abdullah, a grandson of Muhammad ibn ‘Abdul-Wahhab was subjected to the ignominy of listening to the guitar as preliminary to being conducted to the cemetery and executed by a firing-squad.”

Nevertheless, most Wahhabi scholars permit a cappella singing, with a series of qualifications. Ibn Baz (d. 1999), for instance, insists that there is nothing wrong with anashid when the content is limited to preaching, reminding believers of doing good deeds, and exhorting them to defend their nations (awtan). Nasir al-Din al-Albani (d. 1999) is of the view that anashid must not preach extremism (ghuluw) and that they must not amount to becoming a religion (‘adam itikhadibiha dinan), by which he meant that they must not serve as substitute for the Qur’an. Al-Albani wrote a treatise in which he rebuked progressive Azharite and Islamist scholars such as Abu Zahra,
Yusuf al-Qaradawi, and Muhammad al-Ghazali, who openly admitted that they enjoy certain types of Arabic popular music such as Umm Kulthum and the Egyptian musician Muhammad Abd al-Wahhab. Ibn Uthaymin (d. 2001) is even less flexible. In his mind, not only must anashid exclude musical instruments, but their melodies must not imitate those of “insolent songs” (aghani majina), by which he meant popular songs, lest the soul gets accustomed to this type of singing and is moved/delighted by it (tatrab labu). He also insists that it is not permitted for anashid to be performed by young boys whose voices are seductive and may arouse the listener’s sensual desires (shahwa).

Jihadis generally anchor their religious teachings in the concept of tawhid as articulated by Wahhabi scholars; some jihadi groups, like al-Qaida, also draw on teachings from Muslim Brotherhood ideologues such as Sayyid and Muhammad Qutb. When it comes to anashid, jihadis straddle a delicate balance. On the one hand, they clearly seek to satisfy the conservatives by promoting anashid without musical instruments. Indeed, many productions by al-Sahab, al-Qa’ida’s media production company, begin with a written warning stating, “this is a jihadi product and it is not lawful to play music along with its content.” Moreover, jihadi commentators are keen to point out that their anashid elevate the morale of jihadis and strengthen their resolve, thereby emulating a practice that the Prophet adopted when he used to bring a munshid to spur fighters before going on military expeditions. On the other hand, many of the anashid promoted by jihadis make use of what one may consider faux instruments in the form of sound effects that produce upbeat rhythms and melodies. In this respect, they are not entirely faithful to the conservative spirit that rules out the inclusion of mu’aththirat (sound effects) as part of the recital.

That is why, even today, anashid are not automatically assumed to be lawful by jihadi ideologues, and occasionally the debate flares up again. For example, in 2011 a certain “Azifat al-Rasas asked the Legal Committee of the Minbar al-Tawhid wal-al-Jihad website about the permissibility of listening to anashid that ‘are free of percussion instruments (iqa’) and tambourines/drums (dufuf).” A cleric had told the enquirer that it is only lawful to listen to anashid that are exclusively devoted to jihad. Al-Rasas was surprised by this response and reminded him of the hadith attributed to the Prophet approving the tambourine. Yet Abu Usama al-Shami from the Legal Committee had responded to an earlier query by the same al-Rasas, indicating
that “there is no [legal] objection to listening to a nashid that is free of percussion instruments, music, tambourines, and sound effects.”

He further added, “it is permissible (mubah) especially if the nashid stimulates enthusiasm [that extols militancy] like the jihadi anashid.” The Prophet, al-Shami pointed out, was in the habit of listening to the chanting of his caravan leader Anjasha; on another occasion, he extolled “Aisha to recite a nashid during a wedding of one of the ansar” (the locals of Medina and early supporters of Islam). Nevertheless, al-Shami warned against intemperance (israf), adding that “listening to anashid must not take precedence over listening to the Qur’an.”

The same concern was reflected in a heated discussion between the prominent al-Qaida operative Fadil Harun and his wife Umm Luqman over the religious education of their children. Harun was relatively pragmatic and open-minded in matters of religious doctrine, and he himself would play anashid for recruits during military training. Nevertheless, when he reunited with his wife and three children in Somalia in 2006 after a four-year absence, he was disturbed to find that his four-year-old daughter Samiyya had memorized virtually all the anashid, but very little of the Qur’an.

Overall, however, the jihadi ideological literature pays limited attention to anashid. One reason may be that the majority of ideologues take their lawfulness for granted. Another reason may be that they wish to avoid all the theological controversies and concerns associated with anashid. Perhaps they also wish to be seen as addressing the big geopolitical and doctrinal topics of the day as opposed to what some may consider as questions of art and entertainment. They may not want to be perceived as an école buissonnière where young men are free to hang out and sing with their friends. Whatever the reason, the “official” treatises of jihadi ideology – those intended for public consumption – seem to skirt the topic of anashid.

The Utility of anashid

If jihadi leaders skirt the topic of anashid in their official documents, they discuss it extensively behind closed doors. Documents intended for internal use contain numerous references to and reflections on anashid, although here the issue is not their lawfulness, but they highlight their utility.
For obvious reasons, the outside world does not often get to see these communications; typically it happens when documents are leaked by disloyal members or captured by enemy forces. The U.S. military has captured thousands of internal al-Qaida documents over the years, and some have been declassified and published.

As the opening paragraph of this chapter suggests, internal communications from al-Ma’sada in the 1980s suggest that its leaders saw anashid as “essential” for the military effort and worth spending money on. Anashid are also discussed in more detail in writings about how to forge an activist jihadi culture. Accordingly, we find the role of anashid discussed in letters of advice between jihadi leaders and especially in training manuals. For example, in 2000, a certain Abu Hudhayfa wrote a long and detailed letter to Usama bin Ladin offering advice on how al-Qaida could improve its communication strategy. It included the following passage:

Wedding ceremonies that are performed here [in Afghanistan], may God bless [these unions], may appear on the surface to be an ordinary occurrence, but in reality, they carry significant meanings if they are properly utilized and exploited by the political division [of al-Qaida] to advance its jihadi project. For example, the political division could undertake the appropriate preparations by way of featuring speeches, anashid [my emphasis], poems etc. . . during the wedding ceremony. Then the media arm [of al-Qa’ida] would undertake the appropriate technical production of the ceremony, using a suitable/professional motion picture, and [mass] distribute the video. The political investment of such a project serves to show that [although] we are living in the abode of emigration (dar al-hijra), we [nevertheless] lead normal lives, including [celebrating each others’] marriages, [partaking in] happy events and enjoying the gift of hijra with all its blessings despite the expulsions [we endure] and the war declared [against us] by the [forces] of global unbelief (al-kufr al-‘alami). Such an [advertising] product would therefore have profound meanings and psychological rewards. [Although the rewards] may vary from one person to the other, they would nevertheless flow into a principal [strategic] objective, namely causing [Muslims’] feelings to be moved, shaking the psyche of those who hesitate to commit to hijra, especially as they compare their situation with that of their fellow brethren in the abode of hijra, as the latter enjoy happiness, relaxation, and disappearance of worries while they constantly prepare to fight. 46

Abu Hudhayfa thus believes anashid ought to be used to stir Muslims’ feelings and emotions and inspire them to take up the life of hijra and
jihad. In a different part of the letter, he recommends that al-Qaida should follow the example of Hamas and film the testament of men who volunteer to carry out martyrdom operations. The videos can then be broadcast after the operation. Thus, Abu Hudhayfa wants to utilize anashid and visual media for propaganda purposes.

Anashid also feature in another genre of internal jihadi communications, namely, training manuals. We often find anashid mentioned in sections dealing with audio-visual tools and other means that affect the recruits’ emotions (mu’aththirat). Thus it is often dealt with separately from issues pertaining to ideological persuasion and indoctrination. One such training manual is entitled A Course in the Art of Recruiting (Dawra fi Fann al-Tajnid) by a certain Abu “Amru al-Qa’idi.47 It devotes a whole section to examples of audio-visual educational tools, highlighting the utility of Rib al-Janna [Winds of Paradise], a series of video recordings by al-Sahab that includes lectures, interviews with jihadis, Qur’an recitation, and anashid.48

Several other training manuals captured by U.S. forces recommend using anashid as a tool to forge a specific cultural mindset. One such manual, found in Abu Hafs al-Misri’s house in Kandahar, has a section on “propaganda” in which anashid feature as one of seven key techniques for ideological influence:

1. Repetition technique
2. Advising and preaching technique
3. Supplication technique
4. Rhymes and songs technique [my emphasis]
5. Slogans technique
6. Comedy/jokes technique
7. Lies technique.49

That anashid feature in training manuals under propaganda or under mu’aththirat is a strong indication that anashid have been considered as an important tool and not just as entertainment.

Anashid may have served another, more specific purpose: to prepare suicide bombers. This function cannot be ascertained yet for lack of sources on what happens in the final stages of a suicide attack, but there is at least one prominent example, that of Khalid al-Awhali, one of the two men tasked with bombing the U.S. embassy in Nairobi in 1998, who survived the bombing. According to Fadil Harun, who planned the operation, al-Awhali was to accompany Azzam, the driver
of the bombing vehicle, but to jump out shortly before the detonation. Things went according to plan, although al-Awhali was later apprehended. In the subsequent trial, the FBI agent who had interviewed al-Awhali told the court that “on their way Al‘Owhali described to me that he and Azzam were listening to an audio cassette of what he described as chanting poems for motivation in preparing to die on the way to the embassy.” Quoting al-Awhali, the FBI agent said:

The interview ended where Mr. al-‘Owhali stated that he would like to recite a poem to the investigators and he wanted the official from the Department of Justice to also stay and hear the poem as well. So Al‘Owhali began to say this poem, and it wasn’t so much normal speak, it was a chanting, almost a singing-type poem. He was doing it in his – in Arabic, in his language and through the translator I was able to determine that this particular chanting poem questioned whether or not two friends would ever meet again in paradise, and Al‘Owhali explained to me that this chanting poem is what he and Azzam were listening to as they were driving for motivation, they were listening to for motivation as they were driving to attack the U.S. Embassy. And as Al‘Owhali was reflecting on his friendship with Azzam and this chanting poem, he started to cry.

This example suggests that anashid may have been used in some (or perhaps most/all) cases to keep up the motivation of would-be suicide bombers.

Islamic or Jihadi anashid?

A casual browser of anashid on jihadi websites might be forgiven for imagining a Nashville-style industry funded by jihadi tycoons. The sheer number and production quality of anashid promoted on jihadi websites is rather impressive. While some anashid’s lyrics and tunes are produced for yokels, others are of a higher quality. Indeed, the thinking invested into composing the lyrics of some reflects a profound knowledge of Islamic history, theology, and a discerning sensitivity of the pulse of modern politics on the part of the poet. The caliber of the voices suggests professional singers trained in vocalization. The rhythms accompanying the lyrics can reveal musical talent, and the quality of the productions evokes not training camps or basements, but professional studios.

The reason for the high production quality is that militants do often not record them. Except for the anashid used in the releases by IS, most
of the anashid promoted by jihadis, even those cited by their leading figures, are not composed or produced by jihadi organizations. While some high-quality productions are the work of jihadi media production companies;\textsuperscript{52} most are professionally produced by non-jihadi media outlets. These productions are probably best described as Islamic anashid chanting the praises of jihad rather than “jihadi anashid.”

To put this in perspective, martyrdom and militancy are not alien to the mainstream monotheist traditions, including Islam. For instance, the four-volume Anashid al-Da’wa al-Islamiyya (Anashid of the Islamic Call) – a written collection of mainstream anashid – include entries that extol jihad, laud the bravery of fighters in Afghanistan, foretell of reclaiming Jerusalem, and hail martyrs. One notable nashid in this collection, Unshudat al-Shuhada’, is written by Amina Qutb, none other than the sister of Sayyid Qutb. The subjects promoted by such anashid are likely to appeal to many politically informed Muslims (and some non-Muslims, for that matter); that is why jihadis, among others, have adopted them and put them in the service of promoting their militant causes.\textsuperscript{53}

In most cases, anashid are to be found on jihadi websites under a section devoted to “audiovisual products” (qism al-sawtiyyat wa-al-mar’iyyat). Members on some discussion forums, such as Shabakat Ansar al-Mujahidin, may bring a certain nashid to the attention of other members by posting a link to it either from YouTube, a file-sharing site, or some other website (not necessarily a jihadi one).\textsuperscript{54} In most cases, the anashid extolling jihad and martyrdom that are promoted on jihadi websites are produced by non-jihadi media companies and performed by singers who are not affiliated with al-Qaida or other jihadi groups. Indeed, borrowing poetry and anashid from non-jihadi authors is common in the jihadi world as long as the content fits the jihadi worldview. In some cases they even borrow poetry from non-Muslims.\textsuperscript{55}

It is worthy of note that many of the anashid promoted by jihadis are performed by two renowned Saudi artists, Abu Ali and Abu Abd al-Malik, both of whom insist that they have no affiliation with the jihadis. Indeed, in an interview with Sawt al-Yaman, Abu Abd al-Malik explicitly dissociated his anashid and those of his singing partners from jihadis using his recordings. In the same interview, he remarks that the Saudi Ministry of Information took the decision to disallow media production companies from producing anashid. He explains the decision on the basis that “unfortunately, some of our
fellow brethren misused these anashid: instead of serving as a means to repel oppression and fear, the anashid were used and were even [promoted as a] cause to create fear and destabilize security in Muslim countries; and this we disapprove of.”

Even anashid used in al-Qaida’s most official productions need not have been produced by a jihadi media outlet. A case in point is Ayman al-Zawahiri’s al-Sahab—produced series of audiovisual statements released in 2011 and 2012 under the title “Missive of Hope and Joy to our People in Egypt.” All recordings begin with Bushrayat, a nashid produced by Taratil, a Saudi media production company, and performed by Abu Ali and Abu Abd al-Malik. Similarly, in his last public statement, bin Ladin recited an excerpt of Bada‘a al-Masir, a nashid performed by the same Abu Abd al-Malik (along with two others). Another compelling example is a popular nashid, Ya Ummati Wajaba al-Kifah (O My Umma: Fighting Is Now an Obligation), excerpts of which are from a poem by the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood figure Yusuf al-Qaradawi, who is not a jihadi ideologue. The nashid featured in a statement released by Ayman al-Zawahiri in 2009. The excerpt can be roughly rendered:

O billion [Muslims]! When the wounds [of children] appeal for help where/why do you [hide]?

[Just] give us one million out of the billion, [they would suffice] if they are of sound faith (sihaban min sihab)

[With the bravery] of every thousand, we shall conquer and roam every theatre of war.

It should be noted, however, that some anashid and recruitment videos are indeed produced by entities that are part of, or closely affiliated with, militant groups. Al-Sahab, for instance, makes use of Badr al-Riyad, a video series produced by al-Tajdid, a media arm of a U.K.-based group that at one stage prominently displayed on its website a poem eulogizing bin Ladin. Other anashid praising jihadi leaders are clearly produced by jihadi groups, but the number of such anashid is not significant in comparison with anashid by non-jihadis. For these reasons, one should not equate “anashid about jihad” with “pro-jihadi anashid” and infer that those who listen to the former sympathize with jihadis.

The same, however, may not be said about the anashid produced by IS, which may represent a distinct category. The group has been
producing anashid since it declared itself the “Islamic State of Iraq” (ISI) in 2006 and announced the establishment of its own media foundation, Mu‘assasat al-Furqan li-al-Intaj al-I’lami. In the late 2000s and early 2010s, the group produced anashid that emphasized its claim to statehood. Since the group declared a caliphate in June 2014, it has polarized the jihadi landscape, and the use of its anashid now appears to be limited to its supporters, and the anashid feature in the media productions of those groups that have pledged allegiance (bay'a) to its leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi.

IS anashid may be considered as jihadi anashid insofar as they are exclusively produced by a jihadi group. But such a label could be misleading, not least because not all IS anashid have a militant theme. It would be more accurate to describe them as “IS anashid,” for IS is the only jihadi group that relies solely on in-house anashid productions. Further, unlike the anashid discussed in this chapter, IS anashid are not endorsed just for their thematic content but more importantly for the brand that they represent. As will be discussed later in this chapter, IS anashid appear to be not just about engendering militancy, but also about identity building. In short, when jihadis use IS anashid, it is not simply a statement equivalent to “made in/by IS,” but rather “we are (or aspire to be) IS.”

Common Themes

In its essence, jihadism not only calls on Muslims to join jihad but also seeks to foster a new generation of Muslims who will grow up to love jihad and yearn for martyrdom. The jihadis are not, nor do they wish to be, associated with those Muslims whose political impotence the secular Syrian poet Nizar Qabbani (d. 1998) lamented when he wrote in his famous poem “Dafatir ‘ala Hawamish al-Naksa,” following the Arab defeat in the 1967 Six-Day War:

Victory is a performance [we enact]
[How is it possible to achieve it when]
We [spend our days] sitting around in mosques
Idlers, lazy
We compose proverbs or draw up verses of poetry
And we beg [and hope for] victory against our enemy
From Him, the Sublime.
The image of idlers is one that the jihadi establishment has revolted against and sought to replace with an activist and self-sacrificial ethos. To this end, jihadi ideologues have advanced elaborate arguments for the necessity of jihad to rid Muslims of “apostate” dictators and expel “infidel” occupiers. However, jihadi strategists may have recognised that appealing to the intellect alone is not sufficient for such an ethos to arise. The lyrics, melodies, and rhythms that combine to form a nashid, on the other hand, can touch people’s emotions in ways that a dry ideological text cannot.

If the anashid that are promoted on jihadi websites cannot be said to be exclusively jihadi, what then is jihadi about them? And what purpose do they serve? Just as ideologues articulated a jihadi ideology by emphasizing militant components of classical Islamic jurisprudence, the jihadi establishment has drawn on the most militant of Islamic anashid to form a new, almost exclusively jihad-centred anashid corpus. The collection of 636 anashid compiled for this study illustrates this point. The collection was posted on the jihadi website Shabakat al-Mujahidin al-Iliktruniyya, and it was presented as the largest collection of “jihadi anashid” on any forum. It is also the largest collection I have come across in my research. After listening to their lyrics, the anashid were coded for their dominant theme. The coding was not always clear-cut as many anashid address several topics, and some topics are ambiguous. Figure 2.1 shows the distribution by topic.

What follows is a thematic analysis of a selection of anashid that are representative of the dominant militant themes.

Tahrid (Incitement) and Tahdid (Threatening the Enemy)

Not surprisingly, the most common theme in anashid promoted by jihadis is that of tahrid (incitement). Anashid of tahrid are typically ecumenical in their content, tackling universal motifs such as injustice, oppression, occupation, and the like. For example, “Lan Udaji” (I shall not be cowed [into submission]) is a nashid whose lyrics are almost guaranteed to move any conscientious listener. It speaks of the pain of those suffering occupation and oppression, and evokes a resilient and defiant spirit that refuses to be cowed into submission. The nashid starts by addressing the enemy:

You who are settling
On my soil
You who are imbibing
The blood vessels of [our] necks
... You who steal away
The dawn of my country

I shall not be cowed [into submission]

The *nashid* then enumerates what may be considered to be insurmountable obstacles and unbearable grievances, but only to follow them with an audacious stance by the mujahid who refuses to compromise and is unfazed by the hardships awaiting him on the battlefield. Thus, the element of *tahdid* (menace/threat) clearly underlies and indeed sustains its theme of *tahrid*:

Robbed of my childhood and youth
I remain radiant despite [life’s] darkness
...
Steadfast I [stay on] despite my injuries
Patient I [prevail] despite my pain

I shall not be cowed [into submission]
Interestingly, *Lan Udaji* does not include any religious references, the words “God” and “jihad” do not figure as part of its lyrics. Hence, it could appeal to anybody concerned by occupation and oppression around the world.

Similarly, the *nashid* “Bada’a al-Masiru ila al-Hadaf” (The March to [Victory] Has Begun) draws on idealistic and heroic themes, and although it is not overly religious, it uses terms like “hadyu al-salaf” (the guidance of the righteous predecessors). It is noteworthy that Usama bin Ladin chose to recite excerpts of this *nashid* in his last public statement, which addressed the Arab Spring. The central motifs of this *nashid* pertain to freedom and liberty:

```
The march to [victory] has begun
Resolute the free [man] advances

When he sets out on his march, the free
Is [invincible] – he is tireless, he is unstoppable
```

Addressing those who consider themselves religious but do not to engage in militancy, *Bada’a al-Masiru* appeals to their sense of religious responsibility. More specifically, it alludes to the culpability they must feel for standing idle as their fellow Muslims resolutely join the march to victory:

```
He who knows not [God’s teachings]
Is not as blameworthy for not finding the Way as he who knows

He who knows [God’s] guidance
Follows in the footsteps of the salaf
```

For those who doubt whether the jihadis will be victorious, *Bada’a al-Masiru* has an assuring and calming answer. Victory has the same quality of certitude as:

```
The night [that] cannot conceal
From the eyes the morning when it rises

For the eye does not agree [to see] what
May have happened, unless it actually happened
```

The *anashid* of *tabrid* and *tahdid* are not always tasteful. Some call for violence in very explicit terms. The *nashid* “Udrub Darabataka al-Muntazara” (Strike Your Awaited Blow) illustrates in word and in melody the call to immediate action:
Strike your awaited blow  
And kill as many of the infidels as you go  
Our nations a cemetery render  
[to bury] the defeated armies of unbelief [as we tear them asunder]  
The appointed time of the strike has now come  
And the time for victory has also come  
Get up, say bismillah and proceed to butcher [the enemy]  
Do not slack, do not delay  
For falsehood is boisterous, we can no longer put up with its arrogance  
...  
Destroy, repeat, do not negotiate  
The glories of Manhattan conquests [iterate]  

**Jihad**  

While all *anashid* promoted on jihadi websites are meant to serve as a form of *tahrid* to take up jihad, one nevertheless may consider that some *anashid* treat the theme of jihad as a subject in its own right. These *anashid* focus on the love of and yearning for jihad, the heroism of “God’s knights” on the battlefield, their desire to sacrifice their lives, and their properties in this world to gain the greater prize of eternal life in the hereafter. The *nashid* “Bakat ‘Aymi” (My Eyes Are Shedding Tears) speaks of powerful feelings that could only be experienced by performing jihad:72

> My eyes are shedding tears  
> [Instead of] rebuking me [why not] take me  
> To the land of jihad and [say] farewell to me  
> When I recalled [the obligation] of jihad my eyes flowed with tears  
> They were inflamed by the humiliation of dependence

The *nashid* “Fi Kulli Ardin li-al-Ilahi Fawarisun” (In Every Land God Has Knights) addresses more explicit heroic themes, drawing on the sacrifices of modern jihadi warriors as examples to be admired and emulated:73

> In every land God has knights  
> [Unshakable] in their fighting the path of sacrifice they pursue  
> They take pleasure fighting their way through arduous mountain trails  
> Their blood record [the lyrics] of glory, quenching Muslims’ thirst [for dignity]

...  

Khattab is a symbol of giving and sacrifice  
He loved martyrdom
Istishhad (Martyrdom Seeking)

It should come as no surprise that istishhad (martyrdom seeking) is one of the key themes represented in this collection. The lyrics of the anashid of martyrdom seeking are arguably the most moving and the richest in metaphors. “Lillahi Darruka” is a good example: the martyr is one who refuses to put up with dhull (humiliation) and has no attachment to this transient world. He is ready to sacrifice his all, knowing that a seat alongside prophets awaits him in the afterlife and damsels are chanting love songs in anticipation of his arrival:

How awesome you are, you took no liking to our [transient] world
You refused to follow in a defeated spirit behind false visions

... Today the horse of [heavenly] glory met his rider
[The martyr’s] glances were beaming as he fell [in battle] rejoicing

Today the damsel was married to her lover
He is sated after spending the night in her now familiar quarters

Enchanted the damsel sang love tunes [to her lover]
Delight in your exuberant and joyful [eternal] life

... God promised martyrs a seat
At the highest rank, alongside the prophets

Lord O Lord my heart is melting away yearning
To be in paradise, [I pray] you fulfill its wish.

Despite the heroism that these anashid invariably evoke in the minds of their listeners, their content is mindful of the pain that death – martyrdom style or otherwise – is likely to cause the family of martyrs, especially their mothers. Jihadi literature in general recognizes the sacrifices of mothers, which may be why some of the anashid dealing with martyrdom address head-on the guilty conscience a would-be martyr might suffer from at the thought of picturing his mother mourning his death. One such nashid, “Ummahu Khalli al-Dam’a” (Mother, Quit Crying) brings up themes of motherly grief, but also of consolation:

Mother, quit crying and sighing
Your buried son died a martyr
Mother, do not say that he departed
[Do not say] that your son was lost to the path of sorrow

I am not dead, I am alive in the hereafter
In paradise, I have been reborn
I am here alive, by God I continue to exist
I live happily under God’s protection

In God’s path I died, what
A joy it was [as] I ascended [to heaven]
And as I saw in my own eyes O mother my seat
Reserved for me in the midst of paradise

God’s angels were at my wedding
In a procession they served as witnesses [to my marriage]
I wished I would return to life so that I may be killed
As a martyr many times more in the service of God

Do not shed tears, though we part ways today
This day shall forever be a holiday
If only you knew the honour [through my martyrdom] I attained
You would have used my pure blood as [ink] to compose a nashid
[in celebration]

**Islamic State Anashid and State Building**

Although this chapter does not include a systematic study of IS *anashid*, a few observations are worth including. As far as the overall quality is concerned, the production of the *anashid* is professional. The lyrics, the *munshid*’s voices, and the sound effects all suggest that the group is not producing *anashid* on the cheap. Although those accustomed to the militant Islamic *anashid* are likely to miss the moving and upbeat rhythms chanted by Abu Ali and Abu Abd al-Malik. Given the group’s use of *anashid* exclusively produced by its own media arm, it suggests that unlike other jihadi groups, IS may conceive of *anashid* not simply as a tool to engender militancy, but also as a way to build group identity. To appreciate better the implications of this possibility, one needs to know whether IS members are forbidden from chanting non-IS *anashid* on a casual basis; and if so, how strict is IS about policing it? And what might be the consequences of those caught chanting them? At this stage, we do not have answers to these questions.
As for the themes of IS *anashid*, the forty Arabic ones I examined are consistent with those of the larger dataset mentioned previously. Among others, they include themes related to piety, yearning for martyrdom, rejecting humiliation, eulogizing martyrs, prisoners, and mother’s grief. As one would expect, some celebrate the establishment of the Islamic State and its Imam/leader. Yet despite the group’s rigid sectarianism, not least its explicit animosity against Shi‘ites, it is surprising that this does not feature as a dominant theme in its *anashid*. Some references to sectarianism exist, but not as a theme in its own right.

Notwithstanding the overall consistency between IS *anashid* and those analyzed earlier in this chapter, the military victories achieved by IS accompanied by gory public display of its practices have imparted a certain realism to those *anashid* that are designed to threaten the enemy (*tabdid*). These *anashid* differ from previous ones by not being simply aspirational; they celebrate threats that have already been carried out. Thus, IS comes across as a group that has not only intent, but also capability.

For example, the *nashid* “Al-Maliki Ghada Maqhura” ([Nouri] al-Maliki Has Been Vanquished) is essentially about the many successive victories the group has achieved. The reference in the title to Iraq’s former Prime Minister is sure to evoke in the listeners’ mind at least two key IS achievements. It recalls both that al-Maliki had to resign and that his resignation was largely caused by the group’s capture of Mosul in June 2014, following which the caliphate was proclaimed. The lyrics of the *nashid* enumerate the names of areas that were in the headlines for weeks or months, ones that have either been conquered by IS or where the group put up a serious fight against government forces (e.g., Falluja, Ramadi, Samarra, Tikrit, Beiji, Haditha). The same *nashid* celebrates that IS succeeded in “burning the Sahwat” (the Arab Sunni tribes of Iraq who once collaborated with U.S. forces against the Islamic State of Iraq, as the group was once called); that it defeated the Shi‘ites and their Iranian supporters (*al-safawiiyya dahnahab*); and the delight of establishing a territorial state where God’s Law reigns supreme. Perhaps the most upbeat *nashid* produced by IS is that which accompanied the video in which the Jordanian pilot was burned. Titled “*Qariban, Qariban, Tarawna al-'Ajiba*” (Soon, Soon, You Shall See Something Wondrous), it spares the listener no detail of the group’s gory public practices. The *nashid* speaks of “bearing
slaughter and death” to the enemy, and of “beheading,” to “break the disgrace [you caused us] . . . so that you may taste humiliation.” When this *nashid* was first heard on the execution video published in February 2015, its lyrics went hand in hand with the silent rhythm of the flames that burned the Jordanian pilot, leaving little doubts that the group’s threats are indeed actionable.

**Conclusion**

The powerful impact of rhythm and harmony in shaping people’s dispositions was recognized in ancient times. Indeed, in devising an education plan for the “guardians” entrusted with the security and governance of his *Republic*, Plato considered that it would be difficult to find anything better than “physical training for bodies and music and poetry for the soul.” He believed that “education in music and poetry is most important . . . because rhythm and harmony permeate the inner part of the soul more than anything else.”

The prominent place that *anashid* occupy in the online universe of the jihadis suggests leaders are finding them useful. Indeed, what better means to promote militancy than a tool that is literally music to the ear? Although the lawfulness of *anashid* is contested from an Islamic legal perspective, the jihadi establishment has embraced them. As some of the internal jihadi communications discussed in this chapter reveal, *anashid* are recognized by the jihadi establishment as an effective method that contributes to the creation of a jihadi culture.

Their utility is perceived to be multifaceted. *Anashid* can entice new recruits by showing them that there is more to jihadi life than just fighting. *Anashid* can motivate members during the hardship of training and combat. And they can help calm suicide bombers as they enter the final phase of their missions. These are but some of the ways in which *anashid* seem to serve jihadi groups.

But will *anashid* serve to divide jihadis much like ideological differences have? If IS’s use of *anashid* that are exclusively produced by its own media arm is an indication that it conceives of them not simply as a tool to engender militancy, but also as integral to its identity, then *anashid* may well deepen the growing schisms among jihadis.
Music has always held a precarious position within Islam – at times embraced, at others denounced for its sensually arousing potential.¹ The jihadi relationship with music is particularly confusing to outside observers. In the 2000s, for example, al-Qaida produced videos that opened with the words “Attention! Musical Accompaniment Is Not Permitted,” but were subsequently filled with melodious recitations of the Qur’an and elaborate a cappella hymns (anashid).² Similarly, young Islamists in the West might sympathize with groups that prohibit music entirely, yet listen to jihad-themed rap and hip-hop like the song “Dirty Kuffar” or the music of the British Islamist band Blakstone.

This chapter explores the ambiguous jihadi relationship with music by examining the role of anashid in the media and culture of al-Qaida. Using tools of analytical and historical musicology – my original field of study – I will look at how jihad-themed anashid are constructed, how the genre has developed over time, and how it is received and used by activists. My analysis complements the previous chapter by Nelly Lahoud by treating anashid first and foremost as pieces of music. I will show that jihadi anashid are often elaborate compositions that are produced with increasing technical sophistication. They appear to function in al-Qaida media as a means of enticing recruits, retaining members, and motivating members to action by eliciting emotion. Anashid seem to have a particularly strong ability to create a sense of interpersonal bonds that appear so important to recruitment and membership retention.

The Legal Status of Music

Within the Muslim world, debates have raged for centuries about the permissibility of music (musiqa), the use of musical instruments (especially drums), and the distinctions between listening to (sama’) and performing music.³ Although consensus has been elusive, a limited
number of legal positions have crystallized. For certain fundamentalist
groups, such as al-Qaida, there is no gray area; all forms of musiqa are
unequivocally forbidden under their interpretation of Islam. In reality,
though, this begs the questions What is “music” in Islam? and How can
jihadi groups employ and enjoy sound forms that most non-Muslim
observers would consider music?

An instructive example to begin answering these questions is the
adhan, or call to prayer, which is heard every day from minarets
throughout the Muslim world. The call to prayer bears a striking
similarity to Christian chant as an unaccompanied religious, vocal
form. Furthermore, there is a clear melodic structure to the sung vocal
articulation, typical markers of what many of us would call “music.”
In Islam, however, this is decidedly not music (musiqa). Instead, the
adhan and similar forms, including Qur’anic recitation (qira’a, tilawa),
are considered stylized recitation, vocalized religious chant, or poetry;
they are emotive sonic manifestations of the divine truths revealed to
the prophet Muhammad, not simple acts of music making. Sacred
cantillation is not music as we in the West would define it.

Scripture is unclear or ambiguous on several technical issues
pertaining to music – such as a positive definition and the use of musical
instruments – and this has produced a contested gray area of musical
practices. Muslim theologians seem in agreement that music’s danger lies
in its agency for sensual (and particularly sexual) arousal. Nonetheless,
they have yet to establish a universally accepted definition of what music
is and whether or not it should be permitted beyond an unaccompanied
vocal recitation of an Islamic text. Rulings on permissibility are highly
variable, and the scholarly distinctions between musiqa and other sound
forms are contested.4

One of the principal guidelines directing permissibility is that lawful
“non-musiqa” has texts addressing some component of Islam, while
unlawful “music” does not. The gray areas of Islamic “music” arise
when texts start gravitating toward less clearly scriptural themes and
musical instruments are added to accompany the voice. Throughout
history, the vocal or instrumental music that lay at the fringes of
permissibility could gain wider acceptance by adopting some of the
musical features of accepted sound forms, particularly Qur’anic
recitation, thereby granting it “non-musiqa” status. Even so, where is
the line that divides permissible (halal) recitations from forbidden
(haram) or unfavored (makruh) music? Are instruments allowed?
What about certain types of drums? A sound form granted acceptance within the realm of lawful (non)-music may be virtually indistinguishable from a non-lawful one. What may be “music” to one theologian may be “non-musiqa” to another, and their rulings on permissibility may differ so widely that the designation of outlaw-able “music” could be ascribed to something that contains fewer instruments and drums than what another theologian would label as permissible “non-musiqa.”

Adding to these problems, one of the most common arguments in the debate on the legality of anashid is the degree to which anashid become their own ends, outweighing the message they are intended to serve.\(^5\) Such dilemmas appear throughout Christian literature as well; both Augustine of Hippo in his *Confessions* (397–398) and John Calvin’s introduction to the 1543 edition of the Geneva Psalter express concern that the power of the music itself can easily seduce one away from religious virtue.\(^6\) Augustine and Calvin ultimately approve the carefully monitored use of music in religious service, and in *Tracts on Listening to Music*, Islam scholar James Robson asserts that Calvin’s ruling on music “is essentially the same argument as that used by al-Ghazali and other Muslims, who hold that music is lawful.”\(^7\)

Finally, it is important to acknowledge the potential influence and historical connection of the anashid used by al-Qaida to war songs and the *tabl khanah* (warlike music), which was early military band music that had instruments.\(^8\) These genres are fairly distinctive within the soundscape of Islamic music in that they represent some of the only examples where exceptions were made for instruments (drums and tambourines in particular) seemingly among all interpretations of Islam. The reasons behind this permissibility of instruments are not clear, but it seems sensible to assert that among the justifications included the use of instruments to assist in battlefield maneuvers and commands and an instrument’s (particularly the drum’s) ability to heighten a combatant’s appetite for violence. These reasons, among others, may have proven too useful in the arena of military conquest to be overruled by orthodox religious practice.

**A Modern History of Jihadi Anashid**

Contemporary Muslim usage of the term *anashid* covers almost any musical genre that makes textual mention of Islam. Both fully orchestrated pop songs and solo vocal cantillations bear the title of *anashid*,
and the only similarity across the varying languages, geographies, and musical styles in which *anashid* are produced seems to be the semantic reference to Islam. The academic literature in musicology is fairly vague. Most scholars and historians of Islamic music define *anashid* as a vocalized, songlike form, but rarely go into specifics. Musicologist Amnon Shiloah sheds light on the etymology of *anashid*, describing it as a term derived from *inshad*, a raising of the voice usually associated with public recitations of poetry in pre-Islamic times. Shiloah refers to *anashid* as a “religious poetic genre” or a “vocal improvisation.” In another study, ethnomusicologist Birgit Berg describes the etymology of *anashid* as being “to lecture or reverberations” and suggests that the genre’s principal function was to present “lyrics that promote proper behavior and the fulfillment of religious doctrine.” Finally, in an older study from 1929, George Farmer notes that *anashid* (“a recognized vocal form of the olden days”) demonstrate rhythmic and unrhythmic structure, presumably meaning that these songs were sung around a somewhat regular pulse, or they were freely vocalized in time. This is not a very informative description because music, being a temporal phenomenon, either exists in recurrent pulse structures or it does not. Examples are unfortunately absent from his otherwise careful study as are any descriptions of pitch.

The most thorough academic treatment of *anashid* appears in Patricia Matusky and Tan Sooi Beng’s study *The Music of Malaysia*. They trace the genre’s history back to a “first” *anashid*, “Tala’a al-Badru ’Alayna” (Oh, the White Moon Rose over Us), which reportedly was sung by a crowd in Medina that gathered to welcome the Prophet Muhammad after his journey from Mecca. From this and a few other early *anashid*, they argue, emerged a distinct performance practice in which *anashid* were used to instill Islamic values as well as express national pride:

Originally nasyid was performed informally at home while seated on the floor in a circle formation after studying the Qur’an. The teachers taught while the students sang nasyid. The process of teaching and learning took place by rote method and in call and response style without using any musical instruments. The voices alone carried the song texts and their messages, as the lessons took place from day to day.

They suggest that the 1950s were a pivotal decade in *anashid* practice in Malaysia. The genre moved out of the home and into the sphere of
public entertainment, incorporating musical instruments, which by the 1970s had evolved into anashid accompanied by orchestras and synthesizers. Structurally, Matusky and Tan propose that anashid were traditionally based on the maqam system of pitch that is a part of classical Arabic music (secular art music with roots in pre-Islamic times) with lyrics most often dictating form.¹⁵

One of the challenges in trying to understand the musical contexts that gave birth to the contemporary anashid is that the history of Arabic music is not strongly rooted in notated text. The tradition of musical performance was mostly oral and based on specific systems of pitch improvisation (the maqam system) and rhythmic patterns.¹⁶ The need for notation as a necessary means of communicating a musical idea (i.e., musical score) was simply not a feature of Arabic music. As such, tracing the changes, influences, and development of certain musical genres, such as anashid, is almost impossible because comparisons are highly limited.

The evolution of anashid in the modern era is, unfortunately, not well documented. It is entirely likely that, as Matusky and Tan suggest, anashid migrated from the private realm into the public sphere in the 1950s and 1960s throughout the Muslim world. This development was made decidedly more pervasive and had a stronger impact through the changes in audio technology that occurred during this period. To a lesser degree the LP, but especially the audiocassette, created a consumer market for all genres of music, which circulated widely due to the recording technology that made high-fidelity music simpler to produce and duplicate. One might propose that the explosion in music consumption ignited by the LP, and later, the audiocassette catalyzed this move from private to public as well as enabled consumers to listen to music in the privacy of their own home as often as they liked.

It was not until the late 1960s that militant Islamists seem to have embraced the anashid genre as an art form of choice. In the wake of the 1967 Arab-Israeli War, the Palestinian group Fatah broadcast songs that professed explicitly violence-endorsing themes intended to foster notions of Palestinian nationalism and the call for armed resistance.¹⁷ According to Middle East specialist Yezid Sayigh, the lyrics of such songs broadcast on the radio during this period included “I am born, live, and die a fida’i, until I return, land of ancestors, immortal people,” “the Palestinian people is a revolution, take my blood O revolution and give me victories,” “Kalashnikoff makes a waterfall of blood . . .
O Dayan, drinking blood is the custom of our men,” and “I carry my machine-gun that the generations after us may carry a scythe...I have made my wounds and the blood a river that courses through the plain and valleys.”

Later, in the late 1970s and 1980s, a group of Syrian artists began writing anashid with lyrics more actively addressing political Muslim causes. These munshidun, known as Abu Dujah, Abu al-Joud, Abu Ratib, and others, were not fighters themselves, but appear to have been inspired by the Arab-Israeli conflict and the unrest in Lebanon and Syria during this period. Their anashid differ from modern jihad-themed ones in that these singers used the duff (a frame drum) with other percussion instruments occasionally, and their lyrics are not as explicit as the Palestinian songs mentioned above. Nonetheless, their impact, while not precisely chronicled, seems to have contributed to an overall popularization of anashid with themes supporting an activist political Muslim agenda.

By the mid-1980s anashid had become a prominent feature of jihadi culture in Afghanistan. John Baily, a noted scholar on the music of Afghanistan, points out that there was a flourishing industry of mujahidin cassettes in Peshawar in the mid-1980s. Baily likewise laments the absence of research and documentation on this music, but notes that these cassettes, “were bought by Mujahideen fighters and taken to Afghanistan for entertainment purposes.” Many of the features we now witness in contemporary al-Qaida anashid were present in the cassettes Baily describes, long epics about particular groups or fighters and insertions of real (less common) or artificial (more common) gunfire in the recording.

Given the challenges and highly varying religious interpretations surrounding what is permissible in anashid, we might understand anashid as a catchall genre within the global Islamic community that can be manipulated to fit variable doctrinal interpretations. Because almost any stance on the permissibility of anashid and music is possible, even from the legal point of view (i.e., scriptural analysis), any particular anashid, ranging from solo vocal melody to pop song, could be allowed depending on the political, social, or other aims of the group. This would clarify the inconsistencies we notice among the music of violence-endorsing, Islamic terrorist groups. Such differences might be explained, in part, by proposing that a group like Hamas is appealing to a more Western-exposed youth culture from
which they wish to recruit (hence, their permissiveness of instruments, synthesizers, and even women vocalists). Islam scholar Jonas Otterbeck makes the credible observation that a Western-exposed and consumer-inclined youth culture seems to be growing in Arab nations, and religious authorities have had to address the divide that has grown progressively wider between traditional Islamic values and influences from consumer culture, which are now more than ever accessible to Muslim youths.\textsuperscript{23} We might therefore view the spectrum of “music” in global jihad-endorsing culture as being determined by the recruiting goals and cultural backgrounds of distinct groups, held in check more or less by their ideological framework. For instance, Taliban \textit{taranas} (Taliban “songs” as described by Baily) are set in traditional Afghan/Pasto modes and rhythms, not the Arabic \textit{maqam} system, corresponding to the cultural background of those who are members and those they wish to recruit.

Musical Characteristics

I now turn to a musicological examination of the \textit{anashid} presently used and circulated by al-Qaida, addressing aspects of pitch, rhythm, affect, form, text, and production quality.\textsuperscript{24} These melodies are stamped with the distinctive features of a cappella vocal music, which means there are no instruments or drums, although vocal harmonizations/arrangements appear. Texts most often address topics related to jihad and martyrdom, and there is occasional overdubbing of sound effects such as gunfire, explosions, animal noises such as lion roars, and shouting. Even within these strict parameters, most pieces are thoughtfully constructed both as musical works and in terms of the production fidelity.

The pitch structure of many of these \textit{anashid} is governed by the traditional system of \textit{maqam}, derived from Arab secular music. Musicologist Habib Touma states that most forms of religious music can be traced back to \textit{maqam}, a musical structure of pitch originating in the secular art music of pre-Islamic times. Thus, Qur’anic recitation is typically based on one of the \textit{maqamat} (\textit{maqam}, plural) of Arabian secular music, often \textit{maqam Bayati}, \textit{Hijaz}, or others. The \textit{maqam} system regulates melodic organization and might be thought of analogously to the system of Western musical modes or scales with a few important distinctions.
Maqamat are typically made up of two distinct tetrachords – collections of four adjacent pitches. Although trichords or pentachords appear, tetrachords are the most common. The subgroups are called the upper and lower jins (ajnas, plural), and it is more accurate to think of a maqam as a product of two or more ajnas than a single eight-note scale. We should further note the subtleties of intonation and performance that distinguish maqamat from conventional conceptions about musical scales. Many maqamat, while employing microtonal intervals (quarter-step intervals), have even further intervalllic divisions. For instance, the E quarter flat of maqam Bayati is slightly lower than the E quarter flat of maqam Rast. Each maqam also has different guidelines of performance, dictating melodic development and the emphasis of specific pitches. This means that two maqamat may have identical or transposed interval structures, but different pitches are emphasized in performance. Such is the case between the maqam Nabawand and maqam Farahfaza, which have identical interval content (corresponding to the natural minor scale). Yet the maqam Farahfaza places greater emphasis on the third degree and the interior Ajam trichord (corresponding to the third, fourth, and fifth degrees).

In terms of rhythm, Touma suggests that a distinct rhythmic organization is not connected to maqamat. While it is true that many maqamat are freely improvised as are many anashid, it does not imply that rhythm is purely the domain of improvisation or compositional personality. Rather, Arabic music is swimming in rhythmic patterns, and it is further elaborated by the Turkish, Persian, and even Greek rhythms that may appear. While a clear metrical and/or rhythmic framework does emerge in some of this music – Matusky and Tan propose that anashid “comprise sung poetry using Middle Eastern rhythms” – the degree to which the music is based, in a (pre)compositional sense, on specific Arabic rhythms is not always clear.

Affectively speaking, the pitch structure of maqamat represent a “tone space,” to paraphrase Touma, in which an instrumentalist or vocalist improvises according to particular parameters. These melodies form what ethnomusicologist Ali Jihad Racy calls an “ecstatic substance” (tarab or saltana) and have distinct emotional characters associated with them, regulating which maqamat may be used for conveying different thematic and emotive content. Throughout the course of a performance, the pitch space may change via modulation to any number of maqamat, and the aptitude of a performer is often
judged according to their ability to successfully weave among varying \textit{maqamat} in an engaging and seamless manner.

Formally, these \textit{anashid} vary from through-composed epics to a verse-chorus form. Here, too, some forms can be linked to traditional Arabic music. The verse-chorus form might be traced to the genre known as \textit{madih an-nabawi}, a genre of Arabic song dedicated to eulogizing the Prophet Muhammad and structured around a solo singer and a group of men, forming the chorus.\textsuperscript{31} The chorus sings in strict rhythmic organization while the soloist is more improvisational, usually singing the same line of text.\textsuperscript{32} Also, the call and response style, corresponding to the verse-chorus form, may arise from how Matusky and Tan suggest \textit{anashid} were first practiced, in which students learned Islamic lessons through call and response with their teachers.\textsuperscript{33}

For the composers, the poetry or text is often the most significant component of \textit{anashid}. Abu Ratib, one of the most recognized \textit{anashid} singers in the Muslim world, summarized this point in an e-mail correspondence with this author: “One important aspect about nashed [\textit{anashid}] is it prioritizes the lyrics. The words and meanings of the songs are the most important part, even more important than the ‘maqams’.”\textsuperscript{34} Thus we need to keep in mind that \textit{anashid}, at least in theory, are intended to transmit the messages of the texts above all else.

In sum, then, historically and musically speaking, \textit{anashid} can be defined as a metered or free rhythm vocal genre traditionally structured on the \textit{maqam} system of pitch. Evolving from pre-Islamic, public recitation with a loud or raised voice, these melodies most likely incorporated degrees of improvisation in performance. Perhaps most important to observe is that this genre originates with the text or poetry, which fully determines the musical structure.

This look at \textit{anashid} in musicological terms provides the necessary background to assert that the \textit{anashid} used by al-Qaida in videos released by al-Sahab, as well as many other jihadi groups, are typically based on \textit{maqamat}. A survey of al-Sahab’s almost hour-long documentary \textit{The Red Mosque} provides a suitable example.\textsuperscript{35} The video is peppered with excerpts from \textit{anashid} built on \textit{maqam}, seemingly suited to the meaning and emotive content of the texts. In one example, the following \textit{anashid} is sung (quotation from the English subtitles):

Chorus: “Rise! Oh defenders of my religion, let’s rebel against this regime of vice”
Verse: “It is the need of the time that we take a sword in hand, and crush the worshippers of falsehood, Let’s accustom ourselves to continuous struggle, And begin to love the world of dust and blood.”

The pitch structure reveals the maqam Farahfaza, a maqam within the larger family of Nahawand (Nahawand is both a specific maqam and a term for a larger family of maqam). The Nahawand family of maqam is described by one Islamist forum member as, “motivating and dynamic, suit[ed to] the Jihadic Nasheeds.” While technically not a nashid, Qur’an verse 5:51 is recited earlier in the video, cast in maqam Hijaz – a typical maqam for Qur’anic recitation. Other anashid in the video are consistent in terms of their maqam structure. The texts are inspirational calls to defend the faith or rousing musical eulogies to martyrs based on maqamat Farahfaza/Nahawand, while the Qur’anic recitations (qira’a) are set to maqam Hijaz. The anashid and qira’a in the above-mentioned al-Sahab video, “The West and The Dark Tunnel,” are similarly composed.

Is there a connection between a nashid’s stylistic features and its topic or content? Probably not. A closer analysis does not reveal a connection between maqam (or other musical features) and the theme of the song. I studied a sample of fifty anashid from a compilation circulating on jihadi websites and found no clear correlations between content on the one hand and maqam, form, duration, harmony, production quality, background effects, or other features on the other. Certainly, maqamat are selected based on their emotion/meaning in a general way, but the kind of categorical nuance Lahoud provides does not reveal a pattern or connection between maqam and theme. For instance, maqamat Nahawand or Farahfaza adequately suit any number of themes as identified by Lahoud, such as Jihad, Iraq, Martyrdom, or Mujahideen, and indeed these maqamat are used to express these themes within the sample examined. This should come as no surprise; most of the emotion or meaning within the maqam system is flexible enough so as to embrace many themes.

Finally, most jihad-themed anashid are recorded in studios and avail themselves of a variety of sound enhancement and manipulation techniques to improve the quality of the recording. Producers take full advantage of the opportunities offered by contemporary recording technology and techniques. Recordings typically involve subtle and not-so-subtle uses of reverb, delay, stereo panning, and occasionally
the overdubbing of sound effects, all of which attempts to add to the overall impact of the message without violating the instrument-free mandate.

A close examination of a jihad-themed *nashid*, “Amerna Abkek,” posted on tawhed.net, nicely demonstrates many of these devices at work. Listening to this *nashid* with headphones reveals that the primary vocal line is panned in the center. To the right side of the stereo field is the same vocal line articulated slightly after the main vocal melody but drenched in reverb and delay and at a lower volume. To the left of the stereo field is the same line, again drenched in reverb and delay and slightly softer, but heard just after the melody on the right side. The result is a carefully crafted sonic texture in which the main vocal line moves about the stereo field, in time from right to left, effected by reverb, delay, and volume so as to literally resound the message in the listener’s ears. While the use of such recording effects is quite common on vocal parts in many recorded music genres (albeit not with such a heavy hand), we might assume that such techniques are intended to emulate the sonic environment of a mosque in which recitation can reverberate off the walls. Sonically speaking, this may endow the recording with the solemnity of religious service. Such techniques are quite common among contemporary jihad-themed *anashid* and represent a full realization and use of recording techniques to enhance the effect of the music.

**The Reception of Jihadi *Anashid***

If al-Qaida are so conservative, we might ask: why do they bother with anashid at all? From a theological viewpoint, they could simply stay out of the debates surrounding anashid altogether – an idea that is certainly possible and much safer. Presumably, they are promoting and utilizing jihad-themed anashid for a reason, and I would argue that these anashid are dynamic cultural catalysts in recruitment, membership retention, morale, and motivation for action. Although it would indeed be challenging to prove such an assertion scientifically, we can make a strong case for it by demonstrating the potency of music to forge interpersonal bonds and emotionally impact listeners, and then to examine what the jihadis themselves report about their responses to anashid.
Starting with a survey of online discussions, it is interesting to note that quite often the extra-textual features of jihad-themed *anashid*, such as the vocal timbre and arrangement, melody, and rhythmic structure, create the initial connection or enjoyment among listeners, not the lyrics. Most threads about one’s preferred jihad-themed *anashid* almost invariably point to the quality of the singing, the beauty of the melody, even the “thumpin” rhythm, as the reasons for any *anashid* to break into one’s favorites list. The poetry or text, while not ignored or absent from these discussions, seems to run second to the timbral and musical components of the *anashid*. In fact, many non-Arabic speaking listeners probably do not understand the lyrics and thus make an initial connection to the music on extra-textual level, even if they later request a translation. Specifically, rhythm is a highly valued component of many *anashid* within jihad-supporting culture. Those demonstrating vocal lines with repeated beat patterns and driving rhythms are the most popular among listeners of this music.

Islamic discussion forums often include threads where users discuss their favorite jihad-themed *anashid*, and the most popular appear to be those that have an up-tempo and/or clearly articulated beat. For example, the Ummah.com forum included a thread entitled “the best of Jihadi Nasheeds,” which ran from July 4, 2005, until it was closed on June 21, 2007, and included 1,166 posts. One of the opening posts was by a certain “Rashid,” who wrote: “Anyway, I’m back, and want to build my nasheed collection. ☺ Anyone have some nice, fast paced, Jihad nasheeds?”44 When this thread hit 1,000 posts, a new one was set up, and this latter thread included more than 3,000 posts when I last accessed it in March 2007. Surveys of other threads, such as “my favorite Jihad nasheeds” on http://wup-forum.com, reinforce the impression that pace matters, because the majority of links and videos contain up-tempo, invigorating *anashid*.45 The sounds, timbres, and cultural resonances of the genre generate much of the initial and sustaining appeal, particularly to non-Arabic-speaking audiences, the message and ideology are seemingly along for the ride.

Without doubt, the Internet has become a very important platform for the dissemination of jihadi propaganda products. But it has also raised challenges for radical Islamists because it exposes Muslim youth to ideas and products of Western, secular culture. Muslim societies are inundated with Western music, television, and movies, and this effect was palpable during the so-called Arab Spring in 2011, when many
protesters expressed their dissent with Western-inspired cultural genres. In Libya, for example, Western music (Pink Floyd and hip-hop) became the soundtracks of the resistance against Ghaddafi. Jihad-themed anashid thus cannot be understood in a vacuum; they are in permanent competition with secular cultural impulses over the attention of young people. No doubt, the producers of jihad-themed anashid or those anashid selected for propaganda must abide by the ideological guidelines of the group – al-Qaida is not going to start using anashid with instruments no matter how appealing – but there may be certain timbre, sonic, or pitch/rhythm elements that render any given nashid more relatable.

This may also help explain why jihadi hip-hop and rap have been so important to Western-exposed Muslim audiences. The music reaches the youth from which future jihadis may emerge with a message presented in a musical language they are predisposed to enjoy, even when it appears as a musical genre of the culture they oppose. Additionally, as mentioned above, many listeners of traditional jihad-themed anashid (those without instruments) are not altogether attracted to this music because of its message, but through the quality of the singing, melodic beauty, and driving rhythmic structure. Thus, when attempting to draw people to radical ideology, do not lead with the ideology if you can find a more attractive garment in which to dress the message. And music provides very fashionable clothes.

But why anashid over other aesthetic forms? Part of the answer probably lies in music’s ability to foster interpersonal bonds. In Music in Everyday Life, musicologist Tia DeNora proposes that one of music’s principal functions is to serve as “a device for clarifying social order, for structuring subjectivity (desire and the temporal parameters of emotion and the emotive dimension of interaction) and for establishing a basis for collaborative action.” Music unites people through the shared experience of enjoyment, and this unifying quality can be a powerful means of recruitment and strengthening the sense of community among members. While the processes of recruitment and membership retention in groups such as al-Qaida is enormously complex, many recent studies of extremist groups suggest that membership is less the result of ideological appeal than of interpersonal bonds. Studies by various authors point to social relationships as the initial and sustaining aspects of the stages of member recruitment, with ideological acceptance coming as a final step. In an examination of
recruitment into cults and sects Stark and Bainbridge conclude, “Rather than being drawn to the group because of the appeal of its ideology, people were drawn to the ideology because of their ties to the group – final conversion was coming to accept the opinions of one’s friends.”

When understood in this fashion, the sounds of jihad-themed anashid are a fruitful means of attracting listeners, but they also carry an added potency to forge interpersonal bonds, something that is demonstrated in many online communities supportive of jihad-themed anashid. Online discussion forums provide a staggering abundance of links, downloads, resources, and, most importantly, personal support for jihadi causes, and anashid are often at the center of long discussion forum threads. Recent research by Madeleine Gruen, Thomas Hegghammer, and Gabriel Weimann supports the idea that the Internet is a fertile ground for terrorist recruitment and support, and jihad-themed anashid are often the focal points around which forum members communicate and offer ideological reinforcement.

Interestingly, this is not particularly new. The process of interpersonal bonding created among combatants and their supporters through the shared enjoyment of music has a long and rich history, transcending culture, geography, and religion. This is nicely illustrated by the musical environment that existed among U.S. soldiers during the Iraq War (2003–10), where music often established social circles, operated as a pretext for action, served as “entertainment,” and was a way of honoring those killed. Music (or in al-Qaida’s case, anashid) has a profound ability to catalyze the process of interpersonal bonding that appears so important to recruitment, membership morale, and sustaining motivation during war operations.

Anashid are an excellent way of forging interpersonal bonds – the glue that holds groups like al-Qaida together perhaps more so than ideology. In Breaking the Silence, a Western-produced documentary about music in Afghanistan, a former mujahidin fighter in Afghanistan is quoted as saying,

Although it was a holy war, we still listened to music. We were not narrow-minded. Music was our entertainment. Here is an example of what we used to listen to [turns on tape of an a cappella mujahidin song]. There was the sound of weapons firing. These tapes calmed us down when we were fighting. When we sat with our friends, this was our entertainment.
This statement, while brief, is quite instructive. Not only does the mujahidin fighter suggest that “music” is permissible “entertainment” even in the context of “a holy war,” but he suggests that “music” was the focal point during periods of socialization. Moreover, his declaration that “These tapes calmed us down when we were fighting” clearly underscores the idea that the music had a meaningful emotional impact on listeners—an idea that is frequently articulated by present-day discussion forum members who similarly discuss jihad-themed anashid’s emotional impact.

Yet, a contradiction arises. One of the main reasons jurists warn against music is its ability to excite the senses and arouse the emotions, particularly leading to sexual misconduct. However, a nashid’s ability to arouse emotion may be precisely what makes it such a valuable tool in propaganda, recruitment, membership retention, morale, and motivation to action.\(^{53}\) It is useful to note that most contemporary studies of hate crimes, terrorism, or genocide identify emotion as an important catalyst in instigating violent behavior or hostility toward a person or group.\(^{54}\)

While I have argued for the importance of non-textual elements in al-Qaida anashid, the message of this music should not be discounted. Most al-Qaida anashid glorify aspects of jihad, extol martyrs, call for the defense of Islam, and the best combine these thematic elements. The following text is a verse-chorus form (call and response) veneration of martyrdom sung to maqam Farahfaza from “The West and The Dark Tunnel.” The video includes scenes from an apparent suicide bombing in which the drivers of a truck detonate an explosive device at a military outpost (quotation from the English subtitles).

(verse): Who dares to stand in front of them? They are those who sacrifice for their Prophet, They are Khalid and Dharaar.
(chorus): Our path, our path, this is our path! The jihad and more jihad.
(verse): They advance seeking death, and when they see it, they will smile. They are aware of the danger, yes. But they have no fear.
(chorus): Our path, our path, this is our path! The jihad and more jihad.
(verse): They leap like lions into the lines of the enemy. The aid of Allah is with you today, O Mujahideen!\(^{55}\)

These themes resonate with the anashid texts presented earlier in this chapter from “The Red Mosque,” as well as the anashid excerpts below which are interspersed throughout the documentary, often
playing in the background and brought to the forefront in order to underscore key moments in the narration and video (quotation from the English subtitles).

We endured oppression for so long, and became today able to pay back and avenge, Oh martyrs, it is because of your benevolence that we are able to hold our heads high . . . The promise that we made to the Truth continued to be dutifully fulfilled, bullets kept being fired and the obligation continued to be fulfilled, the eyes of the sky will be witness on the Day of Judgment to the criminal oppression committed upon the innocent . . . Desecration of the Qur’an and at the hands of vain louts! O God! O Avenger! To You we complain! . . . Fire and pillage and plunder prevailed on that side, while the Truth was proclaimed and remembrance of Allah persisted here . . . The prayers of the People of Truth, on that night of the gallows, the passion of the heart, the melancholic spirit kept burning up into supplication . . . gratitude is seen in the scorching sun of sacrifice and preference, the stages on the way to the destination kept being crossed.56

The themes we see in al-Sahab videos are by no means exclusive to al-Qaida. Indeed, the veneration of martyrdom and the call to defend Islam through violence resound persistently through most of the jihad-themed anashid I have examined. Considering now the jihad-themed anashid used in al-Qaida media, a connection might be drawn: studies demonstrate that emotion plays a significant role in cultivating and perpetuating violence, and music is often a powerful mediator of emotion. This helps explain music’s Janus-faced history. It can represent the pinnacle of human artistic expression, or it can be commandeered to etch a particular message in one’s mind by playing on emotional responses that circumvent a critical reflection of the message itself. The ability of music to invest the listener with emotion, at the possible expense of a rational contemplation of its message, is one of the principal reasons why the art form has been afforded a prominent position in the propaganda efforts of almost every nationalist, religious, or ideologically driven group in history.

Thus, the seeds of violence are planted, taking root in the fertile soil that music provides. The textual messages of the threat to Islam and the Muslim community, and death in glory for the defense of God, reinforced by the emotions of fear, resentment, and anger over injustice, become an even more toxic elixir when they appear in the form of music. Why? Because music can present those messages in emotionally charged ways, preying upon culturally conditioned perceptions of
music that render the audience more vulnerable to the message. As Augustine noted in his *Confessions*, “when they are sung these sacred words stir my mind to greater fervour and kindle in me a more ardent flame of piety than they would if they were not sung.” And it is worthwhile mentioning that listening to music is not a simply passive act. Recent studies of the processes at work when people listen to music have shown that we possess neurological and biological responses to music, such as alterations of blood pressure, adrenaline, and brain chemistry. Further elaboration on this topic is beyond my area of expertise, but there is extensive research suggesting that the arousal of emotion through music has a neurobiological basis.

The Case of Arid Uka

A valuable example of the potency of jihad-themed *anashid* can be seen in the case of Arid Uka, the twenty-one-year-old who shot and killed two U.S. soldiers at the Frankfurt airport in March 2011. According to the German police investigation, Uka frequently participated in Islamist “friends” networks on Facebook, enjoyed first person shooter video games (“Call of Duty” was a favorite), and actively praised jihad-themed *anashid* through YouTube commentary and online discussions, and posted links to such music on his Facebook wall. One report of the incident noted,

The ex-rapper Deso Dogg from Berlin, who converted to Islam and now calls himself “Abu Malik,” was particularly influential to Arid U. “I love you for Allah!” said the German-Kosovan (Arid U.) in response to one of the former musician’s videos [an *anashid*]. Abu Malik, who preaches the “True Religion” of the Salafi missionary movement, recently released a controversial song [an *anashid*] in which he extols jihad and martyrdom.

In the *nashid*, Abu Malik praises Usama bin Ladin and sings, “your name flows in our blood.” He also praised Arid Uka’s actions, saying “the brother (Uka) hasn’t killed civilians, he has killed soldiers who had been on their way to kill Muslims.”

An article in *Der Spiegel* suggested that Uka’s radicalization occurred very quickly and was almost entirely Internet-based:

a large number of people, many of them well-known Islamists, became Facebook friends of Arid U. just in the two weeks immediately preceding Wednesday’s attack. Investigators suspect that the wave of new contacts
could have something to do with the airport assault. One theory holds that Arid U. radicalized extremely quickly and became part of a scene that urged him to act . . . In real life, such connections were not nearly as apparent.\textsuperscript{62}

While Uka told German police in interrogation that he acted against U.S. military personnel out of revenge for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, it was ultimately a scene from the 2007 movie \textit{Redacted} that brought him to violence, a film about a U.S. military unit charged and convicted in the rape of a girl and killing of an Iraqi family in Mahmoudiya on March 12, 2006.\textsuperscript{63} The day before the assault, Uka watched a YouTube video entitled “Americans raping our sisters! Wake up Ummah!” which showed the rape scene from the film. Although the scene was a reenactment, Arid Uka believed it showed the actual rape.\textsuperscript{64} He had found the link to the video on an Islamist website, with which he had recently become familiar through his circle of Islamist Facebook friends. He later told German police that the images disturbed him so profoundly that he was compelled to action the next day.\textsuperscript{65}

Interestingly, he harbored doubts about going through with his plan. He recounted in a Frankfurt courtroom, “On the one hand, I wanted to do something to help the women and on the other I hoped I would not see any soldiers.”\textsuperscript{66} But as he sat on the bus to the airport on the day of the attacks, he had his iPod with him and his reluctance would not hold up to the power of what resonated in his ears: “It (the jihad-themed \textit{anashid}) made me really angry,” Uka explained to the judge.\textsuperscript{67} These jihad-themed \textit{anashid} may have been the final push that motivated him to follow through with the attacks. Later in the courtroom Uka would condemn this music, the videos, and all the jihadi media that he voraciously consumed up to the attacks as “lying propaganda.”\textsuperscript{68}

The case of Arid Uka is unusual in the sense that he took action alone, without training, membership in a terrorist group, or advanced planning, but it does demonstrate the broader challenge of online radicalization. In real life, Uka demonstrated few signs of radicalization; online, however, he was a rhetorically vicious radical, supported and inspired by the community of jihad sympathizers with whom he communicated. Music was clearly a major factor in his radicalization, and the interpersonal bonds he initiated and maintained online often revolved around sharing \textit{anashid} and videos posted on Facebook, YouTube, and other websites.\textsuperscript{69}
Conclusion

The uncertain legal status of music in Islam has led to a variety of interpretative sonic practices within the Muslim world. Al-Qaida’s use of jihad-themed anashid, set in the most conservative arrangements as unaccompanied vocal melodies, negotiates the gray areas between outlawed “music” and permissible “non-musiga” so as to present the group as ideological purists. While the musical characteristics of anashid vary enormously, those appearing in al-Qaida media and culture typically display features associated with traditional Arabic music, such as the maqam system of pitch organization. Regrettably, the history of anashid and the development of jihad-related texts within the genre are not well documented; further inquiry, while challenging, would help fill many of these historical gaps.

Considering the controversial debates that surround music, al-Qaida (and most jihadi groups in general) seem aware that completely eliminating anashid from their media and culture – and thereby sidestepping the problem altogether – is not a productive strategy to promote their goals. The reception of jihad-themed anashid suggests part of the answer as to why: music carries a distinct potency to recruit, forge social bonds, reinforce a message, animate it with emotion, and potentially motivate the listener to action. Music’s functioning in these ways sheds light on the value and purpose behind jihad-themed anashid within al-Qaida culture.

This chapter makes a case for the careful examination of music’s role in terrorist and extremist cultures, a role that is not purely theoretical or academic but can be seen in cases like Arid Uka or Khalid al-Awhali (see Nelly Lahoud’s chapter in this volume). Understanding music beyond the framework of mere benevolence can illuminate the ways in which those involved in terrorism and extremism (as well as ourselves) are subject to its power.
Islamist organizations use a variety of means to articulate their worldviews, and text is only one of them. Visual elements, such as photographs, artwork, and emblems, are a crucial part of Islamist messaging but have not received nearly the same attention as texts. As the advertising industry realized long ago, images can be extremely effective at grabbing attention and communicating ideas through simple forms of symbolism. Jihadi propagandists seem to have realized it too. They use imagery extensively to transmit ideas and perspectives on everything from the nature of jihad to global affairs. By employing visuals, jihadist organizations are able to distill their views into a rudimentary symbolic language that appeals and is readily accessible to sympathetic audiences across linguistic barriers. Such visuals are an important aspect of broader jihadist culture and an important site for the articulation of jihadist identity.

This chapter explores the main patterns and characteristics of jihadi visual culture. It focuses on still images as opposed to moving ones, although many of the same visual motifs carry through in jihadi cinematography, as Anne Stenersen will show in the next chapter. For space considerations I limit this inquiry to the contemporary period, well aware that there is much to be said about the historical evolution of jihadi iconography – and Islamist visuality more broadly – in the second half of the twentieth century. Also, although this chapter concentrates on images associated with contemporary jihadist organizations, especially those associated with al-Qaida, visuals from other Islamist organizations are at times mentioned for comparative purposes.

I will argue that jihadist visual culture is based on a network of visual images, symbols, and themes widely used by the jihadist community and familiar to its supporters. Groups, media organizations, and artists deliberately draw from this “visual network” to create compositions that represent and resonate with the jihadist community. The main themes in jihadi visual culture closely correspond with the
political and religious tenets of the movement itself. Images depicting austere religiosity, war, antagonism toward enemies, as well as honor, fraternity, chivalry, and justice, are all conveyed through the lens of jihadist belief and often shaped by the political context of the moment. The jihadist visual lexicon – like that of other political movements – stresses simplicity; however, it is also adaptive and evolving. Jihadist groups tend to favor symbols familiar across the movement – regardless of ethno-linguistic background – but variations between groups also exist. The tendency toward straightforward, widely understood visual symbolism has made jihadi visual culture a powerful and effective form of communication across the movement’s diverse membership.

Most of the images discussed in this chapter originated on the Internet. They were collected from a variety of websites between 2005 and 2013 and are part of the author’s personal collection. A few images come from the Militant Imagery Project, an online database first published in 2006 and maintained by the Combating Terrorism Center at West Point. Because of the clandestine nature of the groups that produce these images and the fickle state of the jihadi Internet, it is often very difficult to know where and from whom these images first originated. If pagination is clear, it is usually mentioned; otherwise no citations or specific URLs are provided for the images.

In the first half of the chapter I discuss the notion of visual networks through the example of organizational emblems and flags. These sections look at how official insignia of militant organizations and jihadist groups are used to communicate organizational identities and to build association with broader movements. The next part of the chapter looks at particular visual themes in jihadist artwork: the mujahid, hero, martyr, and heavenly paradise. These are central themes in jihadist propaganda and are examples of how visual imagery is used to communicate a variety of messages. The final section is a brief discussion on the growing role of graphic design in Internet forums and its impact on jihadist visual culture.

**Visual Networks and Organizational Identities**

Visual symbolism is an important aspect of how organizations understand and express themselves. The particular symbols an organization chooses to include in its materials, and how those symbols are ordered
and displayed, can be revealing about the group’s worldview and objectives. Although visual communications are more effective when viewed from inside the same linguistic and cultural communities from which they originate, political imagery also has the advantage of transcending some linguistic and cultural barriers. Basic symbolism and visual techniques, such as markers of armed resistance, ideological affiliation, or even color choice, can communicate or at least suggest meaning across place and time. More complex symbolism, which might draw from cultural tradition or insider political dynamics, can be difficult if not impossible for those outside of the target audience to understand. Nonetheless, because political imagery is meant to communicate ideas without language, it can be an effective and powerful tool for political organizations. Political posters, for example, were a rich and vibrant place of ideological contestation in Lebanon’s civil war and in the Iranian revolution. In both contexts, imagery was used to craft identity, promote ideology, and disparage rivals. Imagery in these contexts was successful because it advanced ideas quickly and succinctly for the viewer. Visuals unburden the viewer from the time and effort required to read and digest textual arguments.4

It is for such reasons that Islamist organizations regularly employ visuals in their branding and propaganda campaigns. Some organizations employ visuals consistently, enabling them to cultivate an easily recognizable visual profile. Groups such as Lebanon’s Hezbollah, for instance, have a robust media effort and a recognizable brand centered on a fixed organizational emblem. Other organizations, however, are less deliberate with their visual aesthetic, which makes their visual identity more a sum of its parts rather than a coherent statement.

In establishing visual identities, Islamist organizations generally draw from a rather limited set, or network, of symbols. Aside from the names these groups adopt, which, especially when written in the Arabic (or Persian, or Urdu, etc.) script, can also serve as a powerful visual statement, the symbolic elements that they use to decorate their emblems, flags, and propaganda are often not unique but rather typical for Islamist groups and militant organizations in general. For instance, many Islamist groups will employ rifles in their materials as a way to communicate their dedication to armed resistance. Such imagery is used by groups across cultures and, by itself, is no more evocative of Islam or Islamist politics than it is of a host of other political and ideological orientations.5
Taken together, the political groups that employ these symbols can be said to be a part of a shared visual network. For the purpose of illustration, I contrast two types of visual networks – casual and deliberate – that are, above all, a way to explain intentionality behind the adoption of certain symbols and imagery. In a casual visual network, visual imagery can be shared by both affiliated and unaffiliated groups. Casual networks are unsuccessful at articulating a unified movement because they are not intended to do so. Imagery used within a deliberate network, however, is intended to highlight affiliation between groups or to express solidarity within a movement.

For example, the images in Figure 4.1 are the official emblems of two very different organizations: the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (Tamil Tigers) of Sri Lanka and the Harakat al-Shabab al-Mujahidin (al-Shabab) of Somalia. Although both of these groups used crossed rifles in their emblems to express notions of armed militancy, they did so in support of different ideologies – Marxist-Leninism (Tamil Tigers) and jihadism (al-Shabab) – and at different times and places – beginning in the 1970s (Tamil Tigers) and 2000s (al-Shabab). Because mutual use of this symbolism is not intended to express or imply an affiliation between these groups, it would be an example of a casual visual network.

By contrast, shared imagery can reflect political allegiance and cooperation between groups. The similarity in the emblems (Figure 4.2) of Iran’s Revolutionary Guards, Lebanese Hezbollah, and Iraq’s Kata’ib Hezbollah is not coincidental, but rather an intentional testament to the actual close affiliation and cooperation of these organizations.6
The flags of the Pakistani militant organizations Jamaat-ud-Dawa (the political front for Lashkar-e Taiba), Jaysh-e Muhammad, and Sipah-e Sahaba are also an example of a deliberate network – albeit one that is perhaps more based on a shared political cause than on intergroup collaboration or patronage. Although each flag (Figure 4.3) is distinct, they are linked both visually and politically by the black and
white bars on each flag. These bars represent the bars of the Kashmiri flag (in its official and unofficial iterations) and are used to symbolize the fight to liberate Kashmir from Indian occupation.

Groups can self-consciously strive to be a part of a visual network even if they have no actual affiliation with the major organizations that give the network its resonance. This can enable smaller groups the ability to associate themselves visually with more important organizations and larger movements, even if they lack any literal ties to them. Radical leftist groups in the 1960s and 1970s are a good example of this phenomenon, where organizations around the world adopted imagery such as five-pointed stars, raised fists, automatic rifles, and the color red to suggest association with the more renowned liberation movements of the era. However, deliberate networks in their most overt form represent the conscious shared adoption of visual symbols between organizations for the purpose of constructing, expressing, or inventing a larger, more unified movement. These shared symbols can reflect actual political allegiances (as they do in the case of the Revolutionary Guards and Hezbollah) or simply signify affinity and shared goals.

Like the groups above, jihadis draw from a limited pool of symbols and imagery to construct their visual identities. The images discussed below show some of the more common elements of what I suggest is a jihadi visual network. On their own, these images can represent a single organization, idea, or issue, but collectively they form the body of a specific and evolving visual culture.

**Black Flags**

Official insignia are a view into an organization’s self-conception. They are used by organizations to distill politics and ideology into a visual expression of identity. These types of images can be used in a variety of ways. Organizations that control territory or are able to operate openly in the public sphere might use flags and signs that carry an official emblem to advertise their presence. The emblem of Hezbollah, for instance, is widely displayed publicly on flags throughout the group’s areas of control and on an innumerable assortment of paraphernalia – from official publications to kitsch (e.g., cigarette lighters and tea cups). Hamas’s official emblem is likewise prominent throughout Gaza, and groups such as al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP), the Taliban in Afghanistan, and Somalia’s al-Shabab have
publicly displayed their flags and other propaganda to highlight their control over territory. The Islamic State (formerly known as the Islamic State in Iraq and ash-Sham, or ISIS) is a prominent example of this phenomenon. The organization routinely places its official flag atop buildings, hillsides, vehicles, and other landmarks as a way of marking territory under its control or announcing the presence of its forces. Official insignia are also used as branding elements in media distributed on the Internet. In these forms, emblems enable organizations to advertise their existence and politics, mark their (online) territory and products, and make official the videos, messages, and materials distributed in the group’s name.

The flags used by al-Qaida and associated jihadist groups are examples of this. Unlike many other militant organizations, al-Qaida does not have an organizational emblem per se. Instead, variations of the Islamic banner are used to represent it and many other (aligned or independent) jihadist organizations in a variety of forms and contexts. Jihadist flags, which are generally black, are meant to represent the battle standards (e.g., al-raja) carried by Muslim forces in some of the earliest armed conflicts in Islamic history. Historical descriptions of the banners used by the earliest Muslim forces differ. They were said to have no consistent color or pattern. They could be white, green, yellow, or black and sometimes included the Muslim proclamation of faith. Without a clear notion of the Prophet’s true flag of choice, jihadist groups have been left to interpret history for themselves. The flags they adopt are manifestations of those interpretations and say as much about the group’s modern sensibilities as their appreciation for historical purity.

Although they reflect contemporary sensibilities, these flags are meant to evoke the battles fought by Islam’s earliest generations – which succeeded in transforming the Islamic community into a powerful, expansive empire and transnational religious community – and, by extension, symbolize Islam in its purest and most earnest stage. Flying the Islamic standard enables jihadist groups to connect themselves with Islam’s revered first generations and the religion’s early history. It projects the image of religious authenticity, unobscured by modern political ideologies or ideas. Also, because Islamic flags are associated with religious battle and conquest, they have come to represent righteous and legitimate jihad.

The central element of the Islamic flag is the Muslim proclamation of faith, or shahada, in Arabic: “la ilaha ilallah muhammad rasulullah”
(There is no God but God, Muhammad is the messenger of God). On its own, such a flag does not denote jihadism. The official flag of Saudi Arabia, for example, contains the shahada as well as a sword that signifies the rule of the House of Saud. It is nonetheless the most potent visual symbol adopted by jihadist groups. Some versions of the flag carry only part of the shahada, whereas others include it in its entirety. The flag of the Islamic State (Figure 4.4) includes the phrase in two parts. The first (“There is no God but God”) is at top, and the second half (“Muhammad is the messenger of God”) appears in a white circle. The leadership of what was then known as the Islamic State of Iraq promoted this image as the nascent organization’s official symbol and to distinguish it from al-Qaida in Iraq, the organization from which it emerged. The group hung its flags throughout Iraqi neighborhoods during periods it either controlled or operated in those areas, and later it did the same as it expanded into Syria. The Islamic State explained its design in a statement posted on jihadi discussion forums. The organization claimed that the flag was an accurate recreation of the Islamic standard from the Prophet Muhammad’s era. It said the white circle and its text were the official seal of the Prophet as contained in
Ottoman records, and the ordering of the words (from top to bottom: god, messenger, Muhammad) followed Islamic oral traditions describing Muhammad’s seal. Writing on the Islamic State’s usage of the symbol, McCants argues that the “Islamic State’s leaders had to choose among conflicting scriptures and histories from their religion’s past to craft a vision of what they aspired to in the present and future.” He continued:

Their choices display the cultural biases and modern sensibilities they try so hard to displace. They selected a stark black for the flag rather than green, yellow, or white; the color suits their Manichean worldview, which permits no gray areas between the binaries of right and wrong, believer and unbeliever. The white scrawl across the top, “No god but God,” is deliberately ragged, meant to suggest an era before the precision of Photoshop even though the flag was designed on a computer.

The blackness of the Islamic State’s flag (as well as other flags used by jihadist groups) is worth noting. Black is regularly used as a color of protest, both within the Islamic world and more globally. However, in the Islamic tradition black flags most often evoke the black standards flown during the eighth-century Abbasid Revolution, which overthrew the corrupt rule of the Umayyad clan and replaced it with a new caliphate based in Iraq. The Abbasids ushered in the Golden Age of Islam, but their revolt also played upon certain prophetic expectations of the coming of the Mahdi – the Muslim savior who is expected to appear before the apocalypse and restore justice to the Islamic community. McCants argues that the Islamic State chose to make its flag black precisely to suggest its apocalyptic expectations. The black flags of other jihadist groups can be seen as suggesting similar connotations, albeit less explicitly than the Islamic State.

Since its appearance in Iraq, the Islamic State’s flag has become one of the most widespread jihadist symbols and has been used by groups such as al-Shabab, AQAP, and Nusra Front (al-Qaida’s Syrian branch). Its common association with these groups had made the flag regularly referred to as al-Qaida’s flag. These groups, however, more often referred to it as the “banner of monotheism (tawhid)” – a term jihadis sometimes use to describe black flags in general. Yet, after the Islamic State’s political break with Nusra in Syria, and its vigorous expansion in both Syria and Iraq, the symbol became inseparable from its own project and therefore distanced from previous associations
with al-Qaida. The flag has been adopted by affiliates of the Islamic State, who use it to mark their formal ties and allegiance to the caliphate of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, as well as to signify their break with other previous alliances (such as with al-Qaida).

Although this flag became a clear demarcation of jihadist affiliation, it also gained currency outside of the jihadist context. Like the Palestinian keffiyeh, the flag of Islamic State has had some crossover appeal as a symbol popular of protest. Its distinctive design might be seen as capturing a certain Islamic cultural authenticity, and its stark black and white coloring corresponds well to conceptions of protest and revolt, both within Islamic history and more globally. The flag appeared as a symbol of Islamist resistance and protest across parts of the Middle East during the Arab Spring. It was flown at political demonstrations in Kuwait, during anti-Mubarak protests in Cairo, raised atop buildings in Benghazi, and held by protestors in Tunis. It was a central symbol of the 2012 U.S. Embassy takeover in Cairo, where protestors replaced the embassy’s American flag with it on the eleventh anniversary of 9/11. As such, the flag has served not only as an official marker of the Islamic State and al-Qaida affiliates, but also as a symbol of revolutionary Islamist protest in the Middle East and North Africa. It is impossible to say whether or not the flag will continue to have resonance outside of jihadist circles. Its appeal to non-jihadists was likely stronger before the Islamic State’s 2014 expansion into Iraq and its widely publicized legacy of brutality. The success or failure of the Islamic State’s project in Iraq, Syria, and elsewhere will probably determine the resonance the flag will have on the future of the jihadist movement.

Many similar flags are used by jihadist groups. The examples in Figure 4.5 (clockwise from the top) are but a few and represent the following entities: al-Tawhid wa’l-Jihad (a precursor to the Islamic State), Caucasus Jihad (an umbrella group of various allied Islamist organizations in the Russian Caucasus region), Sepah-e Sahabah-e Iran (a small jihadist group based in Iranian Baluchistan), and Yarmuk Magazine (an Afghanistan-centric jihadist magazine). These flags are meant to signify two fundamental aspects of each entity: their Islamic identity and their involvement in the jihadist movement. Although each flag is a little different, the contexts in which they appear and the groups they represent are generally sufficient for them to effectively communicate the intended core message. Some jihadist flags, like the one used by Caucasus Jihad, add a depiction of a sword (or other
symbols of armed violence) along with the shahada to emphasize the group’s militancy. Others make the jihadist association more overt, such as the Yarmuk emblem, which literally spells out its association with the jihadist movement in Afghanistan by including a geographical representation of Afghanistan with the word al-jihad printed on it.

The visual imagery of the Islamic flags is meant to be easily recognizable and understood by supporting, sympathetic, and even outside audiences. Although these flags technically require a familiarity with Arabic (or Persian, in the case of the flag of Sepah-e Sahabah-e Iran) and Islam to be read accurately, they can also be effective markers for jihadist militancy to the uninitiated. This is achieved both by the context in which these flags appear and by the communicative power of the visual network of which they are a part. That is, because many jihadist organizations (and even non-jihadist Islamist organizations) have adopted flags like these as a central visual statement in their materials and activism, Islamic flags have collectively become markers for both these individual groups and for the militant Islamist movement more broadly. It is no coincidence that al-Qaida affiliates such as al-Qaida in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), Nusra Front, and AQAP use versions of the black flag in nearly all of their imagery (from video
statements, to photographs of leaders, etc.) and that groups associated with al-Qaida, such as al-Shabab in Somalia, Caucasus Jihad, and others, do the same.

The Islamic flag has a rich and varied history that stretches back to the early days of the religion, but because of the flag’s appropriation by jihadist organizations, and especially because of the consistent, repeated, and perhaps increasing use of the flag as the de facto emblem for a number of militant Islamist groups, the black flag has become the foremost marker of the jihadist movement in the contemporary period. Its adoption by Islamist organizations is a simple but powerful way for them to mark association with the jihadist movement. Thus, these flags not only help define a visual network, they comprise an inexorable and important component of jihadi visual culture.

Central Themes in Jihadi Imagery

Jihadi visual culture incorporates a variety of subject matter. Jihadi propagandists have used visuals to comment on current affairs, enter into intercommunity debates, and advance all sorts of religious or political ideas. Visuals used in this spectrum can be diverse, but in general the jihadi visual language is fairly limited. Some themes have endured as central components of jihadi visual culture over time. Islamic flags are one example. Below I discuss a few others: the mujahid and hero, the martyr, and the promise of heavenly paradise. These are not the only motifs in jihadi visual culture, but they are prominent themes and examples of how certain visuals are used to communicate notions of virtue, heroism, and divine reward – the building blocks of jihadi identity and activism.

Mujahid and Hero

The *mujahid* or Muslim soldier is a prominent fixture in jihadi visuals. This generic figure can be articulated differently, depending on the artist or organization behind the image, but in general it is used to represent the rank-and-file jihadist, a specific group, or the jihadist movement more broadly. Beyond this usage, the figure of the mujahid can also symbolize certain attributes such as bravery, strength, and religious devotion. This is done by presenting the figure in a form or context suggestive of these attributes for the viewer.
In one form, abstractions of the mujahid can take on a premodern guise, depicting the fighter along with other symbols such as horses and swords to evoke connotations of Islam’s past. Figure 4.6 shows two examples of this type. The first (on the left) is the emblem for a jihadist Internet forum called the “Minbar al-Tawhid wa’l-Jihad” (Pulpit of Monotheism and Jihad). In addition to the name of the forum at the bottom of the image, there are a few other evocative symbols. In the middle of the piece you see the earth with Eurasia and Africa visible. Superimposed on the earth is a solid black figure atop a rearing horse holding aloft a sword and a flag. Above the figure is a partial verse from the Qur’an (4:84), which reads “Urge the believers to fight. It may well be that God will keep back the might of the infidels.” The figure here can be seen to symbolize the jihadist movement in general, with the globe, and perhaps more specifically the eastern hemisphere, as the scope or aspiration of its enterprise. The horse, battle standard, and sword evoke connotations of religious battle and Islam’s early history, making the mujahid (the image’s central figure) the primary catalyst for the hopes contained in the image and implied by the Qur’anic verse.

The next image is less straightforward. It shows a figure on a horse, holding what looks to be a flag, superimposed on an isolated outline of Kuwait. The text in Arabic reads: “Rain down upon Kuwait, O my hope.” Although this image might be confusing to an outsider, within the context of the jihadist forums where it was distributed, its meaning is clearer. It expresses the desire for the jihadist movement to galvanize and become (at the very least) more active in Kuwait. In this context the black figure is immediately recognized as a mujahid, with the

Figure 4.6. Minbar al Tawhid wa’l Jihad (c. 2011), Kuwait jihad (c. 2005)
trappings of the horse and standard evoking the same connotations as suggested above.

Conjuring the past is not just done through abstraction. Jihadist organizations employ similar motifs in videos and photographs to associate themselves with the legacy of Islam’s founding generations. Photographs of Usama bin Ladin, for instance, often showed him clad in white, traditional garb and riding a horse to that effect. The Nusra Front, the Al-Qaida affiliate in Syria, uses similar symbolism in its propaganda. The image in Figure 4.7 is the cover art for a digital video distributed on Internet forums. The video, entitled “Day of the Infiltration,” is a statement by Nusra Front detailing a 2012 attack on Syria’s Interior Ministry. At top, the group brands the image with a black flag that includes the group’s name below the traditional shahada. On the right is the title and description of the video. Emerging from the center of the image and moving to the left is a row of black-clad jihadist fighters, carrying automatic rifles, seemingly jogging in lock-step behind a commander, who leads the unit riding a horse and holding a black flag with his right hand. The horse and the flag, again,
are tropes used to evoke Islamic history. However, unlike the images above, Nusra’s fighters or mujahids are modern in their attire and weaponry. The symbolism then is used to link the present to the past and in a sense establish an authenticity for Nusra (and their campaign) similar to that enjoyed by Islam’s early warriors.

The black-clad fighters in the above image are familiar across jihadist propaganda. Countless images posted to Internet forums include similar depictions of the mujahid. The masked, faceless warrior is an intimidating sight, one that projects an aura of strength as much as it does violence or anonymity. The black suggests that the modern mujahid, more than his forbearers, operates in secrecy, working from the shadows to engage his enemy. It furthermore draws attention to the tactics of terrorism and insurgency favored by jihadists.16

The masked, black-clad mujahid is a common archetype. Jihadist groups seem to favor this type of depiction because the figure can conjure up many of the attributes (e.g., anonymity, violence, strength, power, mystery) they associate with themselves and their enterprise. Some of these themes can be seen in the images in Figure 4.8. The first example, on the left, is a rather crudely composed image (from around 2009) of a masked mujahid holding what looks to be a rocket-propelled grenade. Smoke and fire, seemingly from an explosion, appear behind the fighter, indicating the violent operations conducted by the group, Jundallah (Army of God), responsible for the image. The group’s full name, the “Popular Resistance of Jundallah” is written in Persian above the figure, with the phrase “Come to Jihad” in Arabic placed at the top. The purpose of the poster is made evident through

![Figure 4.8. Jundallah poster (c. 2010) and Global Islamic Media Front advertisement (c. 2005)](image-url)
the interplay between text and visual imagery. It is akin to the famous “Uncle Sam” posters produced by the U.S. government to recruit volunteers to join the fight in World Wars I and II, except in this case it is a call for volunteers by a small militant group fighting the Iranian government in a desolate region of Iran’s southeast.\textsuperscript{17} Unlike most of the groups associated with al-Qaida that often have access to a cadre of designers and media specialists, Jundallah seems to have produced most of its images in house, generally posting these and other materials to its websites rather than to more popular Internet fora.

The next image is an advertisement for a well-known al-Qaida–affiliated propaganda organization, the Global Islamic Media Front, which circulated on the Internet beginning around 2005. Here the mujahid wears a black uniform, cut more in the fashion of traditional Muslim garb than modern attire, with a vest and arm patches that give the outfit a military quality. The mujahid is again masked and anonymous. Unlike the other examples discussed so far, this image presents the mujahid as victor. He stands on a map of Iraq next to a black Islamic flag planted in the heart of the country as if he has conquered the land himself in the name of Islam. This sort of view reflects the aspirations of the jihadists that aimed at creating an Islamic state in Iraq.

Such exaggerated depictions can make the mujahid appear larger-than-life, like a superhero for the Muslim community. This is a popular motif and one made more explicit in other images, such as in Figure 4.9. The image on the left was posted in 2012 to the Ansar al-Mujahidin forum by one of its regular contributors. At the center of the image is an imposing, mysterious figure. He is masked in a traditional keffiyeh scarf, wears what seems to be a military uniform with an armored breast plate, and carries a large military-style automatic rifle and a holstered side arm. On his left arm is the Islamic State flag. He is partly hidden and obscured by the darkness that surrounds him, again playing on the theme of operating from the shadows. Written at the top in calligraphic Arabic is “Islamic State of Iraq” and at bottom is a menacing message targeted at Shi‘ites: “We lie in wait for you, O rejectionists.”

The image imagines the jihadist as a shadowy, but impressive, military fighter. He looks like he could be a part of an elite special forces unit and would not be out of place as a character in any popular first-person-shooter video game.\textsuperscript{18} He is an idealized figure, one meant to portray strength and resolve, as well as to strike fear in the heart of
his stated enemy (i.e., the Shi’a). It is unsurprising then that the designer of this image drew direct inspiration from a genre well known for its cultivation and celebration of armed heroes: comic books. Indeed, in this case the jihadist image is adapted from a drawing of The Punisher, a popular character from the Marvel Universe famous for his murderous vigilante campaign against organized crime. By blending the images the designer utilizes the familiar symbolism of the comic to achieve something both menacing and distinct, a reimagined jihadist hero – one perhaps meant to be relatable and attractive to young males immersed in popular culture on the Internet.

Lionizing Martyrs

Martyrs are generally depicted in ways that magnify them and their role in jihad campaigns. This is done by using well-known tropes of Islamic and/or local culture to honor a fallen comrade. For this reason, Islamist organizations can differ in the ways in which they celebrate their martyrs. However, some tropes are common to most jihadist groups. One example is the lion, which is used to highlight the bravery
and valor of both important living jihadists and martyrs. The lion has rich meaning in Islamic history and culture. A famous Islamic tradition \textit{(hadith)}, for instance, refers to Ali ibn Abi Talib, the Prophet’s cousin and later successor, as the “Lion of God” \textit{(asad allah)} for his courage and success in the battle of Badr. Jihadists use the metaphor of the lion to similar effect in honoring the heroes of their community.

The example in Figure 4.10 is one such occurrence of this. The image is dedicated to the famous jihadi commander Samir Salih Abdallah al-Suwaylim, better known by his nom de guerre Ibn Khattab, or simply Khattab. Khattab was a Saudi citizen who went to Afghanistan to fight the Soviets in the 1980s and never looked back. His career as a fighter and commander also took him to Tajikistan, Bosnia, and Chechnya, where he became a renowned warlord, military strategist, and close advisor to former Chechen rebel leader Shamil Basayev. Khattab was killed by Russian intelligence in 2002 and soon after became one of the more eminent heroes in the jihadist community.19

As we can see, Khattab was a striking figure, almost like a jihadist Che Guevera. The image highlights Khattab’s legacy as a successful military commander. To an outsider it seems plain that the individual in the image is a revered soldier or military leader. For the insider, it is explicit. The lion in the background combined with the Muslim \textit{shahada} at top and the crossed RPGs at bottom imply that the figure was a courageous fighter and faithful mujahid. The text spells this out: “Khattab: Lion of Chechnya, Lion of the Battlefield.” The map in the
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\caption{“Khattab, Lion of Chechnya . . .” (c. 2005)}
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background seems to be used for context, although it centers on Europe instead of the Caucasus and is from World War I instead of the present era. It is not clear why this particular map was used. It could be the designer’s way of making reference to the break-up of the Ottoman Empire following the war. It could have also been less deliberate. At the bottom of the image is the designer’s email address, included to elicit comments or requests for additional work.

Khattab is one of the more widely celebrated heroes in the jihadi cannon. However, honorifics like the lion are also used to memorialize lesser known martyrs and increase their stature in the community. One individual who briefly garnered a lot of attention from the online jihadi community was Muhammad Ahmad Qanita. Qanita, also known by his nom de guerre Abu Umar al-Maqdisi, was a Gaza-based commander in the Al-Qassam Brigade of Hamas. Reports suggest that he left Hamas to join the jihadist Ja’amat al-Tawhid wa’l-Jihad organization shortly before leaving Gaza for Syria. In Syria, he became a trainer and fighter associated with jihadists operating in Idlib alongside units of the Free Syrian Army. He was killed in late December 2012 in an operation aimed at seizing the Idlib airport from Syrian government forces.²⁰

Qanita’s death was widely discussed on jihadi forums and other sites associated with the Syrian conflict. He was regularly described as a martyr-hero (al-shahid al-batal) and as the “Falcon” (another

Figure 4.11. “Lion of Tawhid: Abu Umar al Maqdisi” (2012)²¹
powerful motif in Islamic and Arab culture) of al-Shati Refugee Camp (the part of Gaza he was from). The image in Figure 4.11 is one of many depicting Qanita as a martyr-hero. In it, Qanita, referred to by his nom de guerre, is called a “Lion of Tawhid,” which is a term often used by this group to describe their martyred comrades. The fiery stylizing of the lion’s mane adds to Qanita’s aura, amplifying his significance as a faithful mujahid, commander, and martyr.

A Call to Paradise

The path of jihad is commonly described as one of sacrifice. To participate fully in jihad, a mujahid must forsake family, material possessions, and the possibility of a normal future. The achievement of martyrdom – to die or be killed in the path of jihad – is considered an honor and a heroic deed by jihadists, who believe that it is afforded by God to only those most deserving of the spiritual bounty. Just as martyrs are celebrated, the act of martyrdom is encouraged in jihadi imagery.

A common method to promote martyrdom uses references to or depictions of heavenly paradise (janna). Visual allusions to heaven or the afterlife can be subtle, such as by placing foliage or water next to a known martyr. Such natural associations are drawn from Islamic culture and rooted in the Qur’an, which describes heaven as a lush, verdant, Garden of Eden–like paradise. Figure 4.12 is an example of this. In this image, taken from the first issue of Inspire – al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula’s English-language magazine – a photo of a waterfall accompanies a short message on martyrdom. The message

Figure 4.12. “O Martyr, You Have Illuminated!” (2010)
persuades the reader to reflect on the meaning of life, stating: “The fact is that every soul is going to come to an end, completing the test of this world. Those who prepare with their utmost will be greeted with success. Those who lag in their preparation will have to face the consequences.” Success here is an allusion to the rewards of the afterlife and heavenly paradise, something brought into focus for the reader with the accompanying photo of the waterfall surrounded by lush green plants. The text further emphasizes the relationship between martyrdom and the gift of paradise: “The martyr who fights and dies in the path of Allah, undoubtedly has the greatest chance of meeting his lord as a victor. So what will your excuse be for restraining yourself from Paradise?”

Visual “calls” or invitations to paradise are meant to be evocative and powerful. Figure 4.13 provides two very different examples of how this can be attempted. The top image was designed by a propaganda organization linked with al-Qaida in Iraq. It shows a bright blue sky, white clouds, verdant trees, and foliage. In the center is a pair of hands holding a leaf and a scroll that reads: “A call to paradise.” The context for this image, which was posted to jihadist forums during the
height of the Iraq war (c. 2005), makes its meaning evident: it is meant to encourage fighters to jihad (or in this case Iraq) with the indirect promise of heavenly paradise as a reward for the sacrifice of martyrdom. Paradise is evoked both by its explicit mention in the text and, more impressionistically, by the natural imagery.

Next is an Internet banner by al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula. It carries the group’s name at the bottom right and their flag on the left. The text at top reads: “Arise to paradise which is as vast as the heavens and the earth.” This line comes from a famous Islamic tradition wherein the Prophet inspires one of his followers to fight and die in the battle of Badr.\textsuperscript{25} The image is darker than most paradise-centered pieces, with elements such as the gas mask and assault rifle more suggestive of the violence behind the message than of a paradisiacal garden. The natural elements of paradise are also present; but instead of blues and verdant greens, the natural setting here looks to be viewed during the haze of sunset, perhaps alluding to the physical death (e.g., the setting sun) required for the immortal soul to live on in heaven.

Allusions to paradise are a popular way to honor martyrs and heroes. As mentioned and seen above, this can be done through simple, yet suggestive symbolism. Trees, green grass, flowers, water, rain drops, and the like are all used to connote heavenly paradise. I have included two examples that illustrate how this symbolism works in martyr iconography. The image on the left, which was posted to a website associated with the Jundallah organization, is devoted to two ethnic Baluch activists killed in Iran. Here we see a bright blue ocean in the background. In the foreground is a verdant hill out of which emanates a staircase lined with colorful flowers that proceeds into the sky and culminates in a

\textbf{Figure 4.14.} Iranian Baluch martyrs (c. 2010) and Usama bin Ladin in Paradise (2010)
burst of light. At the end of the staircase hover, as if in spirit form, the heads of the two martyrs being honoured, the idea being that they have entered heaven via the path (i.e., staircase) of martyrdom.

The next image is an homage to Usama bin Ladin. It contains familiar visual themes all meant to evoke notions of a martyr rewarded with heavenly paradise. We see blades of green grass, a bright blue sky, and fluffy white clouds. The sun shines brightly and reflects off pictures of bin Ladin contained in circular bubbles, seemingly floating in the breeze. (I would suggest that the bubbles are used as a stand-in for water, and not meant to simply connote the soap bubbles beloved by children.) The text at the top of the image reads “We will miss you, our shaykh.”

An Evolving Culture

Jihadist art has gradually evolved, particularly in the online context. What had once been the domain of amateurs, whose work often reflected their lack of training, is now increasingly being done by quasi-professional designers working in support of various jihadist groups and online entities. The change in quality over the years has been dramatic. Although not all jihadist groups have benefited from the service of trained and experienced designers, the look of jihadist propaganda in general has improved across the spectrum. The Islamic State and the groups aligned with al-Qaida, which are the most prominent on the Internet and have the most robust media efforts, generally have the more sophisticated design. But even groups that have run comparably rudimentary media operations in the past, such as Iranian-based Baluchi groups, have begun to produce higher quality material.

Progress in design has been fueled by increased appreciation for visual propaganda on internet forums and on social media, especially Twitter. Forums such as Ansar al-Mujahidin have devoted parts of their site to media operations and graphic design. Headed by in-house designers, the site has an “audio-visual department” with subforums on images, design tools, and archived material. Each subforum has countless moderator- and member-driven discussion threads, which focus on everything from images of martyrs to how to make money as a professional designer.

Perhaps the most interesting feature of this forum is its emphasis on creating sophisticated images. The site’s main designer, a moderator
called “Gharib,” has dedicated a large portion of his subforum to providing forum members with instruction on basic design. In addition to providing links to downloadable pirated versions of design software, Gharib has provided lessons on a variety of topics, such as how to integrate images, how to balance colors, and on learning various techniques in Photoshop. The efforts of Gharib and other designers on the site, who also host instruction threads, have made the forum a place of interaction and engagement with visual material. Forum members are encouraged to ask for assistance and to post their own work for feedback from the moderators and regular participants. Members regularly critique and praise each other’s work and hold the known designers on the site in high esteem.

A prime example of this interaction takes place during the site’s periodic art competitions. In these threads, the moderator introduces a particular image or theme and encourages submissions that incorporate the element into a unique design. The moderator narrows down the submissions to a group of finalists and then asks forum members to comment and vote on their favorite. Most of the comments by members are filled with praise, but occasionally there are more constructive remarks as well. For instance, in the third iteration of this contest the moderator presented members with a photograph of a young boy holding a large bunch of helium-filled balloons. The picture seems to be taken at sunset, with haze and dust obscuring almost all color from the scene except for the balloons, which visually pop in oranges, purples, and blues against the bland backdrop. It is a beautiful photograph with no violent or jihadist connotations.

Members were asked to use this photograph and create a design appropriate for the forum. Out of an untold number of submissions, the moderator selected eleven finalists, two of which are shown here. The submissions all clearly bore the hallmarks of jihadi art. Many included images of violence, such as automatic rifles, soldiers, or mujahids. Others included poems, Islamic texts, or messages related to jihad. All of the submissions were commended by the voters, with most posts asking God to bless the designers for their work. One voter commented on the professional quality of one piece (at bottom in Figure 4.15), while others were more conflicted, expressing how worthy each design was before casting a vote for a particular favorite. In the end, a design by forum member “Salafi 92” got the most votes (at top in Figure 4.15) and received first place honors from the moderators.
Conclusion

From the outside, jihadi visual imagery may appear shallow and simplistic. However, this betrays the meaning and significance these images hold in the jihadi community. In a sense, this imagery reflects
the religious fundamentalism of the jihadists themselves. It is stripped down and uses plain symbols and themes to articulate its messages.

I have argued that this collection of symbols, motifs, themes, and moods forms a network, or visual lexicon, of images that jihadist rely on and draw from for visual productions. It is this network that defines and articulates jihad to its own community. It is how they understand their movement and how they express it to themselves visually. Although some of the elements in jihadi images are shared across Islamic, Islamist, and other radical visual cultures, their meaning and use are specific to the jihadi community. The value of this network is its success in meaning making, which is what makes it the foundation of jihadi visual culture.

The boundaries of jihadist visual culture are not fixed. Even though jihadi visuality is at times unrefined, growing interest and sophistication in graphic design within the community is expanding the parameters of jihadi visual culture. This is moving jihadi designers away from the clipart-like reliance on familiar symbols toward something more inclusive and expressive. The jihadist community still stresses the value of violent symbols such as guns, and culturally significant motifs such as lions, yet there appears to be a growing embrace of less generic, perhaps more abstract, aesthetics as well. This might be a symptom of the interrelated universe of the Internet, where good design is vibrant and appreciated; but it is also suggestive of a possible looseness in jihadi culture, which allows an otherwise rigid movement the ability to change and adapt to the world around it.
Jihadi films incorporate many of the visual motifs described by Ostovar in the previous chapter, but they represent a much more complex format – notably allowing for storytelling and the inclusion of sound – and therefore merit separate treatment. This chapter traces the history of jihadi filmmaking.

The existence of jihadi videos is somewhat paradoxical, given that conservative Islamists have often been sceptical of the production of moving images. Nevertheless, militant Islamists have been producing videos since the early 1980s. The number of videos increased exponentially in the 2000s, in line with technological developments that made production and dissemination of homemade videos a mass phenomenon. Today, jihadi videos are mainly found on the Internet, either as downloadable files or on video-sharing websites such as YouTube or Dailymotion. They can be divided into genres such as operational videos, ideological speeches, martyr wills, or hostage executions. Another genre is the lengthy feature film, which combines several genres into one to present a grand narrative of whom the jihadis fight and why. Jihadi videos serve a variety of purposes, not least to attract new recruits by appealing to their emotions.

Jihadi videos can be seen as part of the broader phenomenon of war propaganda. Jihadi feature films use similar narratives as the newsreels and documentaries made by the warring parties during the Second World War. For example, Nazi Germany’s *Triumph of the Will* from 1935 presented a grand narrative of suffering German people, a battle between good versus evil, and the Nazi party that will come to their rescue. Although it depicts a different political context, the victim narrative is essentially the same as in al-Qaida’s major productions.

Jihadi videos are among the least well-studied bodies of war propaganda relative to the size of the corpus. We lack, in particular, a historical analysis of how jihadi videos have evolved over time; it is this gap I hope to fill with this chapter. The chapter has two objectives.
The first is to trace the history of jihadi video production and give a sense of its scale and content. The second aim is to discuss how jihadi videos can be seen as an expression of jihadi culture more generally. The study will not analyze the reception or radicalizing effect of jihadi videos, as this would require a different methodology and hard-to-get sources.\(^5\)

The main sources used here are the jihadi videos themselves, in addition to court documents, autobiographies, and other sources that say something about the historical context in which the videos were made.\(^6\)

The chapter has four parts. The first part discusses early jihadi video production in the 1980s and 1990s during the wars in Afghanistan, Bosnia, and Chechnya. The second part is concerned with the history of al-Sahab, al-Qaida’s official media company, and how in the early 2000s they pioneered the development of the lengthy feature film. The third part discusses the effect of the Iraq War from 2003 on jihadi video production. The fourth part is concerned with developments from 2006 onwards, with examples drawn from the video production of al-Shabab in Somalia and the Islamic State (IS) in Iraq and Syria.


The history of jihadi film production goes back to the early days of the Afghan-Soviet war. Afghan mujahidin reportedly brought cameras to the battlefield as early as 1981. The purpose was not primarily to make artistic products, but to document results on the battlefield. This in turn would generate more supplies and funding for the group.\(^7\)

Foreign and local journalists also came to Afghanistan in this period to make pro-mujahedin documentaries.\(^8\)

Arab foreign fighters also filmed in 1980s Afghanistan. In some cases their motives were personal. Afghan commanders certainly viewed some of the Arabs as war tourists who filmed themselves simply so they could impress people back home. One Afghan commander complained in 1987 that he “had some Arabs who were with us for jihad credit. They had a video camera and all they wanted to do was to take videos. They were of no value to us.”\(^9\)

Another commander described the Arabs bluntly as “prima donnas who were more interested in taking videos than fighting.”\(^10\)

Other Arabs shot videos for a purpose. Around 1987, Usama bin Ladin invited the Saudi Journalist Izzam Diraz to make an Arabic-language documentary about the Arab fighters in Afghanistan for
fundraising purposes. The documentary, entitled *The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan*, was published in 1988. The forty-nine-minute video shows clips of the Afghan leader Abd al-Rabb Rasul Sayyaf and bin Ladin and footage from bin Ladin’s al-Ma’ṣada base in Paktika.

Some iconic video clips were also recorded around this time, notably a series of speeches of Abdullah Azzam in Peshawar around 1988–1989. The clips were produced by a group calling itself the Black Banners Studios (*markaz al-rayat al-sawd lil-intaj*). They produced several videos featuring speeches by Abdullah Azzam, including a well-known lecture called *The Solution*, taped around 1988. Later, the studio produced another jihadi classic, the *Lovers of Martyrdom*, an hour-long video featuring old clips of Abdullah Azzam along with clips of the first foreign fighters killed in Bosnia in 1992.

### The First Jihadi Filmmakers

In the 1980s and early 1990s, films were often recorded by TV teams and journalists brought in for the sole purpose of filming. However, by 1992 the jihadis had started using their own fighters as cameramen. This development happened as hand-held camcorders became more accessible to private consumers. One of the first jihadi cameramen appears to have been Abu Musa al-Almani, a German national of Turkish origin. An excerpt from a biography describes how he worked in the field:

> Abu Musa had some experience in making video films and editing, and so in Bosnia they made him the cameraman. Therefore, along with his Kalashnikov he would carry his camera. He was witnessed in front of the attacks with his camera, fighting and even reaching the bunkers of the Serbs before the rest of the brothers. He would be standing on top of the bunkers of the Serbs and the Serbs would still be shooting. He said to a brother, that when he reached the bunker, “I thought whether I should throw a grenade inside or put the camera inside,” and he chose to put the camera inside so that he could get the best possible pictures, mix the best possible film and send it back to the other Muslims that do not know anything about Jihad. Then, they could see the Jihad on their television sets and find out and learn about this obligation that the Muslim World had forgotten about.

Another cameraman who seems to have played a prominent role in the mid-1990s is the French-Beninese Masood al-Benin. He joined the Chechen mujahidin toward the end of the first Chechen war in 1996.
There was a lull in the fighting at the time, so he spent the next few years using his IT skills to assist local mujahidin. Among other things, he set up computers for use by the local Sharia courts. In addition he was a correspondent for the Qoqaz.net website. With the start of the Second Chechen War in 1999, he was able to participate in battles again. Like the German-Turkish Abu Musa, he appears to have played multiple roles as cameraman, fighter, and video editor. It was only in the 2000s that jihadi groups started creating separate “media cells” that would film battles and edit videos, but not participate in the fighting themselves. This development was a result of the new standards on jihadi video production set by groups fighting in Iraq from 2003, discussed further below.

**Distribution and Audiences**

In the early days of jihadi film making, propaganda videos were spread mainly through mosques, charity organizations, bookshops, and Islamist street vendors. In the United States, the two Muslim charities al-Kifah Refugee Center and Care International distributed audio and videotapes from the mid-1990s onwards. In Britain, jihadi propaganda videos could be bought in Islamic bookstores such as Maktabah al-Ansar located in Sparkhill, Birmingham. According to court documents, the bookshop “became the exclusive distributor of the Azzam Publications books, videos and tapes glorifying violent jihad.” Another venue that sold jihadi propaganda was the Four Feathers Club near Baker Street in London. The venue served as a base for the radical preacher Abu Qatada al-Filistini.

One of the first Web pages to distribute videos from Bosnia and Chechnya was the U.K.-based Azzam Publications (www.azzam.com), founded by Babar Ahmed in 1997. Azzam.com may have been the first virtual jihadi media organization; the group stated on their page that they existed only on the Internet and had no street address. However, they had a P.O. box address in London. To order videos, audios and books, people had to send them cash in an envelope.

Among the volunteers who helped run the Azzam website was a certain Suraqah al-Andalusi. According to his biography,

Suraqah was part of the team that translated and typeset the script for the video *The Martyrs of Bosnia*. He was also part of the team that conducted interviews, translated and researched the material for the Jihad Lands section
of Azzam.com, namely the lands of Afghanistan, Uzbekistan, East Turkestan (China) and Central Asia. He translated an entire book on the Jihad in Central Asia by himself, written by a Mujahid in Afghanistan, even though Arabic was not his mother-tongue.21

In fact, The Martyrs of Bosnia was advertised as “the first of its kind in the English language.”22 It suggests that Azzam.com were pioneers when it came to translating jihadi propaganda videos from Arabic to English for Western audiences. Azzam.com was also a pioneer in distributing jihadi videos on the Internet. According to an archived version of the Azzam webpage from 2000, some of the jihadi video clips could be viewed directly online, just by clicking on a link.

However, Internet distribution was rather uncommon at the time, given the low bandwidth available. Instead, potential recruits watched videos during public events and social gatherings. According to a former militant Islamist, the videos from Bosnia and Chechnya in the 1990s had a profound effect on their audience.23 What cinematographic techniques were used to exaggerate this effect?

**Video Content**

Simple, cinematographic techniques were used from the very start of jihadi filmmaking. On Azzam.com we find one of the earliest jihadi video recordings from Bosnia: a five-minute clip of a Saudi fighter named Abu Zubayr al-Madani, claimed to be recorded in Bosnia in 1992.24 The video is an example of the “martyr video” genre. It has some of the features that have become standard in later jihadi video production. Most notably, it includes footage of the martyr before and after his death. Parts of it are in slow motion, a technique commonly used in movies to create suspense or highlight a particular element. Furthermore, the footage of the dead martyr shows his face styled in the way that was common on martyr photographs and posters at the time. Another, typical feature of this film is the sound track made up of a medley of Qur’an recitation, speeches, gunshots, and, of course, anashid (see Pieslak and Lahoud’s chapters in this book). At the end of the video, the screen goes black while the soundtrack plays a recording of a nashid allegedly sung by the dead fighter.25

The film about Abu Zubayr did not present a grand narrative, but this has become more common in later jihadi productions. Among the first jihadi films to present such a narrative was *The Battles of Badr in
Bosnia (ma‘arik badr al-bosna), produced in 1995 by the Mujahidin Brigade (i.e., the foreign jihadi fighters) in Bosnia.\textsuperscript{26} The video contains standard elements of war propaganda in that it presents a diagnosis, followed by a prognosis. First, a narrator tells the story of the Bosnian conflict, accompanied by images of Islamic preachers, Western rulers, and foreign fighters in Bosnia. Next, the video describes the mujahidin’s preparations: commanders planning an operation, fighters walking to the battlefield and setting up a forward base. We observe their daily activities at the base, such as cooking, eating, and grooming. The third part of the video shows the actual battle and ends with fighters gathering and praying in the sunset.

The best-known jihadi films from Chechnya were made during the Second Chechen War in 1999–2000. In March 2000, the “video library” of the Qoqaz.net website contained titles such as Jihad in Dagestan (August 1999), Massacres in Chechnya (October 1999), and Chechnya: Destruction of a Nation (December 1999).\textsuperscript{27} The first video featured operational footage of jihadi fighters, while the two latter titles claimed to depict “civilians massacred by Russian forces.” Jihadi films from Bosnia and Chechnya tended to depict either operations or atrocities against civilians, while in later jihadi productions these two themes were combined into one and the same narrative.

The Chechnya film that got the most attention among Islamists in the West was probably Russian Hell in the Year 2000, produced by a group called “The Islamic Army of the Caucasus.”\textsuperscript{28} The composition of the story in Russian Hell is similar to that of The Battles of Badr in Bosnia. The film starts with a narrator’s voice explaining the background for the Chechen war. Then the film shows clips of Chechen commanders preparing for the operation. We see the fighters walking to the battlefield and setting up camp as the darkness falls. In the early morning hours, the operations begin. Between the attacks we see the mujahidin being welcomed into a local village by locals. The film ends with footage of the battlefield and a tribute to the fallen. Here, too, a sunset concludes the film.

Russian Hell employed all the cinematographic techniques seen in earlier productions: a soundtrack with anashid, speeches, and battle sounds, and pictures of soon-to-be martyrs are played in slow motion. Interestingly, the film not only shows the smiling face of the dead martyr, but his entire—often heavily mutilated—body.
*Russian Hell* also contains some innovations. For one, the film shows a live execution of a Russian soldier. This seems to have been the first videotaped execution in jihadi cinema, but it was certainly not the last. A second innovation of *Russian Hell* is the clever use of contrasting images. The cold, snowy landscape of Chechnya is contrasted with images of burning enemy vehicles. The use of burning vehicles as visual symbol is a direct allusion to the title of the film, *mahraqat al-rus*: The Arabic word *mahraqa* may be translated as Hell, pyre, or Holocaust.

Another contrasting image is the look of Khattab’s rough, seasoned fighters, compared with the Russian Army’s young, clean-shaven, and uniformed soldiers. Khattab’s fighters are sporting long hair and beards and no particular style of uniform, except that they include some style of camouflage jackets and pants. Some of the fighters are wearing Western-style wool caps, others are wearing Afghan *pakhols* – giving the impression that the person is a seasoned jihadi fighter with experience from the Afghan-Soviet war. The contrasting imagery reinforces the “us” versus “them” narrative of the film.

**Al-Sahab’s Early Productions (2000–2004)**

Al-Sahab was founded in 1999 to serve as the official video production company of al-Qaeda. The name Al-Sahab, which means “The Clouds” in Arabic, was allegedly chosen by Usama bin Ladin himself. Al-Sahab’s main task was to produce official propaganda videos for al-Qaeda, in addition to videotaping speeches by bin Ladin and other important al-Qaeda leaders. In February 2001, Khalid Sheikh Mohammed was appointed to be al-Sahab’s leader. He likely continued in this position until he was arrested in Rawalpindi, Pakistan, in 2003. Since then, al-Sahab has been run by unknown al-Qaeda members, probably from somewhere in Pakistan, and has continued to function as al-Qaeda’s official mouthpiece.

The inner workings of al-Sahab were long unknown to the outside world, but new details have trickled out after the interrogation records of Ali Hamza al-Bahlul, who was captured and sent to Guantanamo in 2002, were made public. During interrogations, he gave a detailed account of the production of al-Qaeda’s first and perhaps most famous full-length feature, *The Destruction of the American Destroyer USS*
Cole, also known under the title *State of the Umma* (hereafter referred to as *The USS Cole* video).32

**The Making of The USS Cole Video**

According to al-Bahlul, the order to make the *USS Cole* video came directly from bin Ladin himself. The final result was an almost two-hour long propaganda film, the main purpose of which was to present al-Qaida’s aims and ideology and encourage Muslims to join al-Qaida’s training camps in Afghanistan.33 The *USS Cole* attack itself was only briefly mentioned in the video. In fact, the video does not say explicitly that al-Qaida perpetrated the attack, presumably because doing so would have caused problems for the Taliban regime.34 However, the main point was that the *USS Cole* attack had ensured al-Qaida publicity. Al-Bahlul himself stated to interrogators that the purpose of the *USS Cole* video was “to awaken the Islamic Umma to revolt against America … he hoped new recruits would come to Afghanistan and join the jihad.”35

Bin Ladin was directly involved in the production of the *USS Cole* video. Al-Bahlul said that bin Ladin revised the video several times, and he instructed him to include a certain audio clip at the start of the video. The audio clip was a Qur’an recitation by Mamdouh Mahmud Salim, who had been indicted in the 1998 East Africa embassy bombings and was in prison in the United States.36

Al-Bahlul said that al-Sahab’s offices were fully equipped with VCRs, computers, satellite TV, and a library of video and audiocassettes. But the video editing software was far from professional: It consisted of a Windows PC and Adobe Premiere Pro video editing software. Al-Bahlul’s handwritten notes, recovered by U.S. troops during the 2001 invasion, indicated that he often ran into technical difficulties with the software. In the end, it took about six months to finish the *USS Cole* video, and it was released sometime in the spring of 2001.37

Before its release, the video went through a thorough review and approval process. According to al-Bahlul, this was standard procedure at the time. Videos of bin Ladin were reviewed by al-Qaida’s Security Committee, while training camp footage was to be approved by al-Qaida’s Military Committee. The final product was approved by bin Ladin himself before being disseminated.38
Al-Bahlul stated that several of his videos were “sent through Bin Ladin to the Al-Jazira [sic] channel.” Videos were also distributed directly to foreign journalists who came to Afghanistan. In June 2001, the MBC correspondent Bakr Aytani was given a copy of the USS Cole video when he was in Afghanistan to interview bin Ladin and Ayman al-Zawahiri. Clips of the tape were subsequently shown on MBC. The USS Cole video was also available in the West, through Islamic bookstores such as Maktabah al Ansar in the United Kingdom. Finally, al-Sahab videos were used internally by al-Qaida to indoctrinate foreign recruits who came to Afghanistan. After the U.S. invasion in 2001, a flier was found in one of al-Qaida’s guesthouses advertising a screening of the new USS Cole video. “Please let us know your comments and suggestions,” the flier stated.

**Al-Sahab’s Contributions to the Jihadi Film Genre**


In their form, al-Sahab’s videos resemble the older videos from Bosnia and Chechnya. Anashid are used extensively, especially when showing preparation and battle scenes, and when commemorating dead fighters. However, there are several innovative aspects to al-Sahab’s initial productions. First, they combine diagnostic and prognostic messaging in a more explicit way than before. At the beginning of the USS Cole video, a text appears on the screen stating that “after revealing the illness, [the video] goes on to describe the cure.” The first twenty-five minutes of the video are dedicated to showing atrocities against Muslims in different parts of the world. The second half of the video starts, unequivocally, with displaying the heading “The Solution.” In comparison, Russian Hell 2000 spent only a few minutes explaining the background for the Chechen war, while most of the video was dedicated to operational footage.

The second important contribution is that al-Sahab’s videos started including clips from many different conflicts across the world, while earlier films focused on one or just a few. This geographical
diversification in the diagnostic framing reflected al-Qaida’s globalized worldview. The selection of clips also reflected current events. For example, the *USS Cole* video was produced during the al-Aqsa intifada in 2000. It was the first jihadi video to make use of a famous video clip from the intifada: the footage of the Palestinian boy Mohammed al-Durrah allegedly being killed by Israeli soldiers. The al-Durrah image became an icon of the second intifada and appeared on t-shirts, posters, and wall murals. Several Arab countries issued postage stamps carrying the image, and one of Baghdad’s main streets was renamed The Martyr Mohammed Aldura Street. The picture became a symbol of Israel’s oppression of the Palestinians.

For al-Qaida, the timing of the event was perfect. The al-Durrah incident happened only ten days before the *USS Cole* bombing, and shortly after that, al-Bahlul started working on the *USS Cole* propaganda video for bin Ladin. Al-Sahab exploited the al-Durrah incident for all it was worth. The filmmakers highlighted the al-Durrah clip by showing it repeatedly, each time with the sound of a gunshot and the name “Muhammad” in Arabic letters popping up on the screen. In the background, emotional voices of preachers denounce the killing.

The al-Durrah image has been used in numerous subsequent jihadi videos. For example, it appeared in the infamous video clip showing the beheading of the journalist Daniel Pearl in Pakistan (2002), in the al-Sahab documentary *The Manhattan Raid* (2006), and in *The Bouchaoui Attack* (2007), produced by the media wing of Groupe Salafiste pour la Prédication et le Combat (GSPC) in Algeria.

The third of al-Sahab’s contributions is the introduction of suicide bomber testaments. We recall from the Bosnian and Chechen wars that the “heroes” were seasoned guerrilla fighters, portrayed at camp and on the battlefield, within the framework of another day of fighting. When they died, they were commemorated through slow-motion film and images of their face after death, combined with martyrdom anashid. Sometimes, films would include some kind of “martyrdom testament,” a speech or statement by the fighter recorded before his death, but this was rather uncommon.

Al-Sahab, who probably took inspiration from Palestinian groups such as Hamas, made it obligatory to record such martyrdom testaments. All of the 9/11 hijackers recorded a statement before their death, and these were included in subsequent al-Sahab productions. They were not always comfortable with this; one of the 9/11 hijackers,
Ziad Jarrah, reportedly required several takes before managing to deliver a speech that showed sufficient “passion and enthusiasm.”

For al-Sahab, it was important to sell the new jihadi hero to their audience, in order to continue recruiting operatives for martyrdom attacks against Western targets. Through visual effects, al-Sahab attempted to portray these new jihadi heroes as equal to the classical mujahidin of Bosnia and Chechnya, in order to sell bin Ladin’s fighting doctrine to the coming generation of fighters. Arguably, al-Sahab has not been entirely successful in this. A majority of jihadi recruits who have gone to training camps abroad after 2001 have wanted to fight in a “classical jihad” – that is, to take part in guerrilla fighting against a non-Muslim occupant of Muslim lands. On the other hand, many jihadi guerrillas have started to employ suicide bombers and to make sure that his testament – and if possible, his last moments – are preserved on tape.

Al-Sahab’s film from 2004, The Battle of Badr in Riyadh, included all the elements of a classical suicide bomber video. The video depicted the bombers who carried out the devastating attack on the al-Muhaya housing complex in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, on November 8, 2003. The Battle of Badr in Riyadh was probably the first jihadi video to use a cell phone camera for filming an operation. Cell phone cameras were a novelty at the time; the first models started to appear on the world market only in 2002.

The cell phone video depicts two of the attackers in their truck as they drive to the target. We hear their voices, gunshots, and shouts of “Allahu Akhbar” before the screen goes blank. In later productions, it became common for attack teams to employ a cameraman to film the actual suicide truck explosion from a safe distance. We would see this technique used extensively during the Iraqi insurgency.


The Iraq war was the first conflict in which a substantial part of the jihadi propaganda campaign was waged on the Internet. Between 2004 and 2006, most Iraqi groups established a presence on the Web, and they released statements and videos on jihadi web pages and discussion forums on a regular basis. Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi’s group Monotheism and Jihad, later known as al-Qaida in Iraq (AQI), pioneered online distribution of audio-visual propaganda. A majority of the
videos were short, operational films that showed a single attack by a rocket, sniper, or (most commonly) an improvised explosive device (IED).47

The attack videos from Iraq differed fundamentally from the full-length feature films of al-Sahab. Attack videos seldom contain a narrative justifying the group’s actions. On the other hand, they appear to have served as proof that the group in question had carried out the attack. Thus the videos served the same instrumental purpose as the first videos emanating from Afghanistan in the 1980s. Both Afghanistan in the 1980s and Iraq after 2003 were complex battlefields with several guerrilla groups competing for influence and resources. Moreover, the Iraq War coincided with a series of technological developments that made it easier to upload and share video files online. These factors contributed to the exponential growth in the number of jihadi videos in the 2000s.

**Video Producers and Distributors**

Al-Qaida in Iraq’s Internet-based propaganda campaign was initiated in early April 2004.48 The mastermind behind the campaign appears to have been Muhammed al-Sa’idi (aka Abu-Maysara al-Iraqi), a Shiite who had converted to Sunni Islam and joined al-Zarqawi’s group in or before 2003. In addition, “there were also a few figures from the Arab Maghreb who had the capability and the enormous energy to use the Internet, computers, tactics, and montage, particularly from Algeria. This is how the media issue started, until Al-Furqan [AQI’s official media company] was established.”49

AQI’s media operation relied not only on operatives inside Iraq but also on sympathizers elsewhere who would upload the videos to jihadi discussion forums. In 2004, AQI started using the Web forum Muntada al-Ansar as their primary channel for publication of videos. Al-Ansar had existed since May 2002 but reached prominence in 2004 when al-Zarqawi’s group started using it on a regular basis. It was administered by an individual named Mohibb al-Shaykhain al-Tunsi, in addition to a U.K.-based Moroccan named Yunus Tsouli, who called himself “Irhabi 007” (Terrorist 007).50 The al-Ansar forum stayed open until October 2005, when other similar forums, such as Al-Hisba and Al-Firdaws, replaced it. The important thing was that
A Q I continued to have access to online venues on which to upload statements and videos.

In November 2006, an online media company named al-Furqan became the official video producer of al-Qaida in Iraq. In 2007, the United States carried out a series of raids against al-Furqan offices and operatives, which gave an indication of the size of al-Qaida’s media operation in Iraq at the time. As one U.S. spokesperson noted at the time, “Since the surge began, we’ve uncovered eight separate al Qaeda media offices and cells, have captured or killed 24 al Qaeda propaganda cell members and have discovered 23 terabytes of information.” By now, it is safe to assume that jihadi groups had started to set up separate “media cells,” as opposed to in previous conflict theaters where fighters had doubled as cameramen and producers.

Content and Contributions to the Jihadi Film Genre

One of the first videos produced by al-Qaida in Iraq was the beheading of Nicholas Berg, published in May 2004. It was followed by a series of similar videos published between May and December. It is unknown why AQI ceased issuing these videos at the end of 2004. One theory is that al-Zarqawi stopped because he was criticized by the al-Qaida leadership in Pakistan. Another explanation could simply be that the beheading videos had outplayed their role. The main purpose of the videos had been to get media attention, and by the end of 2004 AQI had clearly established itself as a prominent player on the Iraqi insurgent scene.

From 2004 onwards, AQI issued a number of other videos from Iraq. The most striking new feature of these videos was their extensive use of short clips. Videos were either very short (under ten minutes) showing one single operation, or long (forty minutes to an hour and a half), but comprising a number of shorter clips. AQI’s first operational video, The Winds of Victory, was released in July 2004 and was six minutes fourteen seconds in length. It was built upon the pattern of earlier documentaries, showing a group preparing for battle. They are seen reading the Qur’an, training, and listening to a motivational speech by their leader. The video ends with a scene of the fighters praying together at dawn. The battle itself is not shown, presumably because the group was not able to capture any footage. The Winds of Victory is built upon a familiar narrative, but each phase is compressed
so that the film is just a little longer than six minutes in total. This preference for short films likely reflects the shift to online video distribution. In 2004, jihadi producers were no longer dependent on having to fill a whole VHS cassette or CD-ROM, because the videos were digitalized and uploaded directly to the Internet. Given that bandwidth was limited, shorter clips would be more easily accessible.

The groups in Iraq also produced longer films for distribution on CD-ROM, but even in these films the narrative tempo was much higher than in previous jihadi productions. While Khattab’s Russian Hell covered three different operations in a two-hour video, AQI’s Lions of the War from 2005 presented twelve different attacks within the first twenty minutes. Another technique introduced by AQI was to film attacks from multiple camera angles. An early example of this is from December 24, 2004, during a suicide attack on an American base in Mosul.

Another characteristic of AQI’s films, which followed the trend started by al-Sahab, was their casting of the suicide operative as the principal character of the video. A good example is the film The Expedition of Shaykh Umar Hadid from 2006. Incidentally, this video was one of the first AQI videos to be translated into English. The translator, U.S.-born Tarek Mehanna, said he selected the video because he thought it would have a powerful impact on its audience. The eighty-minute video features suicide operatives from a larger AQI offensive in and around Baghdad in 2005. The most innovative aspect of AQI’s martyr videos, compared to al-Sahab’s first videos, is the use of computer graphics. AQI notably started manipulating pictures of its fallen martyrs with Photoshop and other techniques to make the corpses look cleaner and “happier.”

The increased use of graphics and photoshopping is obvious in The Expedition of Shaykh Umar Hadid. A considerable part of the video shows pictures of the martyrs floating over the screen while anashid are playing in the background. Later there is a scene where footage of the martyr speaking is superimposed over footage from the suicide operation – as if he is talking to us from the hereafter. At the end of the video, portraits of martyrs are superimposed over a cloudy sky, again depicting them as if they were in heaven. The clip ends with footage of bin Ladin speaking of sacrifice in God’s path, superimposed over a pictorial illustration of Paradise.

Another feature of the Expedition video is that occasionally, the martyrs are shown speaking directly to the camera – making eye
contact with the audience watching the tape and addressing them directly. The recruitment agenda is obvious. One of the individuals states that “Whoever who sees this CD should come and join the lands of jihad!”\textsuperscript{60} Another, responding to a question about whether he has a message to those who shirk the duty of jihad, fixes his eyes on the camera as he says, “You have no excuse.”\textsuperscript{61}

It is difficult to know how these videos affect their intended viewers. Occasionally, however, we can observe their reception through declassified surveillance videos. For example, during a terrorism trial in the United States in 2006, the prosecution presented an audio recording of a group of radicals watching and discussing a martyrdom video from Iraq:

See, look. This is the guy who committed, May God be praised, the martyrdom [operation] driving the car... This is a brother who made martyrdom car bombing on the bridge of Khalidya. Look brother, after – after the whole blow... explosion; when they returned him. My brother, look at his face. I swear to Allah he is smiling... And the whole explosion. Glory be to Allah. Look, I mean Praise be to God, he’s still in one piece.\textsuperscript{62}

While the infamous decapitation videos from 2004 served to attract global attention to al-Qaida in Iraq, more sophisticated productions such as The Expedition of Umar Hadid were probably more important for recruitment.

**Toward a “Jihadi Hollywood”?**

The last part of this chapter discusses some of the developments that have taken place within jihadi video production in recent years. The topic is too broad to be studied in detail, and so this section is therefore limited to discussing how new, visual styles inspired by mainstream Western media have inspired jihadi filmmaking in such diverse places as Somalia and Syria.

**Al-Shabab and the “MTV Jihad”**

Al-Shabab, which officially joined al-Qaida in 2012, can be described as an “ideological hybrid” – a local Islamist guerrilla that has embraced al-Qaida’s global ideology. This dual agenda shines through in their video productions. The group has produced videos in the local
language, Somali, in addition to videos in English and Arabic. The design and quality of al-Shabab’s videos vary greatly, suggesting that several different production teams have produced videos in al-Shabab’s name.

When al-Shabab started making propaganda videos for English and Arab speakers, they sought to emulate classical jihadi films from the 1990s and early 2000s. A typical example is *Hell of the Apostates in Somalia* from November 2006. The title is inspired by *Russian Hell* and later productions with variations of the same title (“Hell of the X in area Y”). The film opens with graphic pictures of dead civilians, followed by speeches by ideologues justifying the war. Next are training and preparation footage, followed by combat scenes. Both preparation and battles are accompanied by familiar Arabic anashid. Interviews with guerrilla leaders and fighters feature at regular intervals throughout the film. Curiously, the video features an interview with a fully veiled woman, which was quite unusual for jihadi recruitment videos at the time.63

An al-Shabab video that is even more reminiscent of *Russian Hell* is *The Blessed Dinsur Battle*, released in May 2008. It includes scenes with commanders planning the battle on a map, a commander giving the fighters a pep talk in the field, and fighters singing a nashid together before going into battle. After the battle the camera dwells on the bodies of dead enemies and vehicles blazing with fire. The fighters are greeted and applauded as they ride into a nearby village with the symbolic black banner mounted on the vehicle.64

*Hell of the Apostates in Somalia* and *The Blessed Dinsur Battle* are only two of many videos released by al-Shabab from 2006 onwards. They illustrate how al-Shabab’s video production was inspired by and – whether consciously or not – copied the visual motifs and narrative from earlier videos recorded thousands of miles away. It suggests that a distinctive cinematographic style had established itself within the world of global jihadism. By emulating this style, al-Shabab sought to associate itself with and become part of the transnational jihadi movement.

In addition to emulating existing patterns of jihadi film making, al-Shabab were one of the pioneers in introducing stylistic elements from Western culture into jihadi videos. This development, dubbed the “MTV jihadism” was possibly reflecting the influence of a small group of American citizens who joined al-Shabab in the late 2000s. The most
prolific among them was the Syrian-American Omar Hammami, also known as Abu Mansoor al-Amriki.65

The videos made by Hammami and others are characterized by short clips, fast tempo, and vivid colors – much like in a commercial music video. For example, the English-language video *The Beginning of the End: A Response to Barack Obama* released in July 2009 opens with a 3D animation of al-Shabab’s name and logo followed by a series of fast-moving clips. By contrast, an al-Sahab video featuring al-Qaida’s leaders would typically open with al-Sahab’s vignette and one or more Islamic or jihadi symbols – a Qur’an, Kalashnikovs, a cross that explodes, or a burning American flag. The introduction to *The Beginning of the End* is virtually stripped of such effects, save for the words “In the Name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate,” at the very beginning.66

Another attempt to merge jihadi culture with American youth culture is apparent in Abu Mansour’s self-composed “jihadi rap” – a combination of an English-language *nasheed* and rap-style verses – which is included in the soundtrack of *Ambush at Bardal* (2009).67

However, the innovations introduced by Hammami and others were limited to a few videos, and it never became the trademark of al-Shabab’s video production. Besides the rap song, *Ambush at Bardal* contains many of the more traditional audio clips and visual images of jihadi filmmaking – such as the sound of a neighing horse and Qur’an recitation, the image of a martyr’s face, his grave in the dark, and a superimposed picture of Usama bin Ladin talking about martyrdom.

While al-Shabab’s films in 2009 experimented with introducing some elements of Western pop culture into the films, the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS), later known as the Islamic State (IS), took it a long step further. Films issued by IS have a distinct visual style – presumably aimed at capturing a new generation of consumers accustomed to high-resolution video games, TV, and Hollywood movies.

**The Islamic State’s Video Production**

In the West, IS is perhaps best known for their videos of hostage executions and other abhorrent acts. However, IS propaganda is a much wider phenomenon. Since its foundation in 2013, IS has waged a propaganda campaign that is highly sophisticated relative to that of other jihadi groups, in both quality of content and methods of distribution.68
The sophistication of IS propaganda content is especially evident in their video production. Propaganda videos by IS have been described as “slick,” “sophisticated,” “professional,” and even “Hollywood-style.” The size of IS’s video output is too massive to be treated in any comprehensive way here: according to one study, IS released no fewer than twenty-four videos during one particular week of data collection. However, a quick look at some of IS’s productions from 2014, such as the full-length feature film *Flames of War: Fighting Has Just Begun* and a series of short clips known as the *Mujatweets* series, suggest that the group has indeed created a new visual style that differs from that of older videos.

The main difference between IS propaganda and that of other groups is probably the increased professionalism at all stages of production – from shooting, to editing, to uploading and distribution. As outlined by Dauber and Robinson, “ISIS is systematically working to use visual standards that will give their videos an underlying professional look to someone whose eye is accustomed to a European or North American industry standard.” They do this by using a variety of techniques such as color saturation, professional lighting, and a shallow depth of field. IS videos appear to be more carefully scripted and edited than other movies, using camera angles, sound effects, graphics, and other techniques to imitate the cinematographic techniques of Western blockbusters and news broadcasts. This has also been done before, but IS is arguably the first group to do it in a systematic and repeated fashion; thus we may talk about the “IS visual style” as a distinct phenomenon.

An example of this “Hollywood-like” editing can be found in *Flames of War*, published by the IS-affiliated media company *Al Hayat* in September 2014. It is a fifty-five-minute full-length feature film, presenting a diagnosis-prognosis narrative similar to that of earlier jihadi films. The sound track is also relatively familiar – mixing ana-shid, ideological speeches, and battlefield sounds. However, the film mimics shooting and editing techniques of professional moviemakers to a degree that has not been observed before. For example, at one point a fighter is seen firing an anti-tank grenade at Syrian regime troops. The firing of the grenade is shown in slow motion – an effect used since the early days of jihadi filmmaking – but in addition the fighter is filmed from a first-person perspective and from below, as if he sees the firing through the eyes of a fighter laying on the ground. As the
grenade fires, sound effects are used to simulate ringing ears, heavy breathing, and a beating heart – again, creating a sensation that the viewer is right there on the ground, next to the shooter. While these techniques are standard in commercial filmmaking – and technically possible to replicate for talented amateurs with off-the-shelf equipment and software – they do require a certain level of artistic ambition not previously seen in jihadi groups.

For all their “slickness” and sophistication, though, IS’s video production does not represent a watershed event in the history of jihadi filmmaking. On the contrary, it follows a predictable pattern in which jihadis make use of new technologies (in this case, modern camcorders and editing software) that are already available off-the-shelf. While IS, for now, has succeeded in creating a distinct visual style, it is to be expected that other jihadi groups will follow suit – especially those who seek to appeal to Western audiences.

Conclusion

This brief, historical overview has shown that jihadis are adept at taking advantage of new technologies to produce and disseminate audiovisual propaganda. Since the 1990s, jihadi videos have increased in importance relative to traditional propaganda products such as books, pamphlets, and magazines. This development is not unique to militant Islamism but follows general trends in consumer preferences and technological innovation across the globe.

We have seen that the most common visual symbols and cinematographic techniques have been present in jihadi videos from the very beginning. There have been some changes, such as when al-Sahab in 2001 changed the main protagonist from the guerrilla fighter to the suicide bomber. Similarly, the “grand narrative” changed their focus from specific territorial conflicts to encompassing the whole Muslim world. These developments were not unique to the video genre. Rather, they were necessary adaptations of jihadi propaganda content to suit al-Qaida’s new narrative of a global struggle between Muslims and the West.

The introduction of suicide operatives required new techniques for video production in order to uphold the myth of martyrdom. Previously, the most viable “proof” of the martyrdom myth was the divine signs appearing in connection with the martyr’s body. But when the
martyr’s body was not available – which was commonly the case after a suicide bombing – other icons of martyrdom had to be created. This is when computer-generated animation started to appear in videos on a large scale. Initially, animated techniques were used to depict the martyr in paradise. Later, they were used for various other purposes such as replaying operations.

On the one hand, editing techniques have evolved to resemble those of modern-day television and movies – with fast clips, crisp and clear images, and rapid scene changes. On the other hand, it is noticeable how the form and symbols of the older jihadi videos have been retained. For all their minor variations, jihadi videos are quite conformist and predictable. There is not much room for creativity, which is probably why we find no individual jihadi filmmakers known for their distinctive style. This may prove to be a weakness in the long run.
The Prophet, now quite ill, is carried into the mosque on the shoulders of two companions. He tries to lead the prayer, but is too weak. He delegates his duties to Abu Bakr. And as he leaves, proclaims: “[When I am gone] there shall remain naught of the glad tidings of prophecy, except for true dreams. These the Muslim will see or they will be seen for him.”

Prophetic Hadith

I kept hearing these stories, no big military operation can happen unless he gets his instructions in his dreams; he was a big believer in dreams.

Rahimullah Yusufzai about Mullah Omar

Muhammed [Atta] told me that Marwan [al-Shahhi] had a beautiful dream that he was [physically] flying high in the sky surrounded by green birds not from our world, and that he was crashing into things, and that he felt so happy.

Ramzi bin al-Shibh to Yosri Fouda

Mr. Robert . . . one of our brothers had a dream. He dreamt that you came to us one day on a horse, that you had a beard and that you were a spiritual person. You wore a robe like us. This means you are a true Muslim.

Usama bin Ladin to (a terrified) Robert Fisk

In this chapter we will show that there is a long tradition of dream interpretation in Islam that has been wholeheartedly adopted by contemporary militant Islamists. As the quotes above suggest, jihadis attach great significance to dreams, and some even say they let dreams inform their real-life decisions. Indeed, one may argue that contemporary jihadism cannot be fully understood without considering the role dreams play. Yet the subject of jihadism and dreams remains largely understudied. Many scholars of Islam have written about the history, tradition,
and theology of jihad, and some have studied dream interpretation, but we know little about the relationship between jihadism and dreams.6

As this chapter shows, the presumed revelatory potential of the dream in Islam is key to understanding the significance that modern jihadis attach to dreams. We will show, with a range of examples, that dreams affect jihadi behavior in at least two important ways. First, at the individual level, dreams appear to help activists make sense of the world by providing a rationale for past decisions and events. We cannot verify the frequent claim that dreams alone inspire new decisions—such as joining a group or launching an operation—but we can safely say that militants find comfort in retroactively claiming that they did. Second, and more importantly, Islamic dream theory seems to help some militant leaders establish authority over followers by allowing them to claim special revelatory powers. The perceived ability to obtain and/or to interpret true dreams seems to bestow a special kind of charisma in a culture that acknowledges the “taste” and reality of “hidden worlds.” The chapter consists of two main sections. In the first, we trace the history of Islamic dream interpretation, from the Prophetic example to Ibn Sirin and other medieval sources, showing how the dream interpretation tradition came into being and how its reception changed over time. The second part explores the role of the dream in contemporary jihadism, as revealed through a wide range of textual sources.

**Dreaming in Islam**

The jihadis’ relationship with dreams cannot be grasped without knowledge of the historical foundations and cultural specificity of dream interpretation in Islam. The Islamic dream tradition holds that the interpretation of dreams, especially true dreams (*al-ru’ya*), can help to reveal the real world surrounding us. In other words, dreams can be messages from God and may be interpreted to make sense of present-day and future realities. To many Muslims, including jihadis, dreams are a vital part of the constant engagement with the mysteries of life and the search for its meanings. It is said that the Prophet Muhammad had a habit of starting the day by asking his companions about their dreams; this tradition seems to have become commonplace among many Muslims today.7 In this tradition, dreams are to be seen as a potential guidance for the pious Islamic wayfarer, as dreams are
considered to originate beyond human consciousness, beyond the normal conourse of the daily imagination and human desire. The critical evaluation of the manifest meaning of the dream is thus an integral part of the spiritual practice for Muslims almost regardless of their theological orientation.

However, in the Islamic tradition, not all dreams are seen as divinely inspired. A distinction is always drawn between three categories of dreams. First are “bad dreams” (sing. hulm, pl. ahlam), which are typically based upon human desire and which are designed to lead the dreamer astray. These dreams are thought to be demonic or satanic. Second, there are “divinely sourced” dreams (sing. ru’ya, pl. ru’ān). The Arabic for the latter is “derived from the verb ra’a, ‘to see’, meaning a vision seen in either a dream or waking life.” A third category of dreams can be identified as “normal” everyday dreams (manam), which are often the result of one’s own thinking. Dreams thus enjoy different statuses, as either “true” (in the case of ru’ya) or “false/meaningless” (in the case of hulm and manam). The content of the dream can be also categorised as either symbolic, that is, in need of interpretation, or literal and therefore clear. The understanding of these two types of dreams developed in their own distinct ways and historically played different roles in the legitimization process of the dream as a revelatory guidance tool and in the changes over time with regard to the prerequisite background of the dream interpreter. Moreover, the meaning and function of the “true dream” in Islamic tradition differ in important ways from the Western (psychoanalytic) view, according to which dreams reveal the unconscious and the inner world of the dreamer. Lamoreaux elegantly summarizes this difference between the Western and Muslim opinions regarding dreams: “Dream interpretation offered Muslims a royal road that led not inward but outward, providing insight not into the dreamer’s psyche but into the hidden affairs of the world. In short, the aim of dream interpretation was not diagnosis, but divination.”

**Dreaming in the Qur’an**

Even though many sources point out that the Prophet Muhammad was a great dreamer and he practiced dream interpretation among his companions on a regular basis, the Qur’anic textual evidence of this is sparse. According to Lamoreaux, almost a hundred years passed
after the Prophet’s death before the first traces of a dream tradition can be observed. However, textual analysis of the Qur’ān provides us with strong indications that dreams, visions, and divination were an integral part of the Prophet’s account of God’s revelation to him. Whether the Prophet explicitly advocated dream interpretation is unclear, but we are certainly able to trace Qur’ānic foundations for a dream interpretation tradition.

As a holy text the Qur’ān presents itself as firmly rooted within the Abrahamic tradition. The One God chose Abraham (Ibrahim) because he was righteous and the first believer in the Oneness of God. By grounding Abraham within a prophetic tradition, revelation through distinct forms of divine communication implicitly became an indication of a person’s religious authority. Hence, Muhammad’s authority as a Messenger (Prophet) of God is established through the recognition of his ability to receive God’s message, just like the great prophets in the Abrahamic tradition before him. In short, the Qur’ān portrays the Prophet Muhammad as if he were created in the image of his predecessors.

The Qur’ān notably portrays Muhammad’s prophetic predecessors as having had the ability to receive and demonstrate their unique connection to God through various forms of divination: dreams, visions, and miracles. First, Abraham is said to receive divine dreams: the command to sacrifice his son Ishmael was given to him in a dream (fi al-manam, Sura 37:102), while Sura 37:105 describes God recognizing Abraham’s fulfillment of that dream (al-ru’ya). Interestingly, even though in the Hebrew Bible the binding of Isaac is connected to Abraham’s submission to God’s will, His command to Abraham to sacrifice his son presumes a form of direct verbal communication instead of communication through dreams (cf. Genesis 22:16). Also, the Angel that prevents the sacrifice in God’s name does not mention this sense of dream fulfillment as found in the Qur’ān. This distinction between the two traditions might point to a Qur’ānic preference for the dream as God’s way of communicating.

Second, even though the Qur’ān does not speak of dream interpretation as an important and integral part of Islam, the importance of dream interpretation might be implicitly observed by the prominent place of Joseph within the Holy Book. Sura 12/6 narrates that God himself will provide Joseph with the skill to interpret his dreams correctly. By contrast, in the Joseph narrative in the Hebrew Bible,
dream interpretation belongs to God, as Joseph’s words to Pharaoh indicate before he interprets his dreams: “I cannot do it [interpret dreams], but God will give Pharaoh the answers he desires” (Genesis 41:16, 40:8). This notion of dreams as messages from God, and of dream interpretation as a prophetic skill, strengthens Muhammad’s stature as a prophet: This “what happened then also happens now” scenario is a well-known literary strategy in Antiquity and establishes a lineal transmission of sacred traditions.

Having shown that the Prophet Muhammad’s authority as a diviner is firmly rooted within the Abrahamic tradition, we now turn to those instances in the Qur’an in which the Prophet’s own dreams are narrated. Those instances are few and mostly rather vague. First, Sura 8/38–44 (esp. 43) describes the dream that the Prophet had before the Battle of Badr, in which God shows the enemy forces smaller than they actually are, thus giving him and his army confidence:

Remember in thy dream Allah showed them to thee
As few: if He had shown them to thee as many,
Ye would surely have been discouraged,
and ye would surely have disputed in (your) decision:
but Allah saved (you): for he knoweth well the (secrets) of (all) hearts.13

Another example is Sura 48/27–29, which is said to anticipate the Treaty of Hudaybiyya, which permitted the Prophet and his followers to return to Mecca in order to perform Umra (the small pilgrimage):

Truly did Allah fulfil the Vision/Dream of His Messenger:
Ye shall enter the Sacred Mosque, if Allah wills
With minds secure, heads shaved
Hair cut short. And without fear
For He knew what ye knew not
And He granted a speedy victory.

The famous Isra and Mir’aj, or Night Journey, might be another example of the Prophet’s true dreams. However, in the scholarly debate the Isra and Mir’aj are often explained literally, even though some scholars interpret the Prophet’s journey as a vision or a dream (Sura 17/1):

Glory to (Allah) who did take His Servant
For a journey by night
From the Sacred Mosque to the Farthest Mosque
Whose precincts We did bless, – in order that We
Might show him some of Our signs:
For He is the One who heareth and seeth (all things).

Apart from the dream narrative found in the Joseph Sura and the tales
about Abraham, these are the only references to dreams and their
interpretation in the Qur’an. What is clear from these sporadic refer-
ences is the notion of divine intervention: It is God who guides
Muhammad, for “He knew what ye knew not” and “for Allah hath
power over all things.” The Prophet’s reaction to this divine interaction
is different in each case: In the case of the Treaty of Hudaybiyya, the
Prophet decides to leave all weapons behind and march to Mecca as
pilgrims. However, in the case of the Battle of Badr, he leads his men
into action, an action that is often assumed to be the first jihad or holy
war. If this assumption is correct, Sura 8/38–44 is the only Qur’anic
instance that combines the notion of dreams as divine messages with
that of jihad.

However, the Qur’an does not inform us whether God instructed the
Prophet’s actual reaction or conduct with regard to his dreams. More-
over, it is God’s all-knowing greatness and transcendental knowledge
that determines the dream vision; as such, no information is provided
as to the Prophet’s level of autonomy or predetermination in “choos-
ing” warfare (at Badr) or truce (at Hudaybiyya). Hence, in the Qur’an,
divine intervention through dreams is scarce, and the dream’s form,
content, purpose, and meaning are concealed from the human realm:
only God knows all and can foresee human reactions to His divine
messages. Surah 8/43 gives clear evidence of God’s intention to encour-
age by making the enemy forces look small, knowing Muhammad’s
certain discouragement without His dream intervention. As such, mili-
tary action is not divinely sanctioned nor actively sought after on the
basis of dreams. Moreover, no evidence of divine guidance as to the
human interpretation of these dreams can be observed.

The First Receptions: Dreaming in the Hadith

From our brief investigation above, we learned that the Prophet
Muhammad’s reputation as a great dreamer must have been developed
outside of the primary source of the Qur’an, most likely in the hadith,
the sayings of the Prophet. Dream interpretation seems a notable topic
in the canonical collections of prophetic traditions as in fact most
collections have an entire chapter on dream interpretation. According to Lamoreux, the *hadith* establishes a basis for the growing importance of dream interpretation in Islam, since they hold “that dreams are a part of prophecy, that they are the successors of Qur’anic revelation, and that a good Muslim can expect to receive from God messages in dreams.” In the background of Lamoreux’s observation stand the early traditions’ reports of the Prophet saying that “prophecy had come to an end and no prophet will be after me,” but that “the glad tidings remain.” Here the earliest traditions demonstrate an interest in constructing the beginnings of a dream tradition, as they connect the end of prophecy with the particular interpretation of the “glad tidings” as referring to “true dreams.” In fact, Sura 10/64, in which these “glad tidings” are mentioned, states only that believers “will have glad tidings in the life of this world and in the next.” However, many traditions allow the possibility that these “glad tidings” refer to true dreams, while some of them explicitly narrate the Prophet explaining that they are “the Muslim’s dream (*ru’ya*); it is part of prophecy.” In Bukhari this notion of the dream as prophecy is further developed by the implicit suggestion that part of the Qur’an already came through dreams: the tradition expands on Sura 48:27 (“Truly did Allah fulfil the Vision/Dream of His Messenger”) by connecting it to the recorded sayings of three separate traditions, which state that “a good dream is 1/46th of prophethood.” Hence, the early and most authoritative *hadith* construct a tradition, which legitimizes (certain) dreams as the bearers of prophetic wisdom.

Kinberg argues for two more strategies used in the *hadith* to construct and legitimize a dream tradition. First, the *hadith* emphasize the Prophet’s personal interest in dreams. An example is the report of the Prophet’s wife Aisha commemorating that Muhammad’s divine inspiration – leading up to the reciting of the Qur’an – started with good (righteous) dreams. Another example is the Prophet’s alleged practice of asking his companions about their dreams in the morning, a habit reported in several *hadith* traditions. The identification of the Prophet Muhammad as an interpreter of dreams par excellence is further established by various traditions that mention not only many of The Prophet’s dreams, but also his interpretation of symbols that appear in these dreams. Second, Kinberg finds that the traditions provide a basis for the subsequent view that a dream vision of the Prophet himself equals his actual presence. Hence, by ascribing dream narratives and
interpretative examples of dreams directly to the Prophet, his presence in his believers’ dreams in a way preserves his prophetic guidance, even though he has died. As Kinberg has argued, it seems that, through this strategic move, (true) dreams become a “third tradition” of sacred knowledge and divine revelation, no less important than the hadiths.

With the early development of a dream tradition as a source of divine revelation arise a number of questions regarding the origin and interpretation of dreams: Who is the dreamer, and is he trustworthy? Which dreams are good, and which are bad? Who may interpret and who cannot? In the hadith, we observe early negotiations about these important issues. For instance, Bukhari contains three distinct and distinguishable dream categories: unimportant dreams, which reflect one’s thoughts and experiences during wakefulness; false dreams, originated by Satan to frighten the dreamer; and true dreams, the aforementioned “glad tidings” from God. Other traditions are less clear-cut and take other things into account, such as the piety of the dreamer and the credibility of the dream. Together with the beginnings of differentiation in types of dreams and their content (literal, symbolic, and legislative), these considerations demonstrate the preoccupation with and discussion about the desired level of authority and legitimacy of the dream as a possible source of divine revelation.

Ibn Sirin, Ibn al-Musayyab, and the Emergence of Dream Manuals

Medieval Muslims interpreted dreams by using dream manuals that their contemporaries composed. The number and size of these manuals bear witness to the importance of this form of divination to Muslims in this period. Moreover, we have seen that the hadith transmit certain dream interpretation traditions. Interestingly, as we have seen above, dreams and their interpretation do not have a prominent place within the primary source of Islam, the Qur’an. This raises the question of where the ideas in the manuals came from. Lamoreaux has argued that the Islamic dream interpretation tradition may have its origins in an oral culture that developed partly independently of the scriptural tradition. He suggests that these oral dream traditions may have informed the hadith collectors. Chronologically, both traditions must have developed alongside one another. Lamoreaux finds
written evidence of anecdotal dream narratives from the eighth century c.e., which by the mid-tenth century c.e. were being compiled into dream manuals.27

In addition to the above discussed development in the hadith, we can observe the gradual growth of a dream tradition in several sources: In the 10th century c.e., for example, al-Khallal produced a large dictionary in which he listed all the known dream interpreters, from the early prophets via the Prophet Muhammad to his companions and successors, followed by a large number of contemporary interpreters. Interestingly, the latter category consisted of individuals from different kinds of traditions, socioeconomic backgrounds, and geographical areas.28 Clearly one of the objectives must have been to establish legitimacy for a firm dream interpretation tradition. Despite the number of dream interpreters, not many textual sources have survived; only two out of well over a hundred of the medieval dream manuals survived in extant form: those of Ibn Qutaybah (828–889 c.e.) and Khalaf b. Ahmad (d. 1008 c.e.).29

However, a thorough investigation of the formation of dream manuals is hindered by the fact that most of them are anonymous or use pseudonymity, especially under the name of Ibn Sirin. The historical Ibn Sirin lived from 654 to 728 c.e., but even though many dream manuals are attributed to him, he most likely never wrote a single dream book. Nevertheless, the tradition made him the uncontested founder of the Muslim dream interpretation tradition. Indeed, Lamoureaux argues against actual authorship, but he has also found indications that Ibn Sirin was indeed interested in dream interpretation and most probably “put in circulation a great deal of dream lore.”30 He cites three traditions that tie Ibn Sirin’s capacity to interpret dreams to the skills of the prophet Joseph, for instance, this one:

[Ibn Sirin] said: In a dream I saw Joseph the prophet over our prophet. To him I said: Teach me the interpretation of dreams. He replied: Open your mouth. This I did. He then spat into it. When morning dawned – behold I was an interpreter of dreams.31

The tradition describes Ibn Sirin as a dream interpreter who ties his interpretations to citations of the Qur’an. Also, he is said to read the dream symbols in line with what the tradition says about the Prophet Muhammad’s interpretation of symbols. Even today, dream interpretation dictionaries attributed to Ibn Sirin are published throughout the
Islamic world and are commonly used by Muslims seeking help in understanding their dreams.

Another notable figure in this tradition is Ibn al-Musayyab (712 c.e.), who is said to be “a famous Medinese muhaddith [hadith expert]” with great ability to interpret dreams. Lamoreux finds that Ibn al-Musayyab’s interpretation of dreams rests solely on his personal authority and reputation – that is, on the fact that he is thought to stand in a direct lineage of prophetic tradition going back onto Abu Bakr and ultimately to the Prophet Muhammad. For our purposes, it is most interesting how Ibn al-Musayyab interpreted dreams without the hitherto necessary Qur’anic citation and without establishing a connection with what the hadith ascribe to Muhammad. As we shall see later, this form of authoritative interpretation, which seems solely based on charisma and status, resembles the manner according to which later jihadi leaders such as Usama bin Ladin and Mullah Omar function as dream interpreters.

Finally and crucial element to the dream interpretation tradition is added by Ibn Qutayba (828–889 c.e.), who introduces a methodology of dream interpretation as a safeguard against improper interpretation of dreams. He ties his views to the lineage of prophetic transmissions, while emphasizing the extreme complexity of dream interpretation. His dream manual describes nine legitimate methods for interpreting dreams, a framework that has remained in use by Islamic dream interpreters to this day:

1. Etymology of the dreamer’s name and the object in the dream
2. Interpretation via meaning; an interpretation of the meaning of the dreamt object
3. Connections to the Qur’an
4. Connections to the hadiths/Muhammad
5. Connections to earlier prophets
6. Interpretation through opposition or inversion
7. Interpretation through increase and decrease
8. Time of day
9. State of the dreamer (for instance the dreamer’s religion or occupation).

This systematic approach to dream interpretation and the formalization of loose traditional materials into dream manuals reflect the growing importance, in the medieval period, of dream interpretation
In Islam. Over time, a tradition developed in which dreams no longer were only connected to the earlier prophets, the Prophet Muhammad and the prophetic traditions but also to elaborate methodologies that mustered Qur’anic citations and symbols to support the interpretation. Moreover, Ibn Qutayba’s dream manual implicitly established an ethical component to dream interpretation, as he prescribes that a dream interpreter is required to act and behave properly, even regarding how he sleeps, eats, and worships. He also gives advice about the correct ethical behavior of the dreamer who seeks interpretation of his dreams. Hence, dream interpretation becomes a source of guidance and ethics, a way to seek insight into God’s will.

In some sense, dream manuals also served to democratize divination. Of course, the main exponents of the dream interpretation tradition were leaders and notable members of society, the same educated people who “compiled collections of prophetic traditions, commentaries on the Koran, accounts of Muhammad’s life, legal treatises, and the like.” However, the authority to interpret dreams was no longer connected to prophecy, nor to the identity of the interpreter. The dream manuals provided anyone who can read with the knowledge required to interpret dreams. Moreover, the only requirement for the interpreters of dreams is their piety, alongside the observance of certain precautions, such as eating the proper food. Thus the dream interpretation tradition is opened up.

Over time, a dream tradition would develop in which dreams might be seen as a form of prophecy and revelation, a tool of God to communicate His will to the individual believer. True dreams came to be seen as the only communication channel to the divine available to man after the revelation of the Qur’an. In the developments of the dream tradition as described here, we see the first contours of the basis for linking dream interpretation to military activities. No longer need a charismatic leader or interpreter of dreams be connected to prophecy. Instead, Ibn Qutayba’s manual introduces every verse of the Qur’an as a possible explanation of dream symbolism.

Islamic Dream Interpretation Today

In Islam today, dreams have several functions or meanings based upon the above mentioned true dream tradition. The dream can be a source of metaphysical knowledge, divination, and spiritual revelation. It is
considered to provide a practical and alternate way of knowing, which can give information about invisible worlds and about people’s future spiritual state. Indeed, dreams in Islam can be seen as providing guidance for ethical and religious practice both to the individual and to the community. In Sufism in general, a dream is a founding narrative: in many biographies of the great Shaykhs one can find dreams as revelatory signs of their future greatness.\textsuperscript{35} \textit{Istikhara}, Islamic dream incubation, is a widespread practice found across Islamic societies as a way of divining the future, especially with regard to marriage choice.\textsuperscript{36} Gilsenan writes similarly of the power and role of dreams in contemporary Egyptian society:

In dreams begin responsibilities. Judgements were made. Commands issued. Justifications provided. Hope renewed. Conduct was commented on by Holy figures, by the Prophet himself, by the founding Sheikhs who had died some years before but who appeared with his son and successor. Dreams were public goods, circulated in conversational exchanges, valorising the person, authoring and authorising experience, at once unique and collective visual, verbal epiphanies. Dreams thus constituted a field of force and framed interchange between the living, and between the living and the only apparently dead.\textsuperscript{37}

In this section we have explored the socio-historical foundations within which the Islamic dream tradition developed from a limited amount of source material in the Qur’an, to a more elaborate set of textual witnesses in the \textit{hadiths}, and finally gaining its strength in the medieval dream interpretations, the tradition took shape. The second part of this chapter explores the role of the dream in contemporary jihadism, as revealed through a wide range of textual sources.

\textbf{Jihadis and Their Dreams}

In late 2001, in one of his first pronouncements after the 9/11 attacks, Usama bin Ladin spoke about a follower’s night dream as a favorable omen:

\begin{quote}
Abu’l-Hassan al-Masri told me a year ago: “I saw in a dream, we were playing a soccer game against the Americans. When our team showed up in the field, they were all pilots!” He (Al-Masri) didn’t know anything about the operation until he heard it on the radio. He said the game went on and we defeated them. That was a good omen for us.\textsuperscript{38}
\end{quote}
In previous studies, Edgar described some of the narrative patterns found in jihadi dream accounts. Militants often appear to be inspired by what they consider to be true dreams from God. They believe that such dreams can constitute a direct access point to divine revelation and that they offer strategic and tactical guidance in war, as we will see below.

**Real or Imagined?**

Cynics might argue that jihadi leaders and their followers manipulate dream narratives for propaganda purposes, in the knowledge that faithful Muslims believe in the possibility of such divinely inspired night dreams. While this may sometimes be the case, we would contend that the sheer range and number of such dream narratives found in the traditional sources suggest that there is more to the story than manipulation only. Moreover, even if it were the case that all our reported jihadi dream narratives have been fabricated, the fact that Muslims often believe them, and can be mobilized to jihad partly on their account, seems of significance.

Dreams of sacred figures and direct commandments from God’s spiritual representatives conveyed through dreams also seem to generate a special kind of intimacy or proximity to and feelings of belonging to the early golden age of Islam. According to Yosri Fouda, who spoke at length with two senior al-Qaida figures in 2002,

Dreams and visions and their interpretations are also an integral part of these spiritual beliefs. They mean that the Mujahideen are close to the Prophet, for whatever the Prophet dreams will come true. ... He (Binalshibh) would speak of the Prophet and his close companions as if he had actually met them.  

This report seems to reflect a fusion of inner and outer worlds. In her ethnographic study of dreams among contemporary Egyptians, Amira Mittermaier quotes a Shaykh Qusi, who describes how this imaginative identification with the sacred figures of Islam takes place:

If you imagine a friend, you can bring him into presence, even if he’s not here. You have to use your imagination. You have to imagine the Prophet and the Prophet’s companions. You imagine what they were like and what it was to live at that time. Then through your imagination you make them real. They’re around you.
For Shaykh Qusi, visions and visionary dreams are real imagined experiences: “The Prophet and his companions are already around us, yet it is through the imagination that we can perceive them ... it is more akin to a tuning-in.”42

In Islamic dream interpretation we find that, unlike in Western Freudian theory, the literal content of a dream is as important as its latent or implicit meaning.43 For example, when the Taliban leader, Mullah Omar, declared that he had been visited by a sacred figure to save Afghanistan and implement Sharia Law, the dream interpretation was the congruent manifest meaning of the dream, that is, to “save Afghanistan” in an Islamic manner. According to the Islamic dream tradition, if a believer receives such a powerful direct command, he will usually interpret the dream as an absolute imperative. Hence, unlike the past-focused Freudian dreamwork theories, Islamic dreaming is future-oriented.

Interpreting “Message” and “Command” Dreams: The Dreams of Mullah Omar

In 2005, Edgar interviewed Rahimullah Yusufzai, the Peshawar-based editor of the The News International newspaper and correspondent of the BBC’s Pushto and Urdu services in Pakistan. He was one of very few reporters to have met Omar frequently and was at the time Omar’s main conduit to the Western media.44

Yusufzai described how Omar was thought by his followers to get strategic warfare guidance in his dreams:

I kept hearing these stories, no big military operation can happen unless he gets his instructions in his dreams; he was a big believer in dreams; he told me he had been entrusted with a mission, a holy mission and the mission is to unite Afghan, to save it from divisions and to restore order and enforce Sharia law ... I was told by so many Taliban leaders, commanders, fighters: look, you know, Mullah Omar is a holy man and he gets instructions in his dream and he follows them up.45

Yusufzai also said that on one occasion the Mullah Omar had telephoned him to ask about a dream that his (Omar’s) brother had dreamed:

[He] asked me if I had been to the White House and I said yes; “can you tell me about it?” and I said yes, and I told him about the White House in Washington and Omar said in Pashto, “white house, white palace ... look,
my younger brother had a dream and he was telling me that a white palace somewhere is on fire... I have a belief in dreams and this is what my dreams are saying and if you have been there, then this description by my brother of a white palace/house means it will catch fire” and this was before 9/11. I am convinced that Mullah Omar was not aware of Osama bin Ladin’s plans to attack on 9/11.46

These reports contain what are now familiar threads: divinatory communication from sacred figures; followers’ belief in true dreams as indicating the dreamer’s holiness; and the relationship between dreams and events, as in Omar’s brother’s “White House” dream. The Mullah Omar anecdote illustrates an important aspect of dream interpretation, namely, the social practice of sharing dreams. The content of one’s dreams are sensitive, intimate matters and should not be shared with just anyone. Moreover, dream sharing usually takes place in the morning after daybreak. As stated earlier, the Prophet Mohammad is said to have started the day by asking who had had an interesting dream. Yusufzai noted that morning dream interpretation is commonplace among Pashtuns: “very often in the morning, somebody is narrating his or her dream; it is part of our lives; you don’t know how to interpret it.”47

Literal Dream Interpretation: The Case of Zacarias Moussaoui

Usama bin Ladin also interpreted his and others’ dreams. A detailed account of bin Laden’s dreamwork can be found in the testimony of Zacarias Moussaoui, a French citizen of Moroccan origin also known as the “20th hijacker” due to his alleged involvement in the 9/11 plot.48 In 2006 Moussaoui was tried in the United States and sentenced to life imprisonment without parole. In the trial, Moussaoui described his dreams and their influence on him once they had been interpreted by bin Ladin:

Basically, I had, I had a dream, and I had more later, but I had a dream, and I went to see Shaykh Usama bin Laden, and I told him about my dream. He told me, “Good”. Maybe, I don’t know, a few days later, I have another dream. So I went again, I saw him, and I told him about this. This was after I had declined, I was asked before. Then I had this dream. Then maybe a week, a short time, Shaykh Abu Hafs (Mohammed Atef) came to the guest house and asked me again if I wanted to be part of the suicide operation, me and Richard Reid, and this time I said yes.49
Here we have an insight into the role that dreams – and their interpretation by an influential leader – can play in the radicalization and recruitment process. Later in the trial Moussaoui talked about having dreams of maps with the White House highlighted as a target. This account illustrates the crucial influence wielded by bin Laden the dream interpreter on Moussaoui’s thinking:

And I say this to Shaykh Osama Bin Laden, and we – talked to him. . . . I talk to him about this, it was the first time, it was something middle of 2000, it was March or something like that, okay? And when I came back from Malaysia, we talk about it again because there was – I had another dream with more metaphorical, and I used to go see him each time I had dream, okay, to – because people have more knowledge, understand more because you explain the dream by the Qur’an. You don’t explain it because you just think like that, okay? You have to incorporate your explanation with statements you find in the Qur’an or statements you find from the prophet Mohammad. And this book will deal specifically with interpretation of dreams. So I refer to Shaykh Osama Bin Laden and some other Shaykh there to explain to me the reality, but the dream about the White House, it was very clear to me.

Thus we see that a sequence of dreams were integral to Moussaoui’s move from contemplation to commitment and violent action. Further, the report shows his awareness of the central role of the Qur’an in dream interpretation and of the requirement that the interpreter be trustworthy. Moreover, it becomes equally clear that dream interpretation should not just be egotistical and related to wish fulfilment, but based upon the teachings of the Qur’an and the statements of the Prophet Mohammad, as mediated by one’s shaykh. Again, we see that sometimes dream content can be very clear and explicit, even directive and experienced as a command. This is not always the case; some dreams require metaphorical interpretation, as we shall see below.

Metaphorical Dream Interpretation: The Case of Richard Reid.

Richard Reid, aka the “shoe bomber,” is the British radical Islamist convicted of the attempt to blow up a transatlantic flight midair in December 2001 with explosives concealed in his shoe (the attempt failed because Reid needed several matches to light the fuse, allowing fellow passengers to intervene). Reid also appears to have been
influenced by dream interpretations. In one of his last emails before the operation, Reid described how he had divined special meaning about his role as a militant jihadi from dreams.\textsuperscript{52} We have been unable to obtain a copy of these emails, but they were mentioned in the trial of Moussaoui. Donahue summarizes these emails as follows:

In his dream, [Reid] wrote he was waiting for a ride. A pickup truck full of people came along. Reid couldn’t get in because it was too crowded. He was upset. A smaller truck came along. “I now believe the pickup truck was 9/11. I was upset at not being sent.”\textsuperscript{53}

There is little evidence of how exactly Reid interpreted this dream. However, this brief narrative suggests that he believed his dream to be a true dream that contained guidance. Reid interprets and translates the symbolism of the pickup truck into that of the airplane; both are forms of group conveyance. The fact that he is upset in the dream relates to his real-world loss of the 9/11 attack opportunity.

\textit{Dreaming about Paradise}

In the Islamic dream tradition, the only way that one is thought to possibly obtain a pre-experience of heaven and hell is by the true dream. Kinberg’s detailed study shows how dreams in Islam have historically been considered as a “communicative technology” between the living and the dead.\textsuperscript{54} She defines two types of dreams: (1) dreams emphasizing rewards bestowed upon the pious in the after world and (2) dreams in which the dead answer the questions of the living about the process of dying, or about the most rewarding deed.\textsuperscript{55} The dreams included in these categories share one common ethical purpose: to show believers the right way of conduct.

In the first type, dreams illustrate specific rewards such as “magnificent palaces, beautiful women, closeness to God, a state of ease and luxury, protection from pain and torture.” Kinberg quotes many examples, one of which is that of a dream by the Prophet Mohammad:

Likewise the Prophet informed his companions about ar-Rumaysaa and Bilaal being in paradise based upon one of the Prophet’s dreams. Jaabir ibn Abdillah related that the Prophet said: I saw myself (in a dream) entering paradise, and saw Aboo Talhah’s wife, ar-Rumaysaa. Then I heard footsteps and asked, “Who is it?” Somebody said, “It is Bilaal.” Then I saw a palace with a lady sitting in its courtyard and I asked, “to whom does this palace
belong?” Somebody replied, “It belongs to Umar.” I wanted to enter it and look around, but I remembered your (Umar’s) sense of honor (and did not). Umar said, “Let my parents be sacrificed for you, O Allah’s messenger. How dare I think of my sense of honour being offended by you?”

Hence, insight into Paradise and knowledge of other worlds are thought to be available via the portal of dreams. This example of the Prophet Mohammad’s dream is echoed in many biographies of fallen jihadis. Hafez’s study of martyrdom mythology amongst jihadis contains several dream report examples of fallen martyrs appearing in the dreams of the living, as well as the following paradise dream,

Abu Hamza al-Kuwaiti (Said al Hajari) also had a dream: I saw myself swimming in a river with other people. The river led to a cave or a tunnel on which it was written: ‘To the Highest Paradise.’ The closer I came to the tunnel the fewer the swimmers. When I approached, something was dragging me to the bottom of the river. It was a beautiful young maiden of paradise. We hugged each other underwater.

In this example, the dream imagery is understood as referring to a paradisiacal “other” world. Al-Kuwaiti appears to be drawn to this envisioned world and its consummate promise. The Islamic houri narrative (the tradition of the seventy-two black-eyed virgins of paradise that await the martyr) is one that seems to preoccupy many Islamists and has given rise to the controversial claim by some Western observers that sexual frustration is a driver of jihadism. This is hard to prove, but we do know that jihadi recruiters and propagandists regularly highlight the prospect of a union with the virgins of paradise. A good example can be found in the famous “9/11 hijacker letter” that instructed the hijackers on what to do in the final days and hours before the operation: “You should know that the Gardens [of paradise] have been decorated for you in the most beautiful way, and that the houris are calling to you: ‘friend of God, come’, after dressing in their most beautiful clothing.” Such beliefs are very widespread among militant Islamists. For example, a Sunday Times journalist abducted by jihadi insurgents in Syria in 2012 later said his guard had lectured him about the rewards of martyrdom: “And we kept receiving sermons from the Koran, When you die you will be taken to paradise by a green bird. You will see Allah and his thrones, in a house made of gold and silver. Your family will meet you up there. You will have 72 wives.”
David Cook traces the dream-martyrdom connection back to the VII century C.E., when Muslims were also reporting dreams about martyrs, as recorded by Ibn Abi al-Dunya (d. 994–995). Cook concludes his survey of early Islamic martyrdom as follows:

All of these dreams – only a small selection of those available – are common throughout the Muslim martyrdom tradition. The general themes of the martyrdom literature serve to confirm the status of the martyrs after their death, to demonstrate their satisfaction with their fate and to influence others to follow them.

The connection between dreaming and martyrdom for contemporary jihadis is illustrated by Cook’s chapter in this volume, as well as by Sirriyeh’s documentation of dreaming and martyrdom accounts from the conflicts in Bosnia, Iraq, and Palestine. We may add another set of examples from the jihadi website www.azzam.com (described by Anne Stenersen in this volume). The website included many martyrdom biographies from Bosnia and elsewhere with similar stories of dream-mediated communication between living fighters and dead martyrs (shuhada’). In the following report we find an example of how literally the promise of the houris in Paradise can be understood: shortly after the death of a fighter named Abu Muadh in Bosnia in 1995, one of his companions dreams that he is “interviewing” him about his martyrdom experience. This narrative is an example of Kinberg’s second type of dream in which the dead answer the questions of the living. The in-dream conversation proceeded as follows:

‘Abu-Muadh, why are you here? Are you Shaheed or not?’
He replied, ‘Yes, I am Shaheed.’
I asked him, ‘What is martyrdom like?’
He replied, ‘On the day of the operation a window opens in the sky from Paradise and all the Mujahideen that are going to be killed that day pass through this window straight into Paradise.’
I then asked him, ‘What does the actual martyrdom feel like?’
He replied ‘You do not feel a thing. As soon as you are killed, you see two beautiful blonde-haired girls who accompany you up to Paradise.’
I asked him ‘What is the Paradise like?’
Abu-Muadh replied, ‘It is not one Paradise but it is many Paradises!’
I said, ‘What about enjoyment and pleasures?’
He replied, ‘Every day and in every place.’ Abu-Muadh then said, ‘Now let me go’.
Dreams about Paradise also reportedly occur to the parents of prospective jihadis, as the following example from Pakistan demonstrates. Mariam Abou Zahab has described how new Pakistani militants fighting for Kashmir have to wait for parental permission which often follows a parent, usually the mother, having a dream of seeing her child in Paradise. Reports of many Muslims experiencing motivational dreams at the same time and for the same jihad also appear. Reports from the 2007 siege of the Red Mosque in Islamabad regard dreams as being influential, even decisive, in bringing young female student recruits from the country to join the movement in the Mosque. BBC correspondent Barbara Plett wrote about the siege and its supporters:

It was easy to dismiss the burka-clad students of the Red Mosque as a bunch of fanatics, especially when they started talking about their dreams. The Prophet Mohammad appeared to them, they told me in interviews a few months ago, handing them swords, telling them to conduct jihad against General Pervez Musharraf. “When we are getting such signs,” they asked, “how can we not act?”

Likewise there are reports of the resistance leader in the Red Mosque, Sheikh Abdul Aziz Ghazi, as saying that the Prophet Mohammad “brought me good news and told me 300 times in my dreams to move to implement the Shari‘ah of Allah.” Edgar quotes several other such examples from across the Islamic world including Britain, Canada, and Germany. There is, in other words, substantial evidence that the remembered dream, when handled and interpreted in certain ways, can facilitate recruitment.

**Dream from Detention: The Guantanamo Bay Example**

For many religious Muslims, dreams seem to become more important in times of crisis. Islamists in prison appear to be particularly interested in dreams, possibly because prison and its outward restrictions facilitate self-reflection. We can see this clearly in testimonies from detainees at Guantanamo Bay. For example, in May 2005 the following dream narrative from a Pakistani detainee appeared in a Pakistani newspaper:

A Guantanamo ex-prisoner named Qari Badruzzaman Badr said in an interview that at Guantanamo many Arabs had dreams in which the Holy
Prophet (PBUH) personally gave them news of their freedom and called them the People of Badr. The Prophet said that Christ will soon arrive. One Arab saw Jesus who took his hand and told him that Christians were now misled. Later the other prisoners could smell the sweet smell of Jesus from his hand. His hand was rubbed on all the prisoners.70

Again the dream message is explicit. It is immediately communicated, not only by word of mouth but also by touch, presumably to transfer the *baraka* (blessing) from the dream. In another retrospective account, a British former inmate, Jaram al-Harath, said that his release from Guantanamo had been foretold to him in a dream two years earlier.71 Likewise, Ibrahim Sen, a Turkish detainee, has written about how inmates experienced dreams of the Prophet Muhammad and of angels that watched over them.72

There is some evidence that Islamic State (IS) members similarly relate to night dreams. Edgar has explored some examples from the online IS English language magazine, *Dabiq*, and from IS websites.73 Dreams seem to inspire, aid and justify IS Jihadi actions and motivations. For example, Elton Simpson, one of the two perpetrators of the gun attack on the Muhammad cartoon exhibition in Garland, Texas, in May 2015 appears to have been sharing a recent dream that he had had about a woman wearing a hijab on an IS dream interpretation website days before his attack.74 While that website has been closed down, another similar one discussing dreams is, at the time of writing, online.75

**Conclusion**

Everyone we are watching in our area is into dreaming as crucial to their jihadi membership, progress and their final decision, via Istakhara/Islamic dream incubation, as to whether to go on militant jihad.

Anonymous Western intelligence official76

This chapter has looked at the possible connections between the dream as prophetic revelation of God’s will and jihadi action. We started our inquiry with a textual analysis of the historic foundations in the holy scriptures of Islam, and found that the Qur’an and the *hadith*, especially the latter, ascribe importance to dreams and dream interpretation. Later the proliferation of dream manuals changed the authoritative chain of transmission and “democratized” dream
interpretation. No longer did a Muslim need to be in close lineage to the Prophet and his followers in order to legitimately interpret dreams, nor did the interpretation of dreams solely depend upon the precedent set by the Prophet in the hadith. This is what would later allow lay, charismatic figures such as Usama bin Ladin to consider themselves qualified to interpret his followers’ dreams.

While Sufis have traditionally paid the most attention to dreams, the more literalist Salafis are surprisingly interested in dreams, as indicated by the many dream interpretation guides circulating on Salafi websites today.77 Shaykhs Al-Salman and Al-Abdurrahman, authors of a Salafi dream interpretation book, write:

Salafis view the tradition of vision and dream interpretation as being rooted in Islam and having been inherited from the Salaf. Indeed, it has been inherited from the Prophets (peace be upon them), so any insinuation that Salafis are in some way opposed to vision interpretation in its totality would be incorrect.78

In Sufism dreams are understood as showing spiritual progression toward union with God.79 Militant jihadis similarly seek union (in Paradise) with the one God, and some of their dreams are considered key steps on the way. In fact, however, a preoccupation with dreams appears to be a constant across all sects and subgroups within Islam.80

Inspirational dreams are a recurrent theme in many jihadis’ narratives of their militant careers. Dreams are a significant and accepted part of jihadi group membership behavior and identity. Through dreams some jihadis experience close empathy and even imaginative interaction with early Islamic heroes. Interestingly, jihadis seem to relate to their night dreams in exactly the same way as the great majority of other non-militant Muslims who relate creatively to their dreams. Dreams can be from God, Satan, or more often from the self (nafs). The literal manifest meaning of dreams is particularly important, but not at the expense of the need to interpret dreams metaphorically. Islamic sacred figures and their auditory commands as represented in dreams are particularly significant. The appearance of the Prophet Muhammad in a night dream always indicates a true dream. Dreams can be a legitimated means of divine revelation, a way of delving into the future and into what will be righteous conduct in that future. Dreams can offer foretastes of paradisiacal and hellish worlds. The tradition of the dead appearing in dreams and speaking the truth is
honored. The sacred Qur’an and its narratives have gradually become a symbolic and literary treasure house source for dream interpretation, and the *hadith* with their chapters on dreaming and interpretation also form a crucial source of information and legitimation. Militant jihadis interpret their dreams and their significance fully within the beliefs and practices of the Islamic tradition as believed to be revealed to the Prophet Muhammad and the great prophets before him in true dreams.

Where jihadis differ from other Muslims is in their use of dreams to justify – to themselves or to others – violent action. Dreams in some cases seem to serve as a catalyst for joining a militant group. For some jihadi recruits, dreams appear to be a more powerful persuasive agent than any ideological pamphlet or recruiter pitch.

At the same time, our analysis showed that the *interpretation* of dreams seems to be at least as important as the dream itself. In the causal chain, if we may call it that, from dream-based inspiration to action there is often an intervening factor in the form of an interpreter, who tells the recruit what the dream signifies. When that interpreter is himself an activist, the dream is presumably more likely to be interpreted as a call to action. Dream narration and interpretation are thus closely related to leadership dynamics in jihadi groups, as we saw in the examples of Usama bin Ladin and Mullah Omar. Leaders derive spiritual, political and social status from telling their followers about “seen-in-dreams” sacred figures of the Islamic spiritual cosmology. Dreams are thus important, but so are their earthly custodians.
This chapter covers the Muslim doctrine of martyrdom, both in its classical Sunni and Shi’ite versions, as it relates to contemporary Salafi jihadism. Although martyrdom has been a component of Islam, in Sunnism it has never previously been a major one. With the rise of Salafi jihadism, there has been a revival of a salvational style of jihad that emphasizes martyrdom, bringing out themes of bodily sanctity, visions of the martyr, processes of commemoration, and hagiography associated with the movement. Within Shi’ism, martyrdom has been a major component of the belief system, but such martyrdom was traditionally focused upon the family of the Prophet Muhammad and early supporters of the imams rather than upon common believers. However, with the rise of the Islamic Republic of Iran, and especially since the early 2000s, the focus upon martyrdom has been broadened considerably. These changes in both Sunnism and Shi’ism will be the focus of this chapter.

Martyrdom can viewed as the process by which a human becomes material – material in the sense that because of the death of the martyr, because of the meaning accorded to that death by the audience (both present and future), there is a material legacy to what would otherwise be an ideological message. That corporeality is both the body of the martyr, the message that he or she left (ideally) or in cases where there is no immediate message then the message that is assumed, and most importantly the mythology that will come to surround the martyr.

Muslim martyrdom in its classical phase is very closely linked with that of Judaism and Christianity in that by means of a set process of suffering and death one can testify (hence the parallel etymology: both the Greek martys and the Arabic shahid mean “witness”) on behalf of the veracity of something, usually an idea or an ideology, but sometimes a person. In Islam, with the exception of the very earliest history of the community in Mecca, where it was a persecuted minority, the
dominant discourse of martyrdom has linked it to fighting “in God’s path” or jihad; warfare with the sanction of God. This can be easily seen in Qur’an 9:111:

Allah has bought from the believers their lives and their wealth in return for Paradise; they fight in the way of Allah, kill and are killed. That is a true promise from Him in the Torah, the Gospel and the Qur’an and who fulfills His promise better than Allah? Rejoice then at the bargain you have made with Him; for that is the great triumph.”

While this verse provides the Muslim with the contractual basis of jihad, and its assurance of paradise for the martyr, this promise is not significantly different in the Qur’an from the promise of paradise accorded to all believers. Neither does the standard Qur’anic citation lauding martyrdom in 3:169–70 give us a concrete sense of the difference between martyrs and other believers:

And do not think those who have been killed in the way of Allah as dead; they are rather living with their Lord, well-provided for. Rejoicing in what their Lord has given them of His bounty, and they rejoice for those who stayed behind and did not join them; knowing that they have nothing to fear and that they shall not grieve.

However, this latter verse is usually connected with the Battle of Uhud (625 C.E.) in which large numbers of Muslims were killed and was the first of the early Muslim battles in which there was need to explain that martyrdom was special and that its rewards placed the martyr on a different level from the other believers. According to the hadith literature,

When your brothers were struck at [the Battle of] Uhud, Allah placed their spirits in the insides of green birds, who go to the rivers of paradise, eat from its produce, and then alight upon candles of gold in the shadow of the Throne. When they [the martyrs] realize the goodness of their drink and food, and the beauty of their rest, they say: “Would that our brothers knew what Allah has done with us, so that they too would devote themselves to jihad, and not abstain from battle.” Allah most high says: “I will tell them of you.”

This selection begins to convey the differentiation of the martyr – for example, the story of the “green birds” is found first here – however, while lauding the pleasures of heaven it does not go far enough to make people want to die specifically as martyrs. The most significant
movement in that direction is to be found in al-Tirmidhi’s *al-Jami` al-sahih*, which states:

In the sight of God the martyr has six [unique] qualities: He [God] forgives him at the first opportunity, and shows him his place in paradise, he is saved from the torment of the grave, he is safe from the great fright [of the Resurrection], a crown of honor is placed upon his head – one ruby of which is better than the world and all that is in it – he is married to 72 of the houris, and he gains the right to intercede for 70 of his relatives.4

Here we have the elements of the martyrdom mythology needed. The martyr is actually different in that his forgiveness is complete, he has direct access to the vision of paradise, from which we can derive the superhuman visionary qualities so closely associated with classical and contemporary martyrs, and he receives a special crown. However, the elements in this tradition that are the most important for the corporeality of martyrdom are the fact that he is saved from the torment of the grave, that he will be married to seventy-two *houris*, and that he has the right of intercession. Each of these elements has profound ramifications for this world and very conveniently lends itself to a martyrology.5

First of all, the martyr is free from the “torment of the grave” and his body, unlike the bodies of other Muslims, does not need to be washed but is placed within the grave as is. Unlike other Muslims, the martyr will not be tormented by the two angels Munkar and Nakir, whose hostile questioning in the immediate wake of death is of great concern to Muslims (hence the process of extreme unction, or *talqin*).6 When this fact is coupled together with the idea that the martyr will continue to be garbed in blood at the Day of Resurrection7, smelling of musk, we can see the roots of the belief in the incorruptibility of the martyr’s body and its concurrent sweet smell that was to be developed so markedly during the medieval period and then marketed by Abdallah Azzam (discussed below). It is even possible to extrapolate from the exemption from the torment of the grave the idea that the ground in which the martyr is buried is itself holy and free from evil.

Second, the marriage to the *houris* mentioned in the tradition, despite the frequent denials of apologists, is one of the most significant and tangible aspects of the martyr. As Ibn al-Nahhas al-Dumyati already pointed out in the 1400s in his massive book on jihad, the marriage to the *houris* divorces the martyr from human women, who he states are disgusting in any case,8 and makes the martyr into a
liminal figure. Promoting the idea that paradise has a major sexual component, graphic details of which are contained in all of the classical and contemporary literature on paradise, provides a secondary life for the martyr – one that is free from any human constraints either of disgust, duration, or to some extent quantity. Although it is not necessarily true that sexual rewards for the martyr are the primary driver in a desire or willingness for martyrdom, one cannot deny their omnipresence in the martyrologies (although not in the videos as will be discussed). Because of the importance of marriage in Muslim society, the martyr is given the illusion of wedding festivities either before or after his death in order to visualize the fact of his being married. These wedding festivals have the additional benefit of denying any aspect of mourning to the commemoration of the martyr, something that is strongly supported by the jihad literature.

Third, and perhaps most importantly, is the question of intercession. Although it is evident that in the popular perception the sexual rewards of the martyr are the ones that gain the most attention, it is my personal belief that the rewards of intercession, specifically for seventy of the martyr’s relatives, are the most influential. Intercession is a very controversial idea in Islam, with no obvious consensus as to its veracity having been reached. Pretty naturally, Salafi jihadis are predisposed to be opposed to the idea, as it renders personal piety unnecessary, and points the way to the type of Sufi “holy men” intermediaries the movement rejects. However, because of this tradition and others, it is compelled to accept the idea of limited intercession, which once again highlights the holiness of the martyr and the possibility that one could venerate his memory and possibly even him – so as to receive the intercession – after his martyrdom. For it is clear that the number seventy means “a reasonably large number,” rather than a specific number. Given that assumption, there is no complete clarity as to how many people the martyr can lend his intercession. As Azzam himself documents when he discusses the issue of the incorruptibility of the martyr’s body, by the 1400s the doctrine of the intrinsic holiness of the body had become well-rooted in Islam.

**Abdallah Azzam and the Development of Radical Sunni Martyrology**

When we discuss the material aspects of martyrdom in contemporary Sunni jihadi thought, the figure of Abdallah Azzam (assassinated in
(1989) is the central figure. His biographical details need not be presented here, but the most important fact about him for our discussion is that his clerical education was a mainstream Sunni one and that he had at his fingertips, in contradistinction to other radical Muslim figures, an excellent command of the fiqh literature (not to speak of the Qur’an and the hadith). Azzam’s development of the concept of martyrdom is a central one within his overall affirmation of a salvational brand of jihad and is summarized by the following statement:

The life of the Muslim Ummah is solely dependent upon the ink of its scholars and the blood of its martyrs. What is more beautiful than the writing of the Ummah’s history with both the ink of a scholar and his blood, such that the map of Islamic history becomes colored with two lines: one of them black . . . and the other one red . . . History does not write its lines except with blood. Glory does not build its lofty edifices except with skulls. Honor and respect cannot be established except on a foundation of cripples and corpses. Empires, distinguished peoples, states, and societies cannot be established except with examples. Indeed, those who think that they can change reality or change societies without blood sacrifices and invalids, without pure, innocent souls, they do not understand the essence of this din [religion] and they do not know the method of the best of Messengers [Muhammad].

What Azzam is trying to say here is that there is a close linkage between the suffering and death that is accomplished by the martyrs, and the subsequent success of the umma. If there is no willing self-sacrifice on behalf of Islam, then the religion as a religion and as a civilization cannot develop. It is a rather social Darwinian construct to closely connect violence with success in such an inextricable form, as if it is so impossible to visualize success attained through any other more irenic means. It is also not easy to see how this particular statement can be rationalized within the context of mainstream Islam – one would think that sacrificing “pure, innocent souls” would cause the author some pause.

But apparently it does not, and Azzam proved that as one can see from the numerous articles on martyrs in his edition of the journal al-Jihad during the period 1985–1989, usually entitled ma‘al-shuhada’ (With the Martyrs). Examination of the columns reveals the growth of the martyrdom mythology. Development of the mythology of martyrdom was continued after his death, as is evidenced by the July–August 1991 column where a certain Muhammad Ali al-Somali
is listed, at whose death, “those present witnessed (shahida) a sweet smell that emanated from him, and his witness/martyrdom influenced many of the people, but they were certain (ayqanu) that God chooses those of praiseworthy qualities and true hearts.”\footnote{13} Others from Bosnia exhibited similarly the “good smell.”\footnote{14} With a number of martyrs there is an emphasis on their avoidance of marriage: one Adib Sa’di Dhu al-Qarnayn al-Turki was said to have been ordered to “Get married! But he said: If God wills I will be martyred and I will be married to the houris in paradise, so leave me alone!”\footnote{15} Similarly, Khalid be al-Walid (Umar Hayyat) is said to have “chosen 70 of the houris, forgiveness and intercession which is promised” over marriage.\footnote{16} Note how this is also said to have been true of Abu Adam Jibril al-Amriki, an African American convert who was killed in Kashmir: “when he left this dunya [world] he was still a virgin, something that is very rare for an American youth.”\footnote{17}

It is clear that the martyrologies promote a rejection of human women as an ideal for the fighter. For example, in the “In the Hearts of Green Birds,” a compilation of martyrdom accounts from the Bosnian conflict, we read about Abu Maryam al-Afghani (killed at Ilyash in 1992) that

his wife Umm Maryam was originally German, and she was happy when she learned that she was a mujahid woman, and she was patient at the news. Abu Maryam’s brother used to want to marry her. She said: Whoever marries me has to fulfill one condition, that he will stay with me for 15 days, and then he will go for jihad. Abu Maryam’s brother refused. Her sister, who used to be a non-Muslim, accepted Islam when she saw the patience she had, she is married and her husband is in the jihad.\footnote{18}

The life of the wife of a fighter is to merely be a receptacle for future fighters, while she waits for her husband to become a martyr. Her spiritual reward will come as a result of the sabr or patience that she exemplifies by giving up worldly familial pleasures. If she actually lived with her husband for a protracted length of time, then presumably she would anchor him to this world in a way that would deny him the crown of martyrdom. This type of marriage can be found with other martyrs as well – note the testimony of Sajida Rishawi, who was part of the Amman suicide attacks in November 9, 2005. She, while married to one of the attackers, had never consummated the marriage.\footnote{19}
But for the most part the descriptions from the Bosnian war are those of seeing the *bouris* rather than marriage to human women – in the account concerning Abu Zayd al-Qatari (killed in Operation Black Lion, May 1995):

This brother was so young, but so innocent, and this brother, he even saw the *hur al-'in* not in his sleep but at his position on the mountain. Every night as he used to look to the sky, he used to see a woman come to him, a beautiful woman. But he never told anybody about this except one brother and this brother told us afterwards... there are many instances in the time of the Salaf [pious ancestors], and even during the time of Muhammad himself where the *hur al-'in* would come and manifest themselves to the Muslims to make them steadfast in His path.\(^\text{20}\)

One Abu Muadh al-Kuwaiti describes the process of dying in a dream:

On the day of the operation, a window opened in the sky from Paradise, and all of the Muslims that would be killed, *mujahidin* that would be killed that day, they pass through this window straight into Jannah. I said: What is the mark and what does it feel like? He said: You don’t feel a thing. As soon as you are killed you see two beautiful blonde girls, they come and sit beside you, and they go to Jannah with you.\(^\text{21}\)

All of these martyrrologies continually affirm the sweet-smelling nature of the body, the smell of musk that emanates from the corpse, and its absence of decomposition.\(^\text{22}\) *Al-Jihad* further allows for the appearance of miracles (*karamat*) associated with the martyr, such as that of Ihsan Hammu Siddiq ‘Arif in Kurdistan, “two days after his burial his pure corpse was conveyed to the region of ‘Ababyali, a village close to Halabcha, to be reburied there, in accordance with the request of his family, and the blood was witnessed flowing from his body in spite of the fact that his corpse had been underneath the ground for two days.”\(^\text{23}\)

Probably the most influential martyrlogical document that Azzam ever penned was the short *Ayat al-Rahman fi jihad al-Afghan* (Signs of the Merciful One in the Afghani Jihad), which gives us a complete doctrine bringing all of the miracle stories connected with martyrs together, and places them, like in so many of Azzam’s other works, within a historical Muslim perspective.\(^\text{24}\) In Azzam’s introduction to the booklet he is at some pains to demonstrate the importance of miracles and signs, that they are not because of a given person’s desires, but because of the will of God, and he overwhelms the reader
with examples of them from the time of Muhammad and the Companions. This point, which takes up almost half the document, releases most of the doctrinal issues that a Salafi might have with Azzam’s work, as it does sail perilously close to the world of Sufism (at one point he even cites al-Junayd and Abu Yazid al-Bistami!).

The examples that Azzam gives follow the paradigms laid down above: he narrates in a hadith style on the authority of Umar Hanif (an Afghan fighter) that he “has never seen a single shahid whose body has changed or gave off a bad odor.” Dogs do not touch the bodies of the shuhada although they devour the bodies of the Communists. Hanif continues saying that he has opened twelve graves of shuhada three or four years after their deaths – he does not state why he would do such a thing – and did not find any change in their odor. And, last, he states that the wounds of the shuhada continue to exude blood even after a year has gone by. Many other similar examples are given, and they are all testimonials; Azzam does not claim to have seen or experienced any of this for himself.

It would seem that the desire to promote the mythology and hagiography of the martyr’s body stems from first of all the need to attest to the reality of one’s being a shahid, which is problematic because of a number of hadith that affirm this knowledge belongs solely to God. However, the performance of such miracles would have the effect of not only confirming the reality of the martyrdom of a given individual – which in itself is tautological, since both Azzam and his narrators have already decided that these figures are martyrs and unlike in the classical material there are virtually no cases of disconfirmation – which would have implications for the holiness of the conflict itself. Through the miraculous preservation of the body the sacrality of the jihad is assured. The body also represents a victory, a consecration, as it were, of the earth, which receives the blood of the martyr on a regular basis after his death, and is infused with the musky odor that he exudes. Plot by plot the martyr conquers and holds the ground in which he is buried and is the permanent reminder of the sacrifices involved in order to maintain Islam on the earth. His corporeal remains are bastions of heaven on earth and serve as conduits for heavenly communications to humanity.

Azzam also gives examples of these heavenly communications. One man slain, Ibn Jannat Jal, is said to have been addressed by his father who stated: “Oh my son, if you truly are a shahid, show me a sign
thereof?” All of a sudden the shahid raised his hand, made salam to his father, and continued to clasp his father’s hand for fourteen minutes, and then placed it back on his wound. Other martyrs are said to either supply their weapons (still in their dead hands) to the living mujahidin, to occasionally fight with them against the Russian enemy, and to exude light.

The spirits of the martyrs that continue to fight are represented by birds that accompany the mujahidin. Most likely this trope is taken from the tradition that speaks of the souls of the martyrs being in the hearts of green birds in paradise. It is also possible that the idea is connected to the spirit of pre-Islamic vengeance that is often said to be lodged in birds, most specifically owls. Horses and horsemen are also an important symbol of virility and warfare, such as in the common tradition “Horses, in their manes, is the good until the Day of Resurrection.” Although horses rarely make appearances in later post-Iraq videos, in the pre–September 11th video material they are an important symbolic expression of the jihad that links the Arabs to the glories of the pre-Islamic and early Islamic period.

Light toward heaven is also an important manifestation of God’s favor. About one of the mujahidin named Abd al-Ghafur in Helmand who was martyred it was said “Every night a light would extend from him [his corpse] until the sky, and would remain for about 3 minutes then descend. All the mujahidin saw this light,” and, further, a light would illuminate the house of a martyr. From other Afghani martyrrologies we read about the story of Abu Asim al-Iraqi, who came to Pakistan and then went to Afghanistan to fight. “The operations in the province of Baghlan intensified [and] Abu Asim enlisted his name with the commander in charge of operations, [who] looked at Abu Asim once and then with a smile wrote the words [sic!] shahid next to his name.” When the commander was asked about this, he said “I do not know the unseen, but look at his forehead. I swear by my Lord! I can see the nur [light] of shahada [martyrdom] shine on it.” This light appears to be strikingly similar to the light of Muhammad, which mystically shone on the foreheads of his forefathers back to the time of Adam and heralded his future prophethood. Light as a confirming substance for various religious issues in Islam is fairly common, and given the elevated status of the martyr that Azzam sought to promote, it is hardly surprising to find it in his martyrrology.
The theme of light is also found in martyrdom descriptions after Azzam, as in the story told of a British brother and sister who were converts to Islam and who were captured by U.S. forces in the immediate wake of the 2001 invasion of Afghanistan. As they were being transported in a truck to Kabul the woman carried out a martyrdom operation, from which her brother was able to save himself, and saw a bright, concentrated beam of light shining from the truck into the sky whilst the truck was otherwise in flames ... [he] confirmed that the two Crusaders [Americans] did not survive ... as for the martyred sister, he saw her noble, pure body largely intact despite the explosion, and he was satisfied that perhaps that beam of light he saw earlier must have taken care of her body.36

In general, the lines of the martyrology laid down by Azzam and his successors associated with the Afghani, Bosnian, and early al-Qaida periods is as follows: the martyr is a liminal figure, not subject to worldly whims and passions. His direction, foreordained, is toward paradise, and he is not focused upon the material pleasures of this world, such as women, families, and goods. His character is elevated beyond those of his comrades, and he has a sense of detachment from their pettiness and occasional irreligiosity. When his death arrives, it is a surprise to no one, and some will have seen him in dreams either beforehand or afterwards as a confirmation of his martyr status (as Edgar and de Looijer describe in detail in this book). And, finally, his body remains unchanged from its final traumatic moments, as a connection between this world and the next, a connection that is continually affirmed by the ability of the martyr to influence events on behalf of the mujahidin or to provide them with moral support in their times of need.

**Mainstream Martyrology, Sunni and Shi’ite**

It is important to note that Azzam did not write in a vacuum: as he was developing the martyrology associated with radical Islam during the 1980s, martyrdom was coming into focus once again after having been neglected by mainstream Islam for almost a century. So we should examine the parallel developments between radical Islam and mainstream Islam (both in its Sunni and Shi’ite variants) and see what the relative influences have been. While martyrdom is crucially important to mainstream Shi’ism because of the sacrifice of al-Husayn (d. 680)
and the other imams according to Shi’ite beliefs, it is nowhere near as important in Sunnism. Traditionally martyrdom and martyrdom narratives provided an important social bond within Shi’ism which was shared by the entire community during the course of the Ashura and other commemorations, and was closely connected to both literary as well as material developments within the religion and the society.

In contrast, while there was public commemoration of martyrs in traditional Sunnism, such commemoration was never a bond that held the community together or even a secondary focus of the religion, but more of a monument to its glory. This is in sharp contrast to Shi’ism, where martyrdom is closely connected to grief (strictly prohibited in mainstream Sunnism) and a sense of failure, of justice denied or postponed until the Day of Resurrection. But most of all, in both Sunnism and Shi’ism martyrdom had an antiquarian aspect to it: contemporary martyrs have never received anything like the level of attention that classical martyrs did. Few felt that the ranks of martyrs needed to be continually replenished, and in Sunnism there were few means by which martyrs could be generally recognized. With the exception of those martyrs connected with the time of Muhammad and his immediate successors, Sunni martyrdom is more of a local event than as it is in Shi’ism a pan-community event.

There is no doubt that the Islamic Revolution in Iran and most especially the Iran-Iraq War (1980–1988) and the concurrent rise of Shi’ite liberation organizations such as Hezballah have changed the antiquarian nature of martyrdom for Shi’ites. In this aspect one can call these movements truly revolutionary, and they may have been influenced to some degree by the writings of Sunni radicals. But it is still important to note the differences between the mythology developed by Azzam and that current among Shi’ites, however revolutionary. First of all, the Iranian martyrrologies from the period of the Iran-Iraq war are lacking in miraculous elements and are very battlefield-centered. Their ideological need is to connect the immediate war with the eternal battle of good versus evil, al-Husayn versus Yazid. The Hezbollah martyrdoms are all from the perspective of families or final letters from the martyrs and do not contain any direct description of the actual deaths. Most probably the reason for this difference is that overt martyrdom events in Shi’ism are very focused toward the imams, and there is little room for aggrandizement of other figures.
The one section of the Arab world that has produced its own martyrology that can compete with that of radical Islam is the Palestinian conflict. Vast numbers of martyrologies commemorating the deaths of Palestinians have been produced; the standard *Intifadat al-Aqsa* martyrdom series runs to ten volumes and contains 904 entries. Apparently the editors simply gave up in 2004. However, the problems with such a martyrology from an Islamic point of view are obvious: not all of the slain are Muslims, many are secular Palestinians, and some listed, such as Rachel Corrie, are not Palestinians or Muslims at all. None of these martyrologies have any of the characteristics myths of radical Islam: I have been unable to find even one case where the body of the martyr is said to smell sweetly, or where there is evidence of lack of decomposition. Sometimes there are dreams and visions, but very rarely. This absence of Islamic mythology is true also of specific martyrologies available of prominent Hamas leaders, such as the martyrologies of Ahmad Yassin, ‘Abd al-‘Aziz al-Rantisi, Yahya ‘Ayyash, and Salih Shehata. Not one of these lists off any particular miracles associated with the martyr, in spite of the fact that their Muslim character is affirmed in every way (the 1996 assassination of Hamas bombmaker Yahya ‘Ayyash, e.g., is compared to the murder of John the Baptist).

What is maintained and affirmed in the Palestinian popular lore about martyrs is that they are going through a wedding ceremony. Time and again, there are celebrations that are associated with martyrdom that emphasize its close connection with the joy of the wedding. It is an interesting parallel: there is the dowry (the bomb or the explosion – compare with that of Abu Mu‘awiya al-Shimali in “Fatima’s Fiancée” from the Iraq conflict below), there is a fundamental transformation, an “entrance” similar to the *laylat al-dukhul* (night of entrance) in a traditional wedding, and a bride (or a number of brides), all within a heavenly context. But there is none of the hostility toward earthly women that characterize the Azzam-derived radical Muslim martyrologies. On the contrary, those few videos that actually picture the martyrs meeting the *houris* seem to be affirming that the women are actually female martyrs.

General martyrologies such as the five-volume *Mawsu‘at shuhada’ al-haraka al-Islamiyya* [*Encyclopaedia of the Martyrs of the Islamic Movement*], which focuses upon the Muslim Brotherhood from the 1930s until the 1960s and then the Palestinian Second Intifada
(2000–2007), lends a number of its entries a radical Islamic character. For example, in the entry on Abdallah Azzam, it states that “the martyr was buried the day of his martyrdom, and the participants, who were thousands, noted the smell of musk which emanated from his pure blood until the end of his burial,” an element that is not included in other obituaries of Azzam.\textsuperscript{43} Comparing the notices of the Mawsu’a with Intifadat al-Aqsa, one sees the usually expected elements: Shadi Salman al-Nubahayn (killed May 19, 2003) refuses to get married, saying that “he will marry one of the houris,”\textsuperscript{44} while Imran Umar al-Ghul (killed June 27, 2003) predicts his own death and also refuses marriage,\textsuperscript{45} and Ra‘im al-Riyyashi (killed January 14, 2004), who carried out a martyrdom operation, is said to have been “carried to her wedding to the houris” (wa-qad zaffat ila al-hur al-‘in), which raises some interesting questions.\textsuperscript{46} All of these individuals were associated with Hamas or Islamic Jihad. However, at the same time as these more mainstream groups were still using conventional tropes, new developments were breaking on the radical Sunni scene in Iraq.

**Abu Mus‘ab al-Zarqawi in Iraq and the Age of Online Videos**

There can be no reasonable doubt that although Azzam and others laid down the basic lines of radical Sunni martyrrology, one of its greatest popularizers has been Abu Mus‘ab al-Zarqawi (d. 2006), the Jordanian radical whose transformation of the Iraq conflict into an apocalyptic Internet-based spectacle has become paradigmatic.\textsuperscript{47} Zarqawi’s contribution to the jihadi culture was to take the myth-making narratives promulgated by Usama bin Ladin and other Salafi jihadi leaders that had been dependent upon the whims of television producers and place them within the uncontrolled environment of the Internet. Bin Ladin and others could rail about how al-Jazeera during the critical years of 1998–2002 filtered out their complete messages sent to the television station (and others), but they ultimately had no control over how the myth-making of martyrdom would be played out to the broadest television audience. Zarqawi and his associates took the Iraq materials and following in the footsteps of CNN and others sought to create an immediacy to the warfare, a sense whereby their audience could participate in the front row seats of the jihad, as Anne Stenersen describes in this book. Although YouTube and other sites eventually
began to ban these types of videos, their ban has always been half-hearted and their distribution widespread.

The material culture of the Internet jihad is the martyrdom video. Although one can reasonably point to other elements such as video statements (by figures such as bin Ladin and al-Zawahiri), Internet chat forums, poetry, and pictures, the fact remains that martyrdom videos in their essence capture and disseminate the message that Salafi jihadis need to propagate. Al-Zarqawi laid down his basic ideology in his most important statement concerning the meaning of martyrdom (citing Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya [d. 1350]):

Martyrdom in the eyes of God is among the highest levels of his friends (awliya’), and the martyrs are his intimates and those closest of his servants to Him—after the level of being a siddiq there is nothing but martyrdom. He likes to take martyrs from His servants, to spill their blood in the love of Him and His favor, as they prefer His favor and His love to themselves (or their souls). There is no way to gain this level but through estimation of the circumstances that lead to it, namely overpowering the enemy.48 It is clear from the use of the term awliya that al-Zarqawi, like Azzam before him, was more than willing to utilize terms that had been associated with Sufism. In any case, al-Zarqawi was not in any doubt as to the importance of martyrdom in following the path of the Salaf: he states that the sahaba (the Prophet’s Companions) suffered over 80 percent martyrdom, a figure that he is at some pains to back up.49 Further, he states that it is the very nature of the imposition of the Sharia that there will always be opposition and fighting involved, and that waging this type of war is the most important thing that a Muslim can do.50 The purpose of the war in Iraq, according to al-Zarqawi is: “We believe that the jihad in Iraq is a tribulation (fitna), a trial, and a purification process from God to differentiate the righteous from the liar, the evil from the good.”51

From a comparatively early period in his time in Iraq, al-Zarqawi emphasized martyrdom and its importance. In his Ilhaq bi-l-qafila message of January 4, 2004, which is obviously a reference to Azzam’s well-known booklet of the same name, he cites a number of verses and hadiths extolling the importance of jihad and martyrdom.52 He held out as an example the figure of Abu Ubayda Abd al-Hadi Dighlas. However, al-Zarqawi in his delivered martyrologies of both Dighlas and his other close companion Abu Anas al-Shami...
does not extol the circumstances of their deaths, or even give any details of them. He instead speaks of their spiritual circumstances and personal courage in the form of a eulogy, and then lays down the methodology by which he intends to create the chaos from which the Salafi jihadis can benefit: “as for the Shi’ites (rawafid) terror (nikaya) among them will be with the permission of God through martyrdom operations and car-bombs.”

The martyrology laid down by al-Zarqawi and his successors was one that emphasized a very set trajectory to martyrdom. Whereas previously Palestinian martyrdom videos had usually consisted of a statement by the perpetrator, the Iraqi martyrdom videos modified that to almost an informal chat with the martyr. The latter would make their statement, sometimes the video-photographer would participate or interject comments or exostulations, and the whole scene would be one that exuded intimacy. The viewer would be right in the face of the prospective martyr. At every point, the martyr and the video would emphasize the Islamic quality of the martyrdom: the martyr would usually be in white garments, sporting a beard, and sometimes be decorated with Islamic slogans on a headband. The overall picture would be that of a heroic figure, who would be exiting to battle, single-handedly, as a champion, and this attitude would often be highlighted by contrasting it with the collective and generally cautious methodology of the American forces.

It is important in the Iraqi narratives to demonstrate that the martyr is comparatively happy and at peace with what he or she is doing. This fact undoubtedly comes from concerns that the martyr is actually committing suicide, a charge that radical Muslims are at pains to deflect. If the martyr is actually a failure or does not have a reason to live, then their sacrifice does not highlight the belief system for which they are dying and does not incriminate the pampered political and religious Muslim elites that for radical Islam are the true target. The fighter must exemplify the heroic and religious qualities that will make his martyrdom an effective one in the eyes of his primary audience, Muslims, and in the eyes of his secondary audience, non-Muslims, who must see the martyr as being impossible to combat.

Usually the videos are divided very starkly into two sections: first, the initial statement by the martyr or the interview with him, followed by the process by which he becomes increasingly liminal as he goes
toward the vehicle (in the case of car-bombings), and as his comrades bid him farewell; then the second part, which is filmed by a support crew that enables the audience to participate in the drama. Ideally, the lead-up time will be small, but enough so that suspense can build, because the actual explosion of the car is necessarily very brief and has to be replayed several times for effect. It is striking how rare videos are of a non-VBIED (vehicle-borne improvised explosive device), such as walking suicide attackers (which we know exist). Perhaps they are not as dramatic. Occasionally, the explosion will be followed by some type of exhortation by the leader of the group, or by some positive results as to what the operation accomplished serving as a finale (see Stenersen’s chapter in this volume).

In many cases the video is accompanied by anashid, hummed ditties that have their roots in the type of tribal poetry, the hija’, that accompanied pre-Islamic combat (see Jonathan Pieslak and Nelly Lahoud in this volume). These are of both an Arab and an Islamic character; in other words, it is perfectly possible to have both anashid that do not obviously mention Islamic themes, but are entirely of a Bedouin nature, as well as anashid that are almost devotional in nature. But for the most part they address martial themes and serve to both build suspense as well as to focus the sense of purpose behind the martyrdom (which sometimes is not apparent). Sometimes there will be other, comparatively discordant elements, such as printed comments that “all civilians were warned to stay away from this area, so that the mujahidin do not spill innocent blood,” although it is questionable whether these precautions were taken in reality.

Once again like the early Afghani and al-Qaida martyrologies and videos, but unlike the Palestinian ones, al-Zarqawi does not overemphasize the marriage of the martyr. One could perhaps hazard a guess that the commonality between the early al-Qaida materials and al-Zarqawi is that the warfare in Iraq was overwhelmingly taking place in a situation where the population was at best indifferent and sometimes hostile to the methods and sometimes to the goals of the jihadis. Therefore, unlike in the Palestinian situation they could not count on the support of the populace, nor could they create, as in Afghanistan and in Bosnia, memorials for the mujahidin. Perhaps these constraints were the ones that pushed al-Zarqawi and others to rely so heavily upon the Internet, and in doing so create one of the first mass Internet martyrologies in history.
Although Iraq represents the best effort that jihadis have made thus far in their martyrology, it is fairly easy to see that few conflicts have had the resources or the technology (or perhaps the artistic inventiveness) to fully emulate it. This fact can be ascertained first of all by examination of the conflicts in Afghanistan and Pakistan, both of which have been heavily influenced from a tactical and a media point of view by Iraq. In Afghanistan suicide attacks made a massive upswing in 2005–2006, a trajectory that has continued since that time. However, neither the mass casualties that characterized the Iraqi conflict nor its media aspects have accompanied this trajectory. Most of the videos that are available on the Internet are of the long-statement variety, and virtually none show the actual operation in real time the way that Iraqi videos mostly did.

At least the Afghan conflict can be said to command some national and popular support as long as foreigners are the ones killed by suicide attacks (most protests so far have occurred as a result of mass-casualty Iraqi-style attacks on civilians or mosques or accidents). The same cannot be said to be true in Pakistan, where the suicide attack campaign began in earnest in the wake of the operation against the Lal Masjid in Islamabad in 2007. Although suicide attacks had been utilized by radicals prior to 2007 in Pakistan, for the most part the targets were smaller sectarian populations such as Shi’ites. But the martyrdom operations after 2007 had the Iraqi stamp all over them: attacking mass civilian gatherings, tribal and religious leadership, mosques and holy shrines, especially of a Sufi character, targeted assassinations (such as that of Benazir Bhutto), and especially attacks upon the military-intelligence infrastructure. Unlike in Afghanistan, few of the suicide attacks were directly against military forces in combat situations, but tended to be directed against the soft targets of bases, recruiting centers, convoys, and organizational headquarters.

It is clear that these types of suicide operations are only targeting Muslims, or apostate Muslims (according to the Salafi belief system), and do not command the support of the Pakistani population. Therefore, there is no attempt to identify the martyr or to develop the Afghani- or Iraqi-style martyrology, and the Pakistanis do not appear to be Internet-savvy. The exception to this rule is those martyrdom operations carried out in Indian Kashmir. However, surprisingly few
of these are available, most likely because the heyday of suicide operations in Kashmir was in the 1990s, prior to the age of Internet videos, and although this struggle continues to the present it has lost a good deal of the radical Muslim character it had during the past.

Probably the most obviously developing field is in Africa, where both al-Qaida in the Maghreb and the al-Shabab in Somalia produce Internet videos that ape the Iraqi model. Best known is perhaps the video Lovers of Hoor, which shows a suicide operation in Algeria.\textsuperscript{60} From a technical point of view it is reasonably well done, although the statements associated with the martyr are just too long to be effective. Much of the photography of the type of life that the mujahidin leads is obviously designed to demonstrate the close-knit character of the community. However, the most disappointing aspect of the video is the fact that at the moment of martyrdom, the explosion is obscured by a hilltop, so one does not see the actual deed but a cloud of smoke. It is clear that the videomakers had not considered the need to see the target being obliterated. Following the August 26, 2011, suicide attack against the UN headquarters in Abuja, Nigeria, the local radical Muslim group Boko Haram produced a video as well, although it has not been popularly distributed.\textsuperscript{61}

Somalian martyrdom operation videos are becoming comparatively common. They also feature the statement, a vision of the vehicle speeding to its destination (or one assumes as much), and then an explosion in the distance.\textsuperscript{62} While the Algerian and al-Qaida in the Maghreb videos are often translated into French, the Somalian ones appear to be entirely for local consumption as they do not move beyond Somalian linguistic borders. It is apparent that the affiliations of these various African groups are indicated by their presentation of martyrdom.

Conclusion

One of the most interesting aspects about contemporary Salafi jihadism has been its openness to adopting ideas from its ideological opponents, Shi’ism and Sufism. This is quite evident from its embrace of the doctrine of \textit{al-wala wa-l-barra} (love and hatred on the basis of Islam) – a doctrine that has no documented existence in Sunnism prior to the time of Ibn Taymiyya (d. 1328), and did not achieve any prominence until the middle of the twentieth century, but has obvious
affinities to the Shi’ite doctrine of *walaya* and *bara’a* in the classical period. So, too, has been the gradual embrace during the past twenty years of the *mut’a* or temporary marriage, which although it is called by different other names, such as *misyar*, is essentially an expedient for close relations between the genders that do not involve permanency. It is clear that both of these doctrines were originally adopted by Shi’ites because of the fact that they were a tiny and persecuted minority that had to assume that opposition was all around it, and that many of its supporters were in fact hidden. Temporary marriage as well was the result of the revolutionary impermanence inherent in early Shi’ism. It is interesting to note that as these factors have become true for radical Islam, more and more it has adopted the doctrines of Shi’ism in order to facilitate success.

The principle of borrowing from one’s enemies is evident with regard to contemporary radical Muslim martyrrology. It is apparent even to a casual observer that the most obvious affinities for the martyrrology developed by Azzam are not to the Salafi world but to the world of Sufism. It is clear that the martyr according to the radicals is designed to become the “holy man” whose example is supposed to motivate others. Salahis of course cannot be held responsible if populations such as that of Kandahar actually treat their martyrs as holy men as do those in Kashmir. In spite of all the parallelism in the doctrines concerning the Sufi holy men and the radical Muslim martyrs, neither Azzam nor any other Salafi writer known to me actually endorses or promotes the use of relics. The bodies of the martyrs are considered to be pure, they are venerated and seen as conduits to heaven, and the doctrine of intercession is clearly accepted, but beyond this level into pure saint worship the Salahis have not and presumably will not go.

From a material point of view, the martyr has a duality: his or her body has a location and a permanence (whether actual or mythological), and, second, a permanence in the realm of hagiographical myth. The figure of the martyr is a permanently liminal figure, hovering between earth and heaven, continually called from one to the other according to the need. Martyrdom videos are, as previously noted, a reflection of the marginality of a given radical group with regard to the territory in which it operates (Iraq produced large numbers of videos because the groups there were marginal, the Palestinians far fewer because their groups are mainstream). Symbolically,
using Azzam’s two categories of scholar and martyr, the one represents the preservative, conservative side of the faith, while the other represents the active and aggressive side. Of course, Azzam blurred the lines between these two categories, as is well known. In both the cases of the scholar and the martyr, there is a corporeal as well as a disembodied side to their functionality. The scholar preserves the tangible tradition but also embodies the ideal of the tradition, while the martyr bears witness both through his body and through the ideals for which he stands, and continues to embody the ideal after his death.
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Non-military Practices in Jihadi Groups

Thomas Hegghammer

What do jihadis do when they are not fighting? In this final chapter I will use memoirs and other primary sources to create an inventory of the main non-military practices found inside jihadi groups in the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s. The main purpose is to get a better sense of what life inside these groups looks like in between the battles and the training sessions. By drawing out the range of non-military practices and assessing their relative prominence, I hope to also illustrate how the individual elements of jihadi culture treated earlier in this book fit together.

The inquiry aims to strike a balance between the broad and the deep, that is, to say something general about “what jihadis do” while staying reasonably close to the primary sources. This is a difficult exercise, because, as I wrote in the Introduction, there have been many jihadi groups, each with its own specificities. Moreover, it is in the nature of the balance-striking exercise to sacrifice both some breadth and some depth. As a result, this chapter has several important limitations. First of all, due to space limitations, my aim is primarily descriptive: I ask what people did in these groups, not so much why they did it. Some might find this cataloguing of behaviors a bit simplistic, but I consider it an important stepping stone for further research. After all, we cannot know why they do certain things before we know what it is they do. Second, the overview is not exhaustive: I present only the most prominent practices within a selection of groups. Third, I do not describe each practice in much detail: I leave much unsaid regarding the history, connotations, cross-group variation, and individual subjective experience of each practice.

My methodology is document analysis, not direct observation, and this raises some obvious problems. Given that both participant and non-participant observation of al-Qaida and similar groups is almost impossible, I had to work with what the activists and other close observers chose to tell us in their memoirs and videos. I was thus
observing them through a thick epistemological filter with many possible biases, such as the tendency for authors to ignore what they take for granted, underreport sinful activities, and overreport virtuous ones. In my approach – which might be described as a form of “ethnography by proxy” – I try to take these biases into account, but I am well aware that the picture I draw is at best a phantom drawing compared to that obtainable through direct observation.

I define “non-military practices” as repeated activities with no obvious operational benefit. “Practices” are understood here in a loose sense, capturing a broad range of social phenomena, including gestures, manners, habits, conventions, rituals, and ceremonies. I am aware of the heated definitional debates on several of these terms, not least the term “ritual,” which is why I prefer the vaguer term “practices.” To be a little more precise, my definition of “practice” contains two key elements. First, I understand it as an observable activity. It may include just speech, but it excludes beliefs and ideas. It includes the act of consuming cultural products, but not the products themselves (i.e., the singing, not the song). The second element is repetition: practices are not ad hoc, but occur repeatedly, though not necessarily at regular intervals. Non-military practices are those that have no obvious and immediate effect on fighting capability. This excludes, of course, fighting itself, but also training, recruiting, fundraising, and propaganda production.

The rest of this chapter consists of five parts. I begin by describing my sources and methods. Part two examines devotional practices such as prayer and invocations, part three looks at recreational activities like hymn-singing and storytelling, while part four describes identity markers such as dress and gestures. The final part reflects briefly on what we are not seeing.

Sources and Methods

Scarcity of sources is a key challenge in this type of inquiry. Clandestine groups are poorly documented in general, and non-military practices are particularly unlikely to make it into the sources. Media tend to report on the most salacious aspects of rebellion, and academic datasets mostly record the groups’ military activities. Non-military activities are also underreported in primary sources, because they are not among the things that activists are most interested in communicating. Most jihadi
texts are primarily about military, political, theological, or organizational matters, and, as we saw in Stenersen’s chapter, the majority of jihadi videos depict military operations.³

Still, it is possible to find information about non-military practices if we just look closely enough. There notably exist a small, but growing number of insider accounts by active or former militants. Many of these accounts – which come in the form of memoirs, interviews, court testimonies, and the like – include descriptions of daily life in a jihadi group. Another important source is propaganda videos, some of which contain footage from inside training camps or safe houses. Quite often, clues about social practices appear “between the lines” of the source at hand. A text that is primarily about something else – say, a series of military operations – may contain scattered references to socio-cultural matters. And in the case of videos, revealing clues about social practices may appear in the background or at the end of a scene about something else. For example, as we saw in Cook’s chapter, films depicting suicide operations can show the behavior of the attacker in his last hours or his comrades’ celebratory reactions to the explosion. Even though such segments are often short and disparate, they can be aggregated, which is what I do in this chapter.

The fact that relevant data are thinly spread out over a large number of sources introduces a source selection problem, for the universe of jihadi primary documents is vast and expanding. Examining all sources is unfeasible, while picking anecdotes at random would make the research opaque and non-replicable. My approach therefore consisted of establishing a corpus of core documents and then extracting relevant data from this corpus.

My procedure began with stating some basic selection criteria. Documents had to (1) describe events in the 1980s, 1990s, or 2000s, (2) pertain to a transnational jihadi group, (3) contain relatively lengthy descriptions, (4) stem from a first-hand source, and (5) offer the perspective of a low- or mid-level activist. To locate such documents, I browsed my personal collection of jihadi literature, searched bibliographic databases, and asked other academics for suggestions. Having established a shortlist of some forty to fifty documents, I then selected documents based on a second set of criteria for the set as a whole. First, the corpus had to include a variety of different types of documents – from diaries to interrogation transcripts – in order to limit reporting bias. Second, the corpus had to cover most of the main
locations and periods in which jihadi groups have operated over the years, so as to be broadly representative of the jihadi movement. All else equal, I chose the documents with the lengthiest descriptions of underground life. I ended up with a corpus of twenty documents, distributed as follows: ten autobiographies, three sets of court documents, three jihadi videos, three documentaries, and one hostage account (see Table 8.1 for details).

Reliability is always a key concern with primary sources on militant groups. I consider the whole corpus authentic, but we can never exclude the possibility of forgery. Moreover, even if an item is genuine, the content may be distorted, biased, or at least inaccurate, because it was relayed by people with agendas and usually recorded long after the events described. Videos are harder to manipulate, but they are all edited for effect – none are fly-on-the-wall recordings. In addition, each document comes with its own set of biases, most of which should be obvious from the document descriptions in Table 1. I shall not elaborate on these biases, for I assume that the reader understands that disgruntled defectors differ from active militants, that al-Qaida propaganda videos differ from TV documentaries, and that interrogation transcripts are produced under special circumstances. All these problems notwithstanding, the sources should be taken seriously. Descriptions of non-military practices are presumably less likely than other types if information to be tainted or manipulated, because they are less incriminating. An author might underplay his past involvement in terrorist attacks, but he has fewer reasons to lie about what he did in his spare time.

Another concern is that individual sources may not be representative. The documents cover a wide range of different time periods and locations, so practices found in one context need not have occurred in another. For example, London in 2010 differs in every way imaginable from the Afghan countryside in 1985, so we should not expect activists in these two places to be doing the same things. Moreover, the sources portray different types of activism, each of which may involve slightly different social practices. Most of the memoirs, for example, are written by foreign fighters training for traditional guerrilla warfare, while the court documents involve people convicted for mass-casualty terrorist attacks. Two of the videos depict rural training camps, while the third takes us into an urban safe house. Moreover, while most of the documents describe people who used (or tried to use) violence, two of
### Table 8.1: Key primary source documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Erich Breininger, <em>My Road to Paradise</em> (2010)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>108 page autobiography cum recruitment pamphlet (in German) by a German convert who trained in al Qaida camps in Waziristan in the late 2000s. Published as a pdf document on jihadi websites days after he was killed by Pakistani troops.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11. **East Africa Bombings trial (USA 2001).** Transcript from the trial of the men accused of bombing the U.S. embassies in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam in 1998. Includes lengthy testimonies by individuals who trained in al Qaida camps in Afghanistan in the 1990s.

12. **Tawhid plot trial (Germany 2003).** Court documents (in German) from the trial of a group accused of plotting attacks against Jewish targets in Germany in 2001. Features lengthy testimony by Shadi Abdallah, a Jordanian who trained in Afghanistan around 2000.

13. **New York subway plot follow up trial (USA 2012).** Transcript from the trial of the men accused of plotting an attack on the New York subway in 2009. Features lengthy testimonies by several individuals who trained in al Qaida camps in Waziristan in the late 2000s.


16. **Diaries of a Mujahid (2011).** 82 minute video (in Arabic) depicting the daily life of foreign fighters in Afghanistan and Pakistan. Features interviews with fighters and footage from training camps. Published in seven successive parts on jihadi websites.


the TV documentaries portray Islamists who are not strictly speaking militants, but who “merely” express sympathy for jihadi causes abroad. We thus have to be careful not to generalize on the basis of individual reports. Still, as we shall see – and have seen in previous chapters – many practices and activities do in fact recur in many different contexts, suggesting that they are elements of a shared culture.

There is also the methodological challenge of determining how to process the data once we have them. This is tricky because the object of study – non-military social practices – is so vaguely defined. I want to find out what jihadis do when they are not fighting, but that something could be almost anything. How, then, can I identify relevant practices, and how do I know which are significant? My approach was fairly straightforward. To identify practices, I reviewed each document, noting all references to non-military activities and behaviors that appeared with some regularity. This involved some subjective judgment, and I may have been particularly sensitive to the phenomena that my co-contributors were already working on (anashid, poetry, films etc.). I may also have missed certain practices, especially those not explicitly mentioned in the sources. To assess the significance of the practices, I paid attention to the frequency with which they appeared and the significance that militants appeared to ascribe to them. Note that practices did not have to be specifically “jihadi” to be included; as we shall see, jihadis do many of the same things as other Muslims, other rebels, and other young men in general.

Finally there is the problem of organizing and presenting the data. The sheer number of practices that emerged from the sources meant there was no getting around some analytical categorizing. This was challenging for several reasons. For one, the range of phenomena is very wide indeed. Moreover, many practices are multifaceted and partly overlapping, which means they can be categorized in several equally sensible ways. Third, most typologies impute something about the function or purpose of the practices being categorized, which may lead to premature conclusions about the function and interrelationship of the various practices.

I settled for a framework that distinguishes between three main types of practices: devotional, recreational, and identity-marking. Devotional practices are things like prayer and invocations; they have God as their main referent and appear to be performed out of duty.
Recreational practices include things like singing and storytelling; they are usually performed together with fellow activists for apparent aesthetic or social pleasure. Identity-markers are things like dress and manners; they are the external signs that set activists apart from non-activists. This typology is tentative and should be understood more as a presentational device than as a theoretical claim. It is not the only possible conceptualization, and it comes with several problems. Some practices fit more than one category (for example, hymn-singing can be both devotional and recreational), while other practices (such as weeping) do not really fit any of them. Still, for the purpose of initial exploration, the typology works reasonably well.

Devotional Practices

I start with devotional practices because they appear most frequently in the sources. Militant Islamists are often accused of religious insincerity; for example, of exploiting religion for political aims, or of leading morally sinful lives behind a façade of piety. My sources suggest that, on the contrary, they take religion—or at least the ritual aspects of religion—extremely seriously. In the following, I describe six of the main types of devotional practices that transpire in the sources: prayer, invocations, ablution, Qur’an recitation, fasting, and exorcism. There is nothing specifically jihadi about any of these practices, of course; they are staples of ordinary Muslim religious life.

Prayer

Prayer (salah) was the most pervasive non-military practice in the sources I reviewed. Militants appeared to observe the five Islamic daily prayers very rigorously, in the morning (fajr), at noon (dhuhur), in the afternoon (‘asr), at sunset (maghrib), and at nightfall (‘isha). They prayed just like other Sunni Muslims, that is, by performing, preferably in a group, a series of combinations of utterances and movements that include prostration on the ground in the direction of Mecca, a process that usually takes between ten and thirty minutes depending on the prayer.

The five daily prayers seemed to structure life in the camps and safe houses. “From sunrise, the rhythm of the day is defined by prayer,” noted an Arab volunteer in Bosnia in 1995. In training camps, the
morning prayer served as the bugle call that got the soldiers up in the morning. Here is a scene from the Jihadwal camp in Afghanistan in 1993:

When the *azan* sounded over the loudspeakers, the seemingly deserted camp came to life. Mujahideen streamed out of the tents and mud shacks all over the camp to create a sort of rush-hour traffic headed toward the mosque . . . the camp would be quiet for an hour or so afterward. Many of the mujahideen sat in groups of three or four to recite verses from the Qur’an.⁶

The names of the daily prayers also denoted times of the day. Jihadi authors often located events on the prayer cycle rather than on the twelve-hour clock, saying, for example, “we did it after *fajr* prayer” rather than “we did it around 6 a.m.” By the same logic, training camp schedules would be organized by prayer times, as in this timetable from a camp in Pakistan around 2009:


The militants in my sources seemed to perform all five prayers under virtually all circumstances, be it in training camps, on the road, or on the battlefront. Orthodox prayer rules allow Muslims to shorten the prayer during travel or in the midst of combat, but jihadis often insisted on the full prayer. At the Jihadwal training camp in Afghanistan in the 1990s, recruits were “taught how to observe religious duties under battlefield conditions, how to clean yourself when no water was available, what constituted a suitable place to pray, and how to make the five mandatory daily prayers even when under direct fire from an enemy.”⁸ Some militants ignored the risks of prayer in combat. According to an Arab fighter in late 1980s Afghanistan, the Russians “sent aircraft at noon because they knew the mujahidin would be performing the group prayer regardless of the circumstances.”⁹

He said that at one point, he and his comrades were performing the noon prayer in a grenadine field near the post, when the aircrafts emerged with a deafening sound much like thunder. Thanks to Allah, none of us left the prayer although the bombs fell close to us and we were showered with fragments.¹⁰
More pragmatic militants would make use of the provision that allows believers to combine the noon and afternoon prayers, or the sunset and nightfall prayers, in a single session.\textsuperscript{11}

Some jihadis prayed more than the required five times a day, usually by adding the optional night prayer (\textit{witr}) between nightfall and morning. Some militants night-prayed on a regular basis and acquired a reputation for special piety. The late Usama bin Ladin was one:

Sheikh Osama usually wakes up an hour before dawn, for night prayer \ldots two guards \ldots accompany him to the camp mosque. We pray with him, and he keeps his Kalashnikov. He stays in the mosque till sunrise, reading Qur’anic verses, repeating hadith verses or simple incantations. Then he goes home for breakfast.\textsuperscript{12}

Not everyone was equally enthusiastic about this practice, however. Omar Nasiri was annoyed to get a night-praying roommate in his Brussels safe house in 1995:

I woke up a couple of hours later. I heard noises in the room. When I opened my eyes, I saw Tarek reading his Qur’an with a flashlight and praying quietly \ldots he woke me up again before dawn when he performed the dawn salat. It was the same for every night after that \ldots sometimes Yasin and Amin would sleep in my bedroom as well, and all three of them would wake up during the night to read and pray.\textsuperscript{13}

While some night-prayed regularly, others did it in times of crisis. For example, after narrowly escaping death in the Kenyan wilderness, al-Qaida member Fadil Harun thanked God, noting that “we never omitted Witr when we were in the forest, nor did we fail to perform the two prayers at dawn despite our fatigue.”\textsuperscript{14} Similarly, in Egyptian prisons in the 1980s, al-Jama’a al-Islamiyya members organized “days of bonding,” which were days “when certain selected brothers met together to pray through the night and recite the Qur’an until the dawn prayer.”\textsuperscript{15}

Another occasion to perform supplemental prayers was the month of Ramadan, when many religious Muslims stay up for the optional Ramadan night prayers, known as \textit{tarawih}. Ramadan prayers are much longer than regular prayers, and they are often combined with extensive Qur’an recitation. In the words of an Arab fighter in Bosnia in 1993:

when the month of Ramadan came, it added to that place’s spirituality \ldots the young men passed the time in religious studies and reading the Qur’an. They helped each other stay up late at night and pray and encouraged each other to remain committed.\textsuperscript{16}
Invocations

Jihadis also engaged in two other acts of worship known as “remembrance of God” (dhikr) and “supplication” (du‘a). The two are closely related and are often both translated in English as “invocations.” They are forms of prayer, but unlike the five daily prayers (salah), remembrance and supplication are optional. They both consist of reciting, aloud or silently, certain set expressions praising God. The main difference, put very simply, is that a supplication usually requests something (such as forgiveness or protection) from God, while remembrance expresses general gratitude or praise. However, their uses overlap: remembrance can be motivated by a desire for divine assistance, and some supplications express general praise.

Remembrance usually involves the repetition, for several minutes or more, of God’s name or of relatively short phrases such as “allahu akbar” (God is great) or “la illaha illa allah” (there is no god but God). In the sources examined here, remembrance was performed typically, but not exclusively, in situations of stress. For example, Fadil Harun, fearful of being searched at a checkpoint in Kenya, “began to remember God’s name so that he would save us.”17 Another memoir offered advice for walking through thick thorny bushes: “always keep your arms in front of your face ... keep your mind busy with Dhikr (especially long phrases that you’ve intentionally ordered in such a way to keep your brain focused).”18 We also know from videos of suicide attacks that suicide bombers often say remembrance in the hours and minutes before the attack.19 The famous 9/11 letter instructed the hijackers to “remember God” in the execution stage.20

Supplication, by contrast, usually consists of pronouncing the desired phrase only once, but the range of phrases that can be uttered is much larger. There is a whole literature on supplications in Islam, with different supplications recommended for all kinds of situations: not just for safety in battle or travel, but also for entering a house, going to the bathroom, and much more.21 In the sources, we see jihadis performing supplications for all kinds of needs. Arab fighters in Bosnia prayed “Allah, make us shoot accurately.”22 When a group of Arab mujahidin got lost in Kenya and thought of giving up, they performed supplications to make the negative thoughts go away.23 An Algerian militant in France explained that “there are invocations for letters, for visa applications ... it’s easy, you throw the letter on the ground and
you say ‘allahu akbar,’ you do like this.” When Karim Bouri took the Eurostar from Paris to London and was not stopped at immigration, he attributed this to a supplication that made God blind the border guards. Some also believe supplications can bless objects. The 9/11 Letter, for example, describes a procedure consisting of reading verses of the Qur’an into one’s hands, and then rubbing the hands on the object or body part for which the blessing is sought.

Most common, however, is the supplication for guidance (du‘a’ al-istikhara), which is used in many types of situations. Some do it before or during a perilous journey. For example, when Fadil Harun was about to flee Somalia he prepared himself for hardships and “requested everybody to recite the supplication for guidance … We slept peacefully until 9 am and then performed istikhara prayers for our travel to Kenya.” The group ended up being lost, and during the whole journey Harun and his comrades prayed istikhara many times every day. Others do istikhara when faced with a difficult choice. As we saw in Edgar and De Looijer’s chapter on dreaming, istikhara is often used to “incubate” dreams that in turn can inform important decisions. However, the guidance need not be mediated through a dream. Khalid al-Berry explains how, during a prison transfer in Egypt, a fellow inmate prayed istikhara to decide whether or not the group should shout slogans to the people outside, knowing full well that they would be beaten by the guards if they did.

**Ablution**

Another frequent practice is ablution, a purification act of which there are two main variants. Most common is the partial ablution (wudu’), which involves washing the feet, lower arms, and face with water. (When water is not available, dust or clean soil can be used instead, and the procedure is called tayammum.) Partial ablution is a prerequisite for prayer and recommended for handling the Qur’an. In theory, one ablution can last the whole day, but certain acts or exposures (including urination and defecation) render the ablution void, so observant Muslims, including jihadis, end up performing wudu’ (or tayammum) many times a day.

The other variant is the full ablution (ghusl), in which the entire body is cleaned with water. In Islam, a full ablution is required after sexual activity or emission of semen, and it is recommended in a few
other circumstances, such as before important prayers. Jihadis appear to observe these rules, either by performing the full ablution or by avoiding the situations that generate a need for it. A jihadi in Afghanistan expressed relief at being unmarried so he did not have to perform *ghusl* on a regular basis. Teenage jihadis faced a related problem, described by a member of the Egyptian al-Jama’a al-Islamiyya:

[A consequence of sexual maturity] was having to perform a complete ritual ablution before setting off to say the dawn prayer if one woke up having experienced a nocturnal emission; this was particularly hard in the cold of winter . . . [This] was a problem to which I could find no solution other than masturbating the night before, then washing, then going to sleep, in which case I would not have any wet dreams.

As with prayers, some jihadis in my sources performed ablutions more often than necessary. They were hypersensitive to perceived impurity and believed that the state of ritual purity (*tahara*) could be rendered void by the slightest impure exposure, utterance, or thought. For example, a radical Islamist in France performed full ablation immediately after being released from prison, as if incarceration had soiled him. Robert Fowler noted that his Al-Qaida in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) captors went to great lengths to avoid touching him, as if contact with an infidel rendered them impure. Another radical Islamist in France refused to pronounce the name of a political enemy because the very act of mentioning the name would, in his view, void his ablutions. Concern with purity is a universal feature of religion, of course, and in Islam it is taken to great lengths by salafis in particular. Richard Gauvain described how some (non-jihadi) Islamists in Cairo performed ablutions more often than required in Islamic law, believing, for example, that ablutions were necessary after lying, becoming sexually aroused, or encountering a Jew.

**Qur’an Recitation**

Another ubiquitous feature of jihadi life as described in the sources was Qur’an recitation, which was often performed in connection with prayer, but could also be done at other times. In any group of jihadis there would be at least one copy of the Holy Book, and it seemed to be consulted every single day. For example, Fadil Harun notes that in the morning after breakfast, “we started reading the Qur’an, like we did
on a daily basis, and prayed for God’s guidance on several matters.”

Similarly, a Western convert training in Kashmir recalled that “after morning prayers everyone sat around reading the Qur’an for about an hour, followed by an hour of exercises and a run up one of the ravines.”

There appeared to be at least two variants of Qur’an recitation, formal and informal. The first is a group activity in which one person reads aloud or chants in the particular elocution (tajwid) reserved for Qur’anic verse while others listen. Some groups have a designated reader, while others take turns. Several of the groups did Qur’an recitation sessions every day, regardless of the circumstances. In times of hardship, some would intensify the practice, as they did with prayer. During Ramadan, as noted earlier, many would spend the night in communal prayer and Qur’an recitation. One source recalled how, in Bosnia during Ramadan in 1993, the Arab fighters “stayed up late in prayer and read the Qur’an constantly during the days of fasting.”

The sources contain a small number of references to Qur’an recitation during combat. One group of Arabs in 1980s Afghanistan recited the Qur’an on loudspeakers as a form of psychological warfare against the enemy. In another battle, in Somalia around 2006, Fadil Harun recited the Qur’an to boost the morale of his own men.

Proper Qur’an recitation requires training, and some militants invested time in it. Training camps sometimes offered courses on Qur’an recitation, as did the Khalden camp in Afghanistan in the mid-1990s: “after dinner, we divided up into small groups to practice the tajwid, the recitation of the Kur’an.” Good readers – that is, people with strong tajwid skills and a pleasant voice – were appreciated by their peers. For example, Khalid al-Berry said of a comrade’s Qur’an recitation: “The chanting of the Qur’an in that voice full of submission and with that face inscribed with fear and awe that I myself could feel conjured up before my very eyes the embodiment of faith.”

Some jihadis also spent time listening to recorded Qur’an recitation. Such listening was often done individually, but it could also be a group activity. Recordings could be the object of careful listening, or they could be played in the background. For example, in Mohamed al-Sifaoui’s undercover documentary on the French-Algerian radical Karim Bourti, we hear Qur’an recordings being played often inside the car.

In addition to the ceremonial Qur’an recitation at full voice, there is the equally common practice of reading the Qur’an to oneself at low
voice. Many militants seemed to do this every day, and some were described as doing it at every available opportunity. Omar Hammami, the American foreign fighter in Somalia, wrote,

A brother gave me his Mus-xaf [Qur’an] so I didn’t have to wait for other people to finish anymore. I took that opportunity to memorize a few more chapters of the Qur’aan in between my chores, and it really helped to keep me sane and focused.43

Weeping

Judging by the sources studied here, jihadis weep a lot, especially in devotional settings. Weeping is a common Islamic practice associated with, but not limited to, Sufism. The medieval Sufi theologian al-Ghazali (d. 1111) included weeping as one of the ten rules for the recitation of the Qur’an:

The sixth rule is the rule of weeping. It is laudable to weep while reading the Qur’an and if this does not happen spontaneously, one should force oneself to weep. This is possible by way of remembering the threats and warnings in the Qur’an against the sins and failures of man. Should one feel no inclination to weep, then one has full reason to cry over one’s lack of grief and tears.44

For radical Islamists, devotional weeping is appreciated as evidence of the believer’s “fear of God.” They see no contradiction between manliness and devotional weeping. Omar Hammami, for example, noted about his brutal trainer that “despite his tough appearance, he used to cry in the prayers when he heard the verses of the Quraan recited.”45

The jihadis in my sources wept in a variety of situations, but most commonly during Qur’an recitation and prayer. Here is first-person account by a training camp recruit in late 1990s Afghanistan:

The al-Jum’a prayer was always the most intense of the week . . . sometimes, a brother would be so overcome by faith that tears would well up in his eyes. I was overcome too. Standing amidst these mujahidin, I could feel the spirit of God fill me completely. I was swept up as the others by the feelings of love and fellowship and brotherhood. I was part of a community, a community of complete devotion to God.46

Interestingly, in a given group of jihadis, only some individuals would weep, and those who did not expressed envy at those who did. Egyptian al-Jama’a al-Islamiyya member Khalid al-Berry lamented,
An acquaintance of mine had changed to a startling degree recently... Suddenly this young man started fasting every day and when he came to the prayer, he only had to hear the Qur’an to start weeping loudly, on one note, like a long cry of pain. I felt that the sound was sincere and contained a suppressed complaint and I felt that it contained something I lacked. I wanted that sound. I wanted it to come out of me, for if it did so, it would relieve me of many things.47

Another common theme in the sources is that of militants weeping upon being denied martyrdom or an opportunity to fight. For example, when Nasir al-Bahri had to return to base to recover from an injury, he “started weeping. I felt that in the middle of the war there was no use for me.”48 Similarly, an Arab fighter in Bosnia recalled,

One of the brothers told me that he stayed up at night, weeping bitterly and praying to God to grant him martyrdom in the coming operation... On the night prior to the operation he led us in prayer at night and I swear that he made us cry by the way he supplicated God for victory and implored him constantly to grant him martyrdom.49

The third main type of weeping situation reported in the sources was when militants were moved by images or information about Muslim suffering. Nasir al Bahri said he cried over a video from Bosnia in 1993, and a certain Abu al-Zubayr al-Kabili was known for collapsing in tears “whenever he heard of a calamity affecting the Muslim nation or a tragic story that had occurred in Bosnia.”50 However, we also read of weeping for other, less devotional reasons, for example, in response to relief, separation, reunion, death, or arrest.51

**Fasting**

Another common devotional practice was fasting (*sawm*), that is, the abstention from food and water between sunrise and sunset. Fasting during Ramadan is one of the pillars of Islam and seems to be rigorously observed by all jihadis. In addition, many jihadis also fast voluntarily on the optional Islamic fasting days. Of these, fasting on Mondays and Thursday of every week appears to be most common.52 Some did it even more: bin Ladin, for example, used to fast “on Monday and Wednesday [sic], as well as on the ten days preceding Eid and six days after Ramadan.”53 Erich Breininger, a German foreign fighter in Afghanistan, noted that many of his fellow recruits did
“David’s fast,” that is, fasting every other day. It was the same people, he wrote, who would get up two hours before dawn to pray.\textsuperscript{54}

As with prayer, some jihadis insisted on fasting even when it compromised their security. For example, an Arab fighter in Bosnia in 1993 recounted,

We continued our march until dawn. We prayed morning prayers and the commander gave his order to everyone to have breakfast even though it was Ramadan. The men were tired and it was not known how long the battle would take. However, Abu Dujana al-Sharqi insisted on maintaining his fast.\textsuperscript{55}

There is some evidence that suicide bombers fast on the day of the attack, regardless of the day of the year.\textsuperscript{56} This practice may stem from a belief that fasting increases the probability that God will recognize them as martyrs.

\textbf{Exorcism}

While most devotional practices were about praising God, jihadis also did things to chase the devil and evil spirits. Two such practices appear in the sources, although neither appears very widespread.

The first was a gesture consisting of spitting three times to the left. This was typically done when a person has sinful thoughts or dreams believed to be the work of Satan. He would then spit three times to the left to make the devil’s influence go away. For example, when Khalid al-Berry for a moment doubted the existence of the afterlife, he “spit three times to [his] left, this being the prophetically approved behaviour should Satan send ideas into the mind of the believer designed to seduce him.”\textsuperscript{57}

The second was exorcism (\textit{ruqya}) in the traditional sense, whereby a person chases spirits from another person’s body. Some jihadis seemed to believe that certain individuals have a gift for exorcism. Fadil Harun noted that “Brother Abu Wafa was famous for reading the Qur’an and for exorcising by touch anyone possessed by the devil.”\textsuperscript{58} Khalid al-Berry relates a story about a comrade possessed by a genie and relieved through exorcism:

Our friend Mohammed \ldots had started seeing a female genie, who came to him at night and slept with him and treated him just like a husband \ldots she came to him each night in a different shape \ldots Muhammad told the brothers
about her and they decided to bring a brother from Minya to cast her out. I was too scared to attend this expertise in spiritualism, but our mutual friend told me afterward, in terror, that Muhammad had spoken to the exorcist in a woman’s voice, and that he had clapped his hands and sung in her silly tones, ‘I love Muhammad and he loves me.’ The genie had told them that she was sixty-four years old.\

Recreational Practices\

While the jihadis in my sources spent a lot of energy meeting ritual obligations, they also did things for aesthetic or social pleasure. I call these practices “recreational,” not because they are necessarily about relaxation or entertainment, but because they are elective and not primarily about praising God. I will discuss six such practices: anashid singing, poetry reading, video watching, storytelling, dream interpretation, and sports.

Anashid Singing\

The jihadi appreciation for a cappella religious songs (anashid) has been treated extensively in the earlier chapters by Nelly Lahoud and Jonathan Pieslak, so here I shall discuss only the ways in which they were “consumed” by militants in the field.

In my sources, anashid were often used as cadence calls during training or on marches. An Arab recruit attending an Afghan training camp in the late 1980s recalled that “every morning we would start running enthusiastically while Abu Harith chanted Palestinian anashid.” They are also sung for relaxation. For example, Fadil Harun mentions that “one Friday evening, during the break, brother Abu Mansur al-Shishani began to chant anashid.” Chanting can also be part of an ideological instruction programme. Omar Hammami recalls how his camp received a visit by a highly respected Yemeni jihadi named Abu Mansur al-Yamani:

He had a beautiful character and my days with him are from my most cherished moments in Jihaad . . . he was giving motivational talks in the evening before gathering the brothers for Nashiids . . . It was not strange to find him or the other brothers shedding tears for love of Islaam. Afterwards he would have me translate the Arabic words of the oldies Nashiids that he loved so much. He wasn’t a big fan of the new wave Nashiids with more of a focus on how it sounds then the actual literal content. He memorized almost
all of the Qawaafl ash-Shuhadaa’ Nashiids and his voice was actually preferable to the original on many occasions. Till this day there are numerous Nashiids that instantly remind me of him and take me back to those bitter-sweet moments.\(^6\)

In a typical anashid-singing session, one member would do most of the singing, while the others listen or occasionally join in on the chorus. Some militants specialized in hymn-singing and built reputations as singers. For example, Omar Hammami recalls,

When I reached the other side the Arab brother, Abu Xafs ... was singing Nashiids for the brothers crowded around him. This guy was absolutely amazing when it came to Nashiids. He would even pretend to re-wind the “tape player” by making the squealing rewind sound. He had been in a Tunisian jail for terror charges.\(^6\)

As we saw in Lahoud and Pieslak’s chapters, anashid are also recorded, so the listening has become a practice in itself. The following extract from Fadil Harun’s memoir shows how anashid were consumed in context and indicates that they could indeed be considered as entertainment:

I had a Qur’an tape and another with inspirational Islamic hymns. We would switch between them according to the atmosphere in the car. When it was calm and quiet we put on the Qur’an, otherwise the hymns. What amazed me was that my little girl Sumayya had memorized all the hymns, even though she was only four years old. I was angry with her mother because I only listen to those hymns at specific times, during training, to get the young men worked up. In normal circumstances I listen to the Qur’an more than to hymns and she knows that. I did and still do encourage memorizing the Qur’an before the hymns.\(^6\)

Jihadis also listen to anashid in operational settings. During a terrorism trial in Denmark in 2009, the prosecution produced a secret surveillance video showing the accused, Hammad Khurshid, building a bomb while listening to hymns to his computer and singing along. He “repeated the song a few times, while moving upper body back and forth, with his hands folded in front of him. Then he got up and started shouting in the air: Allahu Akbar, Allahu akbar.”\(^6\)

**Poetry Reading**

Anashid are closely related to poetry, which, as we saw in Haykel and Creswell’s chapter, is a prominent element of jihadi culture. Jihadi
publications and websites are full of it, and several active militants, including Usama bin Ladin, wrote poems. The sources examined for this chapter are no exception: for example, Fadil Harun includes a poem in his memoir, and one of the Arab interviewees in the film Martyrs of Bosnia recites a poem to honor a fallen comrade.66

However, I found relatively few descriptions of poetry-reading sessions. One exception is the following anecdote from late 1980s Afghanistan:

It was extremely hot during that time of the year and we used to go swimming in one of the nearby ponds at noon, hunted a few birds then returned to perform the afternoon prayer. In the evening and after we had tea, we would sit in the calm night and its soft breeze while Abdul Razeq recited religious poems, urging us to recite Arab ones then asking us about their meaning.67

The limited evidence of collective poetry recitation may be coincidental, but more likely it indicates that poetry is consumed in other ways, perhaps through individual reading or, as we saw in Pieslak’s and Lahoud’s chapters, through anashid singing.

**Video Watching**

A more widespread pastime was video watching. We saw in Anne Stenersen’s chapter that jihadis have been producing propaganda videos since the early 1980s, and that the number of productions has skyrocketed in the digital age. Here I shall briefly examine the ways in which active militants consume such videos.

One observation is that jihadis in my sources frequently viewed videos together. In fact, video screenings go back a long time. Khalid al-Berry notes that “in the summer of 1987, I started going to movies shown by the Jama’a at the Jam’iya Shar’iya mosque. There were pictures of children disfigured during the war against the Muslims in Afghanistan that would have wrung tears from a stone.”68 Similarly, “one evening in 1993,” Nasir al-Bahri recalls, “a Palestinian friend who did jihad in Afghanistan invited me to view a film on the battle of Sarajevo.”69

Another finding is that jihadis seemed to watch propaganda videos at all stages in their careers, not just in the enlistment phase. Here is a recruitment account from late 1990s Brussels:
I went to a Moroccan brother who had done jihad. After completing our religious duties – prayers and invocations – I told him about myself. I stated my desire to fight alongside my Muslim brothers. After a very long discussion with other brothers, he gave each of us a book of sermons and showed us videos on crimes committed in Algeria or Chechnya.70

Videos were also played in training camps. Omar Nasiri describes the Darunta camp in Afghanistan around 1996:

we would watch films in the mosque. There was a huge array of propaganda videos we could watch any time. I had always loved watching movies, and I realized that I had missed watching television when I was in Khaled. I spent a lot of time in the mosque during those early weeks, going through the huge collection of films about the mujahidin during the Soviet-Afghan war.71

They also continued to watch propaganda videos long past the training stage. Here is Robert Fowler’s description of “video night with al-Qaida” in the Malian desert in 2009:

Just as we had begun to doze off, we heard a great commotion around the front of the track, a metre from our heads. The hood was opened and three large, heavy tires were thrown into a pile. By the time we had sat up to figure what was going on, somebody had placed a laptop computer on the stack of tires and was plugging it into the cigarette lighter socket in the engine compartment … with some ceremony, a DVD was produced and inserted into the laptop drive and we were chivvied around to have pride of place in front of the screen … each time an episode of mayhem and destruction occurred on the screen, the crowd pressing around Louis and me shouted “Allahu Akbar!”72

**Storytelling**

Another common practice was storytelling, a practice in which a group of militants gathered to exchange stories or listen to a keynote speaker. Given that jihadis shun popular entertainment and often stay in remote areas, the prevalence of this practice it is not surprising.

A common topic was personal life stories. Here is a campfire scene from Afghanistan around 2000:

On the first night after the attack, we were seated around the fire in one of our positions. It was a cold night. One of the brothers suggested that each of us should tell the story of how he became guided to the right path and joined
jihad. Some agreed to do so while others were too embarrassed. The young men began to tell their stories one after the other. The third person to do so was Umar al-Adani. His story greatly moved the brothers that night, to the point that they wept.

However, the most popular topic appears to have been contemporary battle stories. As Omar Nasiri recounts from late 1990s Afghanistan:

at night, we would sit together in the barracks and talk. We had only gas lamps for light ... we would shroud ourselves in blankets to stave off the bitter cold night air, and the mujahidin would tell us stories from the front lines. I was transfixed by these stories, by the detailed descriptions of famous battles I had only read about.

Note that while the previous quotes depict spontaneous storytelling between trainees, there is also evidence of organized storytelling to socialize recruits. For example, an Arab volunteer in a jihadi safe house in Pakistan in 1995 recalled,

I spent my time reading books and leaflets ... I watched numerous jihadist movies that had been filmed in Afghanistan during the fighting. I sat in the gatherings of the brothers who had fought in Afghanistan for a long time. I listened to their war stories and heard about the martyrs who were killed in battle.

Some fighters excelled in storytelling. One AQIM narrator charmed even his Canadian hostage:

Omar was one of the most natural and entrancing storytellers I have ever encountered. I felt as if I had been transported back in time and was listening to a troubadour from the Middle Ages. The younger mujahideen couldn’t get enough of his tales, which all had a religious theme: either his animation of Qur’anic stories, his account of his missionary activities and religious conquests, or his vivid re-creations of numerous hadith.

**Dream Interpretation**

As Edgar and de Looijer explained in Chapter 6, jihadis take dreams very seriously as potential messages from God. Here again, we are not dealing with an exclusively jihadi phenomenon, because dreams remain important in the Muslim world more generally. In the sources examined here, jihadis thought and talked about dreams a lot, and some seemed to discuss dreams on a daily basis. Dreams are
considered an intimate, sensitive topic, so they were usually only discussed in pairs or small groups. A few individuals are described as being obsessed with dreams. One memoir from late 1980s Afghanistan portrays a fighter who wanted to follow [his fallen comrade] by any means, and he started to have martyrdom visions almost every day. He once dreamt he was trapped in a destroyed house . . . he opened one door and reached a magnificent garden . . . I explained to him that his martyrdom was imminent, and his joy was indescribable.78

Most dream accounts in my sources appeared to have an element of post-facto rationalization. For example, Omar Hammami’s memoir recounts a number of dreams and concludes that “in hindsight, all of these dreams seemed to have been the foretelling of my future role with the Shabab.”79 Similarly, several jihadis said they had martyrdom premonitions for fallen comrades, as in this account:

Allah sent me a vision through which I knew that Abdul Razeq was going to be martyred . . . He was wearing white clothes, a white turban, his face was lit up, and his body full of health . . . When I learned what had happened to him, I realized the meaning of the vision.80

Several individuals claimed to have taken consequential decisions based on dreams. Some said they joined after a dream; the Bahraini Muhammad Fatih, for example, was allegedly “convinced of the need to go to the land of Bosnia by a dream.”81 Others decided to continue fighting because of dreams. Omar Hammami said he thought of defecting, “but it was really a few dreams that tipped the scales and caused me to stay.”82 Yet others said dreams informed tactical decisions: Fadil Harun writes that when he was lost in the Kenyan wilderness, he relied on a friend’s dream to find a way out.83 An Arab fighter in 1980s Afghanistan refused to fire mortars and insisted on joining a sniper unit because he had a dream in which, to his horror, he had fired mortars on a mosque.84

Some jihadis seemed to specialize in dream interpretation and were consulted more frequently than others. Robert Fowler mentions that one of his captors “was much intrigued by dreams and constantly inquired about ours in order to exercise his training in interpretation.”85 An Arab in Afghanistan noted that one of his comrades “had a vision which he related to me the next morning after I acquired a reputation in the interpretation of dreams.”86
Sports

Jihadis also appreciate sports. Swimming, horseback riding, and archery (interpreted today as shooting) are explicitly encouraged in the hadith (Prophetic tradition), so these activities are particularly visible in the sources. For example, in the al-Qaida video Diary of Mujahid there are several swimming scenes, at least one horseback-riding scene, and, of course, innumerable shooting scenes.87 Similarly, an Arab Afghan fighter recalls that “we would pray in the morning, then listen to religious lessons before having breakfast. Then, we headed towards the woods where we could swim in small lakes all day long.”88

Although a few radicals (including the main character in My Brother the Islamist) believe that recreation should be limited to these three activities, most seemed to have nothing against other sports.89 Soccer and martial arts have been particularly popular in jihadi circles. Khalid al-Berry explains that he and his al-Jama’a al-Islamiyya friends in 1980s Egypt played a lot of soccer, and they used it for both recreation and recruitment.90 Other militants are described in the sources as being proficient in Kung Fu and kickboxing.91

Festivities

Despite their reputation for stern fundamentalism, jihadis sometimes celebrated. One occasion was Id al-Fitr, the holiday marking the end of Ramadan. For example, the film Diaries of a Mujahid included several long scenes from a lively Id party among Arab fighters in Afghanistan around 2010. We see mujahidin mingling, smiling, and eating good food. Later they sit in a circle singing hymns while a man first performs a brief dance, then they all shout “allahu akbar!” while another man fires a Kalashnikov in the air.92

Some also celebrated weddings. When the children of two senior al-Qaida members married in late 1990s Afghanistan, they held “a splendid wedding during which sheikh Usama [bin Ladin] gave a speech. There were chants and popular dances performed by the brothers from Yemen, which made everyone happy.”93

Identity-markers

A third set of practices consists of little things that people wear, say or do. These things I call identity-markers because they affect appearance
and distinguish activists from non-activists. There is probably more inter-jihadi variation in this domain than in the two previous ones, as each group and regional context has its own characteristics.

**Dress and Grooming**

There appears to be no universal jihadi uniform or “look”; militants seem to wear roughly whatever is worn in the area they operate. There are some exceptions; in the 1980s and 1990s, it was not uncommon for Arab veterans of the Afghan jihad to wear their old Afghan clothes outside Afghanistan. As late as the early 2000s, some radicals in the West wore a conspicuous combination of traditional dress and combat gear. In Bosnia in the 1990s, some Arab fighters wore the green headbands commonly associated with Hamas in Palestine.94 In Middle Eastern countries, jihadis often wear what other conservative Islamists wear, namely, an ankle-length gown or loose shirt/trouser combination, modeled on the Prophet Muhammad’s dress. They often follow related Salafi customs, such as carrying a *miswak* (a tooth-cleaning twig from the Arak tree), wearing strong non-alcoholic perfume, wearing the wristwatch on the right wrist, and avoiding gold jewelry.95

Beards seem almost mandatory. Those who cannot sport a full beard grow what they can. The seventeen-year old British convert in *My Brother the Islamist* used beard serum to improve growth.96 Interestingly, shaving to avoid detection is surprisingly rare. Khalid al-Berry, for example, relates how al-Jama‘a al-Islamiyya members in Egypt would grow beards, knowing full well that it made them more vulnerable to police repression.97 In return, they got a stronger sense of group identity:

The feeling of being a group became even more entrenched when it evolved into a common look that made the members of the group recognizable to one another wherever they might go. They would let their beards grow, ungroomed and uncut, to the breadth of a fist . . . From the pocket of one’s jallabiya (which we called a ‘shirt’) peeked the tip of a miswak, or chewing stick, with which we cleansed our mouths . . . and those same mouths were never used to whistle.98

To the Western eye, jihadis may seem rugged, but they take cleanliness very seriously and are not averse to grooming, even in the battlefield. Robert Fowler recalls that “in the middle of the desert,
Omar Two used cologne and applied Kohl to highlight his large, wide-set and menacing eyes.” Those about to undertake a suicide bombing or a high-risk operation often make a particular effort to look good. An Arab fighter in Bosnia noted of a friend that “a few days before the operation, [he] was seen to take great care of himself. And he wore his best clothes as if he knew he had an appointment with the beautiful women of paradise.”

**Noms de guerre**

One of the most conspicuous and consistent jihadi practices is the adoption of a nom de guerre (kunya) at the beginning of a military career. Names usually follow the formula “Abu + <name> + <origin>”, as in “Abu Hasan al-Iraqi.” When Omar Nasiri presented himself with his real name in a Pakistani safe house, a murmur went through the room:

Brother, we never use our real names. When you come here, you must leave everything behind – your home, your family, your identity. You must take a new name.’ . . . I decided to take the name Abu Bakr.

**Slogans**

In social interactions, jihadis make frequent use of set religious expressions such as “la illaha illa allah” (there is no god but God), “subhanallah” (God is glorious), and various forms of “tahmid” (praising God). These are all common Islamic expressions – in fact, they are technically a form of remembrance (dhikr).

One such expression – the so-called takbir, or the saying of “Allahu akbar” (God is great) – is pronounced in a particularly performative way. It is a group act that begins with one person shouting “takbir!” whereupon all other members present respond by shouting “allahu akbar!” The sequence is usually repeated four times. Jihadis in my sources did takbir in all kinds of situations: when doing the inspection call, exercising, firing a gun, seeing the enemy, completing a task, receiving a good piece of news, greeting fellow militants, embarking on a journey, celebrating victory, or for no apparent reason at all. In Bosnia, some fighters carried loudspeakers to amplify their takbir shouts against the enemy.
Manners

Jihadi groups have norms for everyday manners and etiquette. The types of prescriptions and the extent of regulation seem to vary between groups: some appear relatively pragmatic, while others expect members to follow precise behavioral blueprints in all walks of life. The Egyptian group al-Jama’a al-Islamiyya was a case of the latter. According to a former member,

they discuss what is forbidden and what is permitted, they discuss prayer, the rules governing fasting, the rules governing how to look at a woman and listen to music, the limits to be places on the exposure of the body, the acts that render ritual ablutions void, and those that require the ritual purification of the whole body, the proprieties to be observed when bathing and when eating ... everything would turn into a mechanical activity ... when I got home, I’d say the prayer for entering the house, and it was the same when I entered the bathroom, where I would use my left hand only to clean myself and not say a word, even if someone called to me. Nor would I forget the prayer when I came out. I ate sitting on the ground using three fingers and not two ... or five ... Even when walking down the street, I would try to walk as [the Prophet Muhammad] ... was described as having walked.104

Several of these practices are found in other jihadi groups. For example, reserving the left hand for unclean things is very common; in the film My Brother the Islamist, the radical convert Salahuddin will use his left hand only to shake non-Muslims’ hands – even that of his own step-brother. Jihadis also seem to be generally rather prudish. The swimming in Diary of a Mujahid, for example, is always done with clothes on, and Robert Fowler said he “never saw even a naked torso” in five months of living with AQIM.105

Rare Practices

Before I conclude, let me briefly consider what the jihadis in my sources did not do, or did less of than expected. First, there really does seem to have been little “sex, drugs and rock ’n’ roll” in the jihadi underground. I have already noted their conservatism in sexual matters, and alcohol and drugs were obvious taboos.106 They did not smoke cigarettes; only Afghan mujahidin in the 1980s and 1990s seem to have indulged.107 They neither performed nor listened to music with instruments, in line with the norms described in Pieslak’s chapter in this
book. They did not produce or watch stage art, unlike the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, which produced “Islamic drama” for a long time.\footnote{108} Jihadis did not watch network TV, except, perhaps, for newscasts. Dancing was also rare; there was no sign of the Sufi sama’ ritual with its whirling dervishes, but there are brief references to the Afghan atan dance and the “walking under the Qur’an” ritual of Afghan mujahidin.\footnote{109}

Second, and perhaps more surprising, militants did little to cultivate a distinct jihadi “look.” Other than beards, conventional signs of group membership are rare. Unlike many other paramilitary organizations, the jihadi groups studied here did not have uniforms with badges or insignia. Unlike gang members, they did not expect each other to get tattoos or other body modifications.\footnote{110} There was no evidence of secret handshakes or other codified gestures.

Third, and perhaps most important, jihadis seemed to have few ceremonies of their own. One might have expected a violent religious group such as al-Qaida to develop elaborate and idiosyncratic ceremonies, but it seems not to have done so. Most ceremonial practices reported in the sources were conventional rituals of mainstream Sunni Islam.

One partial exception was the pledging of allegiance (\textit{bay’a}). This is a traditional Islamic ceremony of individual submission to political authority. It was adopted as an initiation ritual by al-Qaida in Afghanistan in the 1990s. Although ceremonial in form, the pledge appears to have been elective and without formal implications. It was not a prerequisite for access to training, salary, operations, or even the upper echelons of the group.\footnote{111} Here is a sample account by Nasir al-Bahri:

\begin{quote}
Bin Laden handed me a text, and I swore allegiance. Even though, until then, I had been a de facto full member of al-Qaida, I attached importance to this ritual, which takes place without much ceremony. I raise my hand before Bin Ladin, declaring, ‘I swear before God to assist you and to support you, without considering my personal interest or my own ideas, in good times and bad times, forgetting my personal well-being, and I promise not to challenge your leadership.’ Although this does not change anything in my daily life, it does affect my state of mind.\footnote{112}
\end{quote}

Interestingly there is little evidence of pledge ceremonies from other jihadi groups or indeed from al-Qaida itself after 2001. The sources
studied here contain only one other reference, from Omar Hammami in Somalia around 2006:

Immediately I recognized Xasan Turky ... I knew ... that he must be the Amiir ... By that point the only thought in my mind was whether or not I should give him Baycah at that moment or wait a bit later when there were only few brothers around! ... Nevertheless, Baycah or not, when this group got up ... we thought it was wise to stick with them.113

The only jihadi-specific ceremony I observed in the sources was the “martyr’s wedding,” a practice in which suicide bombers are celebrated on the day before the attack. The celebration imitates a wedding party and symbolizes the martyr’s coming union with the virgins of paradise. It has no clear precedent in the Islamic tradition, but may be an adaptation of the “funeral-as-wedding” celebrations held for fallen fighters in Palestine.114 The jihadi ceremony is documented in at least two videos, one from Saudi Arabia in 2003, the other from Afghanistan around 2010.115 Both show a group of ten to fifteen militants singing a cheerful nashid (the same in both scenes) and smiling to the bombers. It is not clear how widespread the ceremony is. On the one hand, the two films are recorded seven years apart in two different places, suggesting the practice has migrated and endured. On the other hand, I have seen little evidence of this practice in other sources, which suggests it was relatively rare.

**Conclusion**

This chapter has offered an inventory of the main non-military practices in jihadi groups as observed through a selection of primary sources. Beyond the unsurprising finding that jihadis do much more than just fight and train, the chapter provided several important insights. One is that the jihadis in these sources did take religion very seriously. Devotional practices and recreational practices with religious content seemed to take up the overwhelmingly largest part of their spare time. These same practices suggest that few if any jihadis doubt the existence of God, Satan, evil spirits, the afterlife, and the prophetic potential of dreams. This is significant, because it undercuts the frequent claim by non-militant Muslims – and their non-Muslim supporters – that extremists lack genuine faith. Militants are often accused by moderates of being either ignorants who have just discovered Islam,
opportunists who exploit religion for personal or political ends, or hypocrites who really lead sinful lives behind a facade of piety. It may be true that many militants have a non-observant past, but my investigation suggests that once they are in a militant group, they take ritual observance very seriously. Nobody can know the depth of their faith, but we should not assume that their belief is less intense just because they know little about theology.

Second, and relatedly, the jihadis studied here were surprisingly orthodox in their ritual practices. They seem to have invented few ceremonies of their own; instead they did mostly what other Sunni Muslims do, only with greater than average frequency and intensity. Given their deviance from norms about violence, one might have expected them to deviate in their ritual practices too, but in general they did not. This is important because it suggests jihadi groups have not had to sacrifice all that much cultural authenticity on their way to extreme political action. This in turn may help understand why people join. In the eyes of prospective recruits from a conservative religious background, jihadi groups can appear as culturally relatively authentic. This is in contrast to other subcultures, such as the Ku Klux Klan or the skinhead movement, which, culturally speaking, represent complete innovations and sharp breaks from the mainstream.

Third, the militants were more emotional and artistically sensitive than their reputation as rugged terrorists suggests. Aside from weeping in all kinds of situations, they appreciated *anashid* and looked up to warrior-poets. The atmosphere in the jihadi underground appears to differ markedly from Western tabloid presentations of jihadi groups as nests of cold-blooded sadists. This is not to say that jihadis are all sensitive poet types who have been mistaken for religious Rambos all along, but to say that in jihadi groups you can be both at the same time. This is in contrast to the warrior culture of modern Western militaries, in which displays of emotion and interest in the arts are usually seen as feminine traits at odds with those of a true warrior. At a more general level, then, these observations tell us something about notions of masculinity in different cultures.

Fourth and finally, as Cook also noted in his chapter, jihadis appear to have been influenced to a surprising degree by Sufism, and the Sufi influence seems to have grown over time. Weeping and hymn singing, for example, were rare in the 1980s, but are common today. Jihadis seem to have compromised, consciously or not, on their Salafi
principles, presumably because the imports carried benefits that outweighed the cost of the doctrinal concession. This is, along with the sheer amount of time jihadis spend on non-military activities, perhaps the strongest indication that culture benefits their military struggle in some important way.

The precise ways jihadi culture helps the fight remain unclear and will require more research. The big causal questions about how jihadi culture affects individuals and groups and what shapes the culture of different groups are beyond the scope of this chapter and indeed of the book as a whole. As noted in the introduction, the purpose of this book was to survey the jihadi cultural universe and provide a starting point for more research into the cultures of rebel groups. We hope we have succeeded in describing the broad features of the phenomenon and in inspiring others to explore this rich topic further. The Introduction sketched out three possible lines of future inquiry: more description of militant cultures (what they consist of), research into culture as a dependent variable (what shapes culture), and research into culture as an independent variable (what culture does). It also proposed some hypotheses about how cultural practices might affect behavior: for example, that they trigger emotions that strengthen recruits’ commitment to the cause or that they serve as a resource for costly signalling.

In addition, the various chapters in the book have offered a range of observations and ideas pertaining to specific elements of jihadi culture. We trust that future thinkers will build on these insights and find new and creative ways to address the puzzles of jihadi culture.

Most of all, we hope that the book will spark reflection on larger questions about how humans engage with each other and the world. The study of militant cultures may have some practical value for counterterrorism and the like, but it is first of all an investigation into some of the most mysterious dimensions of human existence. Why do we like music so much? What are dreams for? Why do we laugh and why do we weep? Why is religion so important to us? To rewrite Bill Shankly’s famous quote about football: the study of culture is not about life and death; it is much more important than that.


Becker, Olivia. “ISIS Has a Really Slick and Sophisticated Media Department.” VICE, July 12, 2014.
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